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TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

Background

In September 1977, an accident involving a truck shipment of uranium ore

concentrate (yellowcake) occurred near Springfield, Colorado. Several

tons of yellowcake were spilled on the ground. Although the effects of

this spill on the publi: health and safety were very small,W the unusu-

ally large amount of material spilled combined with uncertainties in the

overall management of the incident focused public and Congressional

attention on the transportation of yellowcake in particular and of all

radioactive materials in general. In response, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) and the Department of Transportation (DOT) undertook to

review and assess the regulations and practices related to package integ-
,

rity and to emergency response to transportation accidents involving

radioactive materials. An agenda of topics for the study, given in

Table I, was established.

l letter from A. J. Hazle, Director, Gadiation and Hazardous Wastes Control,
Colorado Department of Health, to R. P. Pollock, Director, The Citizen's
Movement for Safe and Efficient Energy (January 16, 1978).

2 The general subject areas examined in this study have been recently
analyzed, publicly reviewed, and reported in the NRC environmental
impact statement " Transportation of Radioactive Materials by Air and
Ott'er Modes," NUREG-0170, which was published in December 1977. The
present study represents a reexamination of certain specific topics as
identified in the study agenda. In particular, the risk analysis of
yellowcake and other low specific activity material shipments in
NUREG-0170 is here expanded to include consideration of improvements in
package requirements and emergency response requirements.

,, ,
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TABLE I. TRANSPORTATION OF RACI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL
STUDY AGENDA

The following is a list of actions related to safety in transportation of
radioactive materials which the NRC will evaluate in coordination with
DOT. The evaluation will include consideration of feasibility, practi-
cality, authorities and cost-benefits.

(1) A modification of NRC rules to require licensee shippers to prepare
and inaintain emergency procedures to be followed in the event noti-
fication is received that a licensee's shipment is involved in a
transportation accident. This will include development of the
various elements which the emergency plan should contain. Agreement
States would te encouraged to adopt similar requirements.

(2) Require that changes be made in the method of shipping LSA meterials
including specifically natural uranium oxide, ta increase surviva-
bility in transportation. A short-term study (about 6 months) will
be undertaken to investigate what changes might be made. Changes to
be investigated will include: (a) heavier gauge drums; (b) improved
drum closure methods; (c) tie-dcwn systems; and (d) type of vehicles
to be used.

(3) Require that an information packet accompany each shipment of
hazardous materials (radioactive). The package would contain infor-
mation concerning the hazardous na',ure of the materjal in the ship-
ment, the precautions to be taken in the event of leakage or
spillage under normal or accident conditions of transport, and
notification requirements.*

(4) Require routing control for certain types of shipments; e.g., so as
to avoid densely populated areas and adverse road conditions.

(5) Clarify Federai, State, local, carrier and shipper response and
responsibilities in the event of an accident.*

(6) Clarify financial responsibility for coping with accidents, including
clean-up a1d recovery.

(7) Develop a system for obtaining up-to-date transportation data; e.g.,
types, quantities, etc.

(8) Develop a system for advance notification of shipments of radioactive
materials.
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TABLE I (Continued)

(9) Increase the DOT inspection capability for transportation of hazardous
materials.*

(10) Other facets of emergency preparedness not mentioned above.

Time Tab'

The above study is expected to be completed in about six months. Imple-
mentat;on of recommendations for changes may take a year or longer, where
changes in DOT or NRC regulations are necessary.

"In the study, consideration is limited to radioactive materials.

bD A
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A Study Group comprised of representatives from the NRC and the DOT was

formed to consider the items on the agenda and to report on those con-

siderations. The report consists of two parts: an executive summary and

a more detailed discussion. In the executive summary, each item is

briefly discussed to identify problems, summarize issues, and express

conclusions of the Study Group. The recommendations of the Study Group

are given at the end of the executive su'nmary.

Discussion

Thc observations and conclusior; of the Study Group for each agenda item

are sum % cized below:

Obse sations and Conclusions

Item (1) modification of NRC rules to require licensee shippers ton

prepare and maintain emergency procedures to be followed in the
event notification is received that a licensee's shipment is
involved in a transportation accident. This will include .

development of the various elements which the emergency plan
should contain. Agreement States would be encouraged to adopt
similar requirements.

Item (5) Clarify Federal, State, local, carrier and shipper response and
responsibilities in th
radioactivematerials.geventofanaccidentinvolvinglo';ievel

E Although the discussion is restricted to low-level radioactive materials,
many of the general principles also apply to all radioactive materials.

f. b .-
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Items (1) and (5) will be discussed together, since the resolutions of

each are interdepenaent. Four substantially different parties

are involved in emergency response to a transportation accident

involving any raaicactive material: the Federal government,

State (including both Agreement States and non-Agreement States)

and local governments, the carrier, and the shipper. The

responsibilities shared by these parties related to trans-

portation accidents are complex and can be formalized through

regulations or guidance for shippers and carriers and through

formal agreements among Federal, State, and local ager.cies.

Our present views on the primary responsibilities of each party

are given as follows:

(a) The Federal government (primarily the NRC and the DOT) is re::ponsible

for regulating safety aspects of carrier and shipper activity;

designating prior to an accident responsibilities in emergency

response tc the accident; supplying guidance and assistance to State

and local governments in planning effective response to transporta-

tion accidents when they occur; advising response personnel at the

scene of an accident on request (this function is primarily executed

by the Department of Energy (DOE), see Item (10)); and investigating

the causes of an accident, taking steps to prevent recurrence, and

enforcing compliance of carriers and r with Federal

regulations.

hh .'h!
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(b) State and local governments are responsible for regulating certain

aspects of carrier and shipper activity within their borders (vehicle

weights, speed limits, routing away from weak roads or bridges,

etc.); controiling the scene of an accident, implementing protective

action if necessary; and developing emergency response plans for

protection of public health and safety. State and local agencies,

such as emergency crews, police, health and environmental depart-

ments, should have emergency plans both to advise and assist the

carrier and to take appropriate control actions at the scene to

assure protection of public health and safety. These agencies are

expected to exercise their police and emergency powers to control

traffic, provide communications, direct evacuation and sheltering

actions if necessary, and to assure adequate cleanup of contaminated

property.

(c) Ordinarily, the carrier and not the shipper is responsible for

proper care of cargo in transit. In common, contract, and private

carriage, the shipper is responsible for proper packaging of radioac-

tive material delivered to the carrier for transportation, and the

carrier has a right and a responsibility to control such property in

transit. Accordingiy, the carrier should be responsible for emergency

response p?anning, and the shipper should be responsible for informing

concerned persons about the hazardous nature of his radioactive

material in situations where emergency response plans would be put

into effect.

b/ .$b
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Under existing Federal regulations, the carrier is responsible for

promptly notifying the shipper and the Federal government of any

incident involving death, hospitilization, property damage exceeding

$50,000, fire, breakage, actual or suspected leakage of radioactive

materials or etiologic agents, or in the judgement of the carrier a

danger to life; for isolating any spilled radioactive material from

personnel contact, pending disposal instrt'ctions fron qualified

persons; and for not placing vehicles, buiic'ings, areas, or equipment

in which radioactive materials have been spilled in*o service or

routine occupancy until the radiation dose rate at any at.cessible

surface is less than 0.5 millirem per hour ano no significant removable

radioactive contamination resides on the surface (in the cases of

air and water carriers, only aircraft, holds, compartments, or deck

areas are included in this requirement).

In practice, the carrier may have to rely on expertise and services

of others to accomplish these duties. The carrier would depend on

advice from the shipper (including the procedures in the shipper's

plan decribed below), an Interagency Radiological Assistance Program

(IRAP) team, or State and local agency teams or representatives who

may respond to the accident scene.

To fulfill its responsibility for emergency response actions most

effe:tively, the carrier should be required in the DOT regulations

6(0 226
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to prepare, maintain, and execute an emergency response plan for

these actions. This plan could depend upon advice given by the

shipper, IRAP organization, or State and ic:al agencies. Further,

it could call for contractual arrangements between the carrier and

shipper or between the carrier and other emergency response organiza

tions. The plan should include means to notify shipper and carrier

management and government authorities, to arrange the protection and

care of any nearby people, and to isolate and clean up any spilled

radioactive material.

d) In an accident, the shipper is clearly the most appropriate party

for providing hazards information on a shipment of radioactive

material. At present, shippers are required by 00T regulations to

provide such information for their shipments on the shipping papers.

In certain instances, such as for bulk sitipments of yellowcake and

uranium hexafluoride, shippers also voluntarily provide instructions

for responding to emergencies. Prior to his first shipment of

fissile or Type B quantities of radioactive materials, the 00T

regulations require the shipper to notify each consignee of any

special loading or unloading instructions (49 CFR 173.22(b))

To most effectively use its knowledge in emergency response actions,

the licensee shipper should be required in regulations to prepare

[ .-|
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and maintain an emergency plan vor promptly conveying hazards

information about the shipment to the carrier and government authori

ties. The shipper plan should describe clearly and simply the hazard

associated with the material, a recommended procedure for isolating

any spilled material from the populace, precautiens for handling

each package or spilled material, and equipment required (including

new packages) for cleanup and availability of such equipment. The

information in. the shipper plan should be available at all times

that the shipper has a shipment in transit so shipper personnel can

knowledgably and promptly inform, say by telephone, non-shipper

personnel requesting advice about an accident.

Item (2) Require that changes be made in the method of shipping LSA
materials including specifically natural uranium oxide, to
increase survivability in transportation. A short-term study
(about 6 months) will be undertaken to investigate what changes
might be made. Changes to be investigated will include:
(a) heavier gauge drums; (b) improved drum closure methods;
(c) tie-down systems; and (d) type of vehicles to be used.

Both the NRC and the DOT have authority to prescribe improved package

performance standards under normal as well as accident conditions of

transportation. At present, low specific activity (LSA) materials, such

as yellowcake, are most commonly transported in exclusive-use vehicles,

using non-prescription " strong, tight packages" (see 49 CFR 173.392(c)(i)).

Shipments of LSA materials in other than exclusive-use vehicles are,

however, required to be in packages which must comply with the performance

bh ._i
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.

requirements for " Type A" packaging, i.e., designed to withstand prescribed

environmental and test conditions for normal transportation. However,

neither strong, tight packages nor Type A packages are inherently d: signed

to withstand severe accidents, as would Type B packages. The risk of

damage to public health and safety from the transportation of LSA materials

is very small although the number of LSA packages shipped each year is

large. Assessment of the health and safety consequences of an accidental

spill of such material indicates that a requirement for more accident

resistant packaging than currently used is not cost-effective. However,

transportation experience and incident report data do suggest that the

non prescription strong tight package authorization for LSA material does

not in some instances result in desired package performance under normal

transportation conditions. Accordingly, the D0T intends to issue in the

near future a proposed rule-change which would impose a requirement for

use of Type A packages for both exclusive-use and nonexclusive-use shipments

of LSA material. This proposed change, which was under consideration

prior to the Colorado incident, can be expected to significantly enhance

performance of packages used in shipments of LSA mate,, rials, and to some

extent even their accident resistance.

a. Gauge (wall thickness) of drums

As for requiring heavier gauge drums, the strength of a material

generally increases with thickness of the material, especially

against uniform axial, internal pressure, external pressure, and

.

r' s ;
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crush loading, but not necessarily against impact loading. Since

accident experience (Colorado 1977) and package testing (Sandia

Laboratories 1976) do not indicate that failure of material walls or

seams is significant compared to loss of lids, improving drums by

requiring heavier gauge construction does not appear to be necessary

or advantageous and should not be reqaired.

b. Drum closure methods

Accident experience and package testing do show that loss of lids on

drums used to transport yellowcake contributes to spillage of contents

in severe accidents. Improvements in 1id closure methods are feasible,

but do not improve safety significantly, essentially because any

spilled material has low concentration of radioactivity. The minimum

annual equipment costs are estimated to exceed the annualized decontami-

nation costs of a severe accident and also to exceed a reasonable

annualized expenditure for saving dose from a severe accident. The

minimum annual equipment costs can be realized only from effective

c.ast control practices. Thus, such improvements are not cosi.-effective.

For these reasons, requirements for such improvements should not be

imposed.

c. Tiedown systems

Current DOT regulatiuns (49 CFR Parts 174, 177, and 393) require

restraints against shifting or loss of cargo under conditions normally

incident to transportation. For LSA materials, tiedown requirements

{l ' y 'n
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exceeding those in force are technically feasible, but do not improve

safety significantly, since any spilled material has low concentra-

tion of radioactivity. Such improvements are not cost-effective

because both annual equipment and installation labor costs exceed

the annualized decontamination cost of a severe accident and exceed

a reasonable annualized expenditure for saving dose from a severe

accident. For these reasons, tiedown requirements exceeding those

in force should not be imposed.

d. Vehicle types

Requirements for specially designed vehicles must be coupled with

requirements for tiedown devices or package closure improvements

capable of withstanding the forces generated in severe accidents to

realize a reduction in the quantity of LSA material that might be

spilled. As the latter improvements are generally not cost-effective,

requirements for specially designed vehicles are even less cost-effective.

Item (3) Require that an info;mation packet accompany each shipment of
radioactive materials. The package would contain information
concerning the hazardous nature of the material in the shipment,
the precautions to be +,aken in the event of leakage or spillage
under normal or accident conditions of transport, and notifica-
tion requirements.

Pmsent 00T regulations (49 CFR 172.200-172.203) require that shipments

of racioactive materials be accompanied by a description of each radio-

nuclide contained, its chemical and physical form, its radioactivity, the

NY ~
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label category and transport index (measure of external radiation levels),

and whether the package is Type A or Type B (accident resistant). A

review of accident experience indicates that a change in the DOT regula-

tions to require additional technical descriptive information on shipping

papers, vehicle placards, package labels, or other package markings is

not likely to be of any significant assistance in the case of a spill or

leakage. However, the addition of an emergency telephone number on

shipping papers could assist emergency response in the event of an acci-

dent and should be required.

Item (4) Require routing control for certain types of shipments; e.g. ,
so as to avoid densely populated areas and adverse road conditions.

Current 00T regulations (49 CFR 397.9) require that "Unless there is no

practical alternative, a motor vehicle which contains hazardous materials

must be operated over routes which do not go through or near heavily

"populated a.reas. Almost all of the large cities on the limited

number of highways over which yellowcake is transported have by passes

which would be considered " practical alternatives" to passing through the

city centers. Any yellowcake shipments seen passing through densely

populated areas should be reported to the DOT for investigation and

possible enforcement action.

State and local agencies currently designate roads with adverse condi-

tions as unsafe for transportation and limit use of such roads if necessary.

h .$I
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The risk to public health and safety from shipments of LSA material,

including yellowcake, is very small essentially because of the low con-

centration of radioactivity distributed throughout the material. In view

of the limited number of routes normally used and of the low risk, no

additional routing controls appear to be necessary for yellowcrke ship-

ments.

For other radioactive materials, the matter of routing control is presently

under separate studies: the NRC environmental statement on transportation

of radionuclides through urban environs and the DOT public rulemaking

proceeding on the routing of highway movements of radioactive materials.

The draft NRC environmental statement is expected to be published for

comment in 1979. The DOT rulemaking proceeding can be anticipated to

take about two years.

Item (6) Clarify financial responsibility for coping with accidents,
including clean-up and recovery.

Ultimate financial responsibilty for damages resulting from a transporta-

tion accident involving radioactive material depends on the particular

circumstances associated with the accident and is usually settled in the

courts. If the origin or destination of the radioactive material being

transported is an indemnified facility (e.g., a nuclear power plant),

then the provisions of the Price-Anderson Act !42 USC 22101 assure a

source of furids ($560 million per nuclear incident) for personal injury

or property damage resulting from the transportation accident. These

b )3
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funds would be provided by a combination of facility licensee insurance

and 'ederal government indemnity. However, transportation of many types

of radioactive material, particularly yellowcake, is not covered by the

f" ice-Anderson Act. In the event of a, accident involving transportation

of these radioactive materials, liability for damages would be determined

according to the applicable state tort law.

Aside from the question of ultimate financial responsibility for a trans-

portation accident involving radioactive material, the carrier should be

prepared to assume initial costs required to discharge his responsibili-

ties !1isted in discussion of Items (1) and (5)1 and the State or local

agency involved should be prepared to assume initial costs incurred

because of protective actions required by the agency as in other emergency

situations, e.g., fires, floods, etc.

Item (7) Develop a system for obtaining up-to-date transportation data;
e.g., types, quantities, etc.

Collection of radioactive material shipment data does not directly improve

transportation safety. However, such information is necessary to estimate,

either on a national or regional basis, the risks to society from trans-

portation and the impact of changes in the safety regulations on shipments.

A selective survey involving a significant sample of shipments made in

the U.S. may be sufficient to satisfy this need for such information. A

system for maintaining up-to-date transportation data on all shipments of

radioactive material would not contribute more in terms of safety than

bh [ k
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selective surveys because the volume of shipments is large and does not

vary significantly from year to year. If any one type of shipment increases

significantly, a specific survey can be conducted to obtain information

on that particular type of shipment. Based on experience with a broad

base shipment survey conducted in 1975, the cost to obtain up-to-date

information for all shipments of radioactive materials in the U.S. appears

prohibitively expensive, probably more than one million dollars per year.

In our opinion, the benefits derived from expending a million dollars per

year are not sufficient to warrant imposition of a system for maintaining

up-to-date transportation data. Accordingly, rather than instituting a

new information collection system covering all radioactive material

shipments, available government and industry sources of such data sh: id

be supplemented as required by selective surveys.

Item (8) Develop a system for advance notification of shipments of
radioactive materials.

Mere advance notice from a shipper to a State or local agency of a ship-

ment of radioactive material does nothing to improve public health and

safety. If the advance notice is coupled with some follovup action, such

as a police escort of the shipment, independent surveillance of the

shipment, or notice to emergency response teams along the route, then

safety might be improved. In view of the low overall risk to public

health and safety from transportation of radioactive materials, as esti-

mated in a recent NRC environmental statement,S! little increase in

d#" Transportation of Radioactive Materials by Air and Other Modes,"
NUREG-0170 (December 1977)

6h !. 1)
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safety would result from such actions. Recognizing, however, that some

States may desire to obtain such information, the Study Group is not

adverse to discussing wth the States the merits of advance notice require-

ments. However, State or local requirements for advanced notification of

shipments of quantities and types of special nuclear material protected

in accordance with NRC regulations or DOE directives should not be imposed

because such requirements may conflict with certain Federal restrictions

related to controlling sensitive information pertaining to such protected

shipments.

Item (9) Increase the DOT inspection capability for transportation of
radioactive mater .~als. s

The compliance efforts of the DOT in transportation of radioactive materials

are an integral part of the Department's overall program in compliance

and enforcement of the hazardous materials transportation regulat'ans.

Radioactive materials therefore are not specially singled out and treated

separately in this activity. Experience indicates that such materials

have been transported very safely. When measured against actual experi-

ence therefore, the present staff level of compliance and enforcement in

transportation of radioactive materials is appropriate.

E etter from J. M. Hendrie, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
to the Honorable T. E. Wirth, U.S. House of Representatives (January 10,
1978). This item is addressed by tne 00T since it relates solely to their
staffing requirements.

f. } ,,
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Item (10) Other facets of emergency prepared:ess not mentioned above.

Many activities are focusing on emergency response to accidents in trans-

portation of all radioactive materials. The Federal government conducts

an Interagency Radiological Assistance Program. The Department of Energy,

as lead agency in this program, operates and maintains extensive capability

to respond to radiological accidents. These response teams can advise

the State and local agencies and carriers responsible for protective

actions on radiological matters. The NRC and the D0T sponsor a training

course for response to radiological accidents, including transportation

accidents, at the Department of Energy Nevada Test Site. The American

National Standards Institute drafted a standard entitled, " Emergency

Response Procedures fot Highway Transportation Accidents Involving Radio-

active Materials," N-692. Conmunication between Federal and State govern-

ments on all aspects of transportation of radioactive materials has been

improved through the State surveillance program jointly sponsored by the

NRC and the 00T and through the establishment of State Liaison Officers.

The State surveillance program in which 12 States have participated

serves to familiarize them with transportation of radioactive materials

and its emergency response requirements and to augment the Federal inspection

capability in a significant way.

o
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Recommendations

The Study Group makes the following recomendations concerning emergency
response to transportation accidents involving radioactive materials.

1. Stai.e and local agencies, such as emergency crews,
pol ce, health and environmental cepartments, should
have emergency plans to both advise and assist the
carrier and to take appropriate control actions at
the scene to protect public health and safety. The
NRC and the DOT should foster development of these
plans.

2. Carriers of radioactive material should be required
by the D0T regulations to prepare, maintain, and
execute an emergency response plan for promptly noti-
fying the shipper and government authorities, control-
ling the spread of radioactive material in the cargo,
segregating the radioactive material from the populace,
and cleaning up any spilled radioactive material .
This recomendation essentially augments existing
regulations, guidance, and environmental impact
statements ori transportation of radioactive materials.

3. Shippers of radioactive materials should be required
in regulations to prepare and maintain an emergency
plan for promptly conveying hazards information about
the shipment to the carrier and government authorities.
The information in this plan should be available at
all times that the shipper has a shipment in transit
so shipper personnel can respond knowledgeably and
promptly when they receive notice of an accident and
are asked for advice. This recomendation essentially
augments existing regulations, guidance, and environ-
mental impact statements on transportation of radioactive
materials.

4. Shippers of radioactive materials should be required
in the DOT regulations to show an emergency telephone
number on shipping papers and should be encouraged by
both DOT and NRC policies to voluntarily include
emergency instructions with shipping papers, especially
on bulk shipments.

, . n, n
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5. Carriers of radioactive materials should be prepared
to assume initial costs for their responsibilities
and State and local agencies should be prepared to
assume initial costs for protective actions involving
radioactive material as with other emergencies where
protection of public health and safety is involved.

6. The NRC and the D0T should initiate discussions with
States on the merits of advance notice requirements
for shipments of radioactive material. If an advance -

notice requirement is judged necessary, a national
requirement is preferred over a conglomeration of
State requirements. Precaution against requirements
for advance notice of chipments of quantities and
types of special nuclear material protected in accor-
dance with NRC regulations or DOE directices should
be taken, however, because such requirements may
conflict with certain Federal restrictions related to
controlling sensitive information pertaining to such
protected shipments.

7. Efforts of the NRC and the DOT to cooper ste with the
States in the surveillance program to evaluate compli-
ance with the Federal regulations for safe transporta-
tion of radioactive materials should be expanded to
include more States as monetary constraints allow.

8. Since several Federal agencies must evaluate the
environmental impacts of transportation of radioactive
materials from time to time and since complete survey
information is essential to such evaluations, the NRC
should at selected times update its shipment survey,
in consultation with the D0T and the Environmental
Protection Agency.

O. ? a', Citu -
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I. PRELIMINARY

In September 1977, an accident involving a shipment of uranium ore concen-

trate (yellowcake) occurred near Springfield, Colorado. Several tons of

yellowcake were spilled on the ground. Although the effects of this

spill on the public health and safety were very small,M the unusually

large amount of material spilled combined with uncertainties in the

overall management of the incident focused public and Congressional

attention on the transportation of yellowcake in particular and of all

radioactive materials in general. In response, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) and the Department of Transportation (DOT) undertook to

review and assess the regulations and practices related to package inte-

grity and to emergency response to transportation accidents involving

radioactive materials. An agenda of topics for the study, given in

Table I, was established.

These two agencies formed a joint study group to accomplish this review

and assessment as reported in this document. The members of the joint

study group are named in Appendix I. For continuity of discussion, the

report is organized somewhat differently than che agenda. To aid the

reader, a key between agenda item and section(s) of the report is given

in Table II.

bh 2 i4
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.

Table I

TRANSPORTATION OF RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL
STUDY AGENDA

The follcwing is a list of actions related to safety in transportation of
radioactive materials which the NRC will evaluate in coordination with
00T. The evaluation will include consideration of feasibility, practicality
authorities and cost-benefits.

1. A modification of NRC rules to require licensee shippers to prepare
and maintain emergency procedures to be followed in the event
notification is received that a licensee's shipment is involved in a
transportation accident. This will include development of the
various elements which the emergency plan should contain. Agreement
States would be encouraged to adopt similar requirements.

2. Require that changes be made in the method of chipping LSA materials
including specifically natural uranium oxide, to increase surviv-
ability in transportation. A short-term study (about 6 months) will
be undertaken to investigate what changes might be made. Changes to
be investigated will 'nclude: (a) heavier gauge drums; (b) improved
drum closure methods; (c) tie-down systems; and (d) type of vehicles
to be used.

3. Require that an information packet accompany each shipment of
hazardous materials (radioactive). The packet would contain infor-
mation concerning the hazardous nature of the material in the
shipment, the precautions to be taken in the event of leakage or
spillage under normal or accident conditions of transport, and
notification requirements.*

4. Require routing control for certain types of shipments; e.g., so as
to avoid densely populated areas and adverse road conditions.

5. Clarify Federal, State, local, carrier and shipper response and
responsibilities in the event of an accident.*

6. Clarify financial responsibility for coping with accidents,
including clean-up and recovery.

7. Develop a system for obtaining up-to-date transportation data; e.g.,
types, quantities, etc.

(> Q 'sE
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Table I (Cont'd)

8. Develop a system for advance notification of shipments of radioactive
materials.

9. Increase the DOT inspection capability for transportation of hazardous
materials.*

10. Other facets of emergency preparedness not mentioned above.

Time Table

The above study is expected to be completed in about six months. Imple-
mentation of recommendations for changes may take a year or longer, where
changes in 007 or NRC regulations are necessary.

*In the stuoy, consideration is limited to radioactive materials.

() 0 'i
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Table II

KEY BETWEEN AGENDA ITEM AND REPORT SECTION(S)

Agenda Item Report ;ection(s)

1. Emergency Planning Requirements II.B.3

2. Packaging Improvements II.A.1,2

3. Hazards Information Requirements II.A.4

4. Routing Controls II.A.3.a

5. Safety Responsibilities II.B.3.a

6. Financial Responsibilities II.B.3.b

7. Up-to-Date Transportation Data System II.A.3.d

8. Advance Notification System II.A.3.c

9. Increase in DOT Inspection Capability II.A.5

10. Other Facets of Emergency Response II.B.3.d

.
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From its inception in January 1975, the NRC has reviewed the existing

regulations and precedures for transportation of radioactive materials.

As part of this review, the NRC initiated in June 1975 a public rule-

making proceeding regarding the packaging and transportation of radio-

active materials. With the technical assistance of Sandia Laboratories,

the NRC prepared an environmental impact statement to assess the impacts

associated with the transportation of radioactive materials, including

relative costs and benefits of alternative modes of transportation.

Information derived from research into the accident-resistant properties

of packages used for shipping plutonium and information from the NRC's

1975 Radiaactive Material Shipments Survey were used in preparing the

statement. The draft statement entitled " Transportation of Radioactive

Materials by Air and Other Modes," (NUREG-0034), was made available for

public comment in March 1976. About 30 letters of comment were received.

The final statement (NUREG-0170) was issued in December 1977. E

The study i.1dicates that transportation of radioactive materials is being

conducted under the present regulatory system in an adequately safe

manner. For example, routine shipments may be expected to ada only one

latent cancer fatality per year and accidents only one case per 200

years, assuming 1975 accident and shipping rates. By 1985, it is expected

that these estimates might increase three-fold as a result of an increased

.
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volume of shipments. These rates compare to a nationwide total of 300,000

cancer deaths per year from all causes.

Consequently, many of the general subject areas referenced in the agenda

for this joint study have been analyzed, publicly reviewed, and reported

in NUREG-0170. The present study represents a reexamination of certain

specific topics as identified in the study agenda. Accordingly, the

basic document NUREG-0170 is referenced freely in this report. in parti-

cular, the risk analysis of yellowcake and other low soecific activity

material shipments in NUREG-0170 is here expanded to include consideration

of improvements in package requirements and emergency response requirements.

Radioactive materials, packaged and offered for transportation, appear in

many forms. The radiological hazard posed by the contents of these

packages varies over some eight orders of magnitude, depending on how the

radiotoxicity is measured. Some materials, such as spant fuel from

nuclear reactors, waste generated by reprocessing spent fuel, or

irradiated components of nuclear reactors or other fuel cycle facilities,

are highly radioactive and must be well-shielded and well-containcd by

packaging when in the transportation system. In cor.trast a variety of

materials appear at the low hazard extreme of the spectrum and accordingly

are not required to be so well contained when in the transportation

system, since factors other than packaging provide assurance of safety.

,
n
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This report deals primarily with this last category of materials. As may

be expected, some of these low hazard materials are found in nature and

also are transported in much larger volumes than ar6 materiais of greater

hazard. These low hazard materials include cres of uranium and thorium,

which are basic fuel materials for nuclear reactors, concentrates of

uranium or thorium oxides produced from processing those ores, purified

uranium or thorium which has not been irradiated, aqueous solutions

containing tritiated water, liquid and consolidated wastes, and activated

solid materials. In addition, this category of materials has been expanded

to include contaminated objects, for example, pipes and machinery which

ordinarily would not be radioactive, but which bear radioactive material

on their surfaces.

These low hazard materials may appear in many physical forms ir> the

transportation system. Ores and concentrates are commonly shipped in

bulk quantities, ores being unpackaged and concentrates being packaged in

containers such as 55 gallon drums before being placeu in cargo spaces.

Larger containers, such as tanks, are also used. Liquids may be shipped

in small packages, drums, or tank cars. Consolidated waste or activated

solid materials are usually shipped in drums, boxes, or concrete containers.

The common forms of lowly radiaattive waste generated in the nuclear
e

power industry are evaporator concentrates, spent resins, filters, and

miscellaneous solid material such as paper and rags. These wastes are

solidified, dewatered, or compresssd and shipped as consolidated wastes.

(3 h _ b
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Since these low hazard materials appear in the transportation system in

much greater volumes than do matecials of relatively greater hazard, and

since they do not pose the degree of safety concern that materials of

greater hazard present, then for reasonable regulation of the transpor-

tation of these materials, the package standards for the low hazard

materials are made less stringent than the package standards for higher

hazard materials. Such a regulatory stance appears reasonable from both

the views of properly protecting the public4 ealth and safety and of
N

refraining from imposing andue economic burden on~ individuals using the

transportation system for commerce in these materials.

This stance was adopted many years ago by the regulatory bodies in the

United States Federal government and by foreign nations through the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The IAEA has adopted a signi-

ficant number of definitions, rules, and advisory concepts which provide

for safe transportation of low hazard radioactive materials without

requiring exacting package standards. Most nuclear nations have adopted

outright or have essentially incorporated the IAEA regulatory system into

their regulatory systems. TheUnitedStatesisoneofthesenations.W

In the United States, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) share che responsibility for

regulating safety in the transportation of radioactive materials. Other

b [. l
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government entities, such as the U.S. Postal Service, the States, and

some local governments, also regulate this activity, but their regula-

tions in most instances are compatible with the regulations of the 00T

and the NRC. The D0T and the NRC partition their overlapping responsi-

bilities by means of a Memorandum of Understanding, agreed to in March

1973, but now under revision. The regulations of these two bodies

regarding the transportation of such low hazard materials as those

discussed above are essentially patterned after the 1967 IAEA regula-

tions. As explained in P.eference 3, the IAEA has revised some of these

regulations in 1973 and the DOT and the NRC are now in the process of

revising their regulations to reflect the changes.

Briefly, the current regulations of the U.S. agencies apply in part to a

class of materials called Low Specific Activity (LSA) material, which

includes by definition unenriched u anium and thorium cres and concentrates,

materials in which the radioactivity per unit mass or per unit volume is

less than prescribed limits, and solids bearing surface contamination in

less than prescribed densities. The concept underlying the regulation of

the safe transportation of these LSA materials is that the concentration

of radioactivity is low enough to obviate the requirement for rigorous

packaging standards. The low concentration of radioactivity conceptually

renders the material " inherently safe," considering radiological ef fects

of the material, because it :s highly unlikely, under any circumstances

() 7"e7us
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arising in the transportation of these materials, including accidents in

which the material is released to the environment, that a person could

take in enough material to produce a significant radiological effect.

Consequently, only minimal packaging standards are necessary; operational

controls may be used to supplement these standards to achieve safety in

transportation.

II. ASSESSMENT OF REGULATORY ASPECTS OF TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT 5 INVOLVING
RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL

A. Preparation of Radioactive Material for Shipment

1. Packaging of Low Specific Activity Radioactive Material

a. Material Form

(1) Bulk material

Bulk solid low-level radioactive material nay mean

o cres of uranium or thorium (material as it comes out of the g.'ound),

or

o concentrates, physical or chemical, of ores of uranium or thorium

(material--commonly called yellowcake or greencake-- subjected to

physical or chemica? !.ractive processes and which may be granular,

fine or chunky, or evaporated precipitate), or

o extracted product uranium or thorium (material that has been refined,

but not enriched or irradiated and which could be monolithic metal

or granular solid), or

/
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radioactive material in which the radioactivity is essentiallyo

uniformly distributed with estimated small average value of concen-

tration.

Packaging requirements for this material are minimal because of the small

radioactivity involved and because of the solid nature of the material.

Bulk liquid low-level radioactive material may mean

o Radioactive water (tritium oxide) in aqueous solutions, or

o Slurries of ores of uranium or thorium or concentrates of these

ores, or.

o Aqueous solutions of unenriched, unirradiated uranium or thorium, or

o Aqueous solutions of radioactive source, byproduct, special nuclear,

or waste material in which the concentration of radioactivity is

smaller than regulatory limits.

Packaging requirements for this material are minimal because of the small

concentration of radioactivity involved. Since the liquid form increases

the probability of release, some types of shipments require preventive

measures, such as use of a Type B package or use of binding materials or

enough absorbent material to soak up twice the volume of the liquid

radioactive contents of a package. Liquid radioactive material does not

differ much from solid radioactive material with respect to health effects.

The main difference is that liquid material is more difficult to contain.

/ m e- ,
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(2) Contaminated solids

Contaminated solids may include sections of decommissioned reactor or

fuel cycle facility process piping, ventilation ducts, housings, manu-

facturing equipment, and other components. Such material could also be

empty vials of radioisotopes used in the practice of medicine or any

number of waste items. Packaging requirements for these materials are

the same as those for bulk material. Limits are set on fixed surface

contaminat. ion, since health effects from contaminated solids released

from a package in an accident are limited primarily to radiation field

effects and skin contamination transferrcd by touching the contaminated

solids. Under the regulatory requirements, the surface radioactivity is

not readily dispersible and the amount of radioactivity is small; conse-

quently, health effects are very small.

b. Package Designs

(1) Philosophy

The required integrity of the packaging should rightly be a function of

the hazard that the radioactive material represents to people. The

radioactive materials for which packaging improvements are under study in

this report are called low-level radioactive mai.erials because either the

total quantity of radioactivity within a given lot of material is small

or the concentration of radioactivity is small by virtue of the uniform

or nearly uniform distribution of radioactivity throughout the material.

Small total radioactivity and small concentration of radioactivity both

mean small health effects, even with the premise that no threshold exists
.
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in the number of health effects predicted from a given dose of radiation.

Consequently, packaging requirements for low-level radioactive materials

are less stringent than those for materials containing larger quantities

of radioactivity.

In 1959, the regulations in force for the safe transportation of radio-

active material provided a means whereby radioactive cres, slag or resi-

dues from processing could be carried in bulk or in sacks or other

packaging subject to a radiation control limit. When the IAEA panel

convened in 1959 to review the international regulations for transpor-

tation of such LSA materials, both considerable experience and increasing

shipping requirements existed.

The panel faced the problem of deriving a definitive basis by which

transportation of these materials would be regulated safely but not be

undcly restricted. The panel's solution was the concept that LSA materials

must be inherently radiologically safe, that is, under any circumstances

arising in transportation the possibility must be inconceivable of a

person taking in enough radioactive material to cause significant internal

radiological health effects. The resulting main purpose of the packaging

is to facilitate such handling and transportation.

The initial thinking was that inhalation of more than 10 milligrams (mg)

of any radionuclide by any individual during a single exposure was

b ..E
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unlikely.4/ This quantity was considered to be the maximum mass likely

to be inhaled in a short time. Inhalation by a working person of this

much material requires breathing for 50 minutes an atmosphere laden with
310 mg of the radionuclide for every cubic meter (m ) of air, assuming the

breathing rate for a working person is 20 liters per iainute (2/ min).

Inhalation by a non working person of this much material would require

twice as truch exposure time; for heavy exertion the breathing rate would

increase by about 50 percent so the exposure time would decrease from 50

minutes to about 30 minutes.

Such a concentration represents an extremely dusty atmosphere, as might

occurinsidebuildings.E For comparison, a typical dusty industrial

atmosphere has a dust concentration of about 0.33 mg/m .1/ and the3

average dust concentration in metropolita1 districts is 1.4 mg/m ~ 2
Inhalation by a working person of 10 mg of dust in these atmospheres

would require exposure times of 25 hours and six hours, respectively.

Vigorous agitation of dust producing materials can produce dust burdens
3of 5000 mg/m , g,ut most of the dust settles to the ground within five

minutes.S If a working person were to breathe in this atmosphere for

five minutes he would inhale about 500 mg of dust.

If the Colorado accident had produced a uniform dusty atmosphere compar-

able to that produced from vigorous agitation of dust producing materials,

b J
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the volume of air with this large a concentration can be :,een to be

small. Assumirg all the material spilled on the ground, 7000 lb, was

uniformly distributed in a hemisphere above a plane surface with a concen-
3tration of 5000 mg/m , one finds the radius of the hemisphere to be about

70 m (220 ft or 75 yd).

The earliest reported measurements! of the largest concentration of

uranium in air at the site of the accident (enclosed area sample) was
-10about 6.1 x 10 microcurie per milliliter (pCi/ntE), which is equivalent

3to 2 mg/m During the course of the cleanup operations, this measurement
-8 3increased to about 3.8 x 10 Ci/ml, equivalent to 125 mg/m The

-10largest reported open area measurement was about 3.1 x 10 Ci/ml,
3equivalent to 1.0 mg/m The largest measurement on the perimeter of the

-10 3working site was about 1.1 x 10 Ci/r.1, equivalent to 0.3 mg/m , which

can be compared to the typical dusty industrial atmosphere above. However,

this concentration is a peak value. The arithmetic average of all 26

perimeter measurements reported is about cight percent of this peak

value.

Considering the long exposure times required to inhale 10 mg of a radio-

nuclide for the low atmospheric concentrations actually menured in the

1977 Colorado yellowcake accident, the initial thinking Of the IAEA panel

about the small chance of such inha M. ion is confirmed for this case.

However, The IAEA panel eventually chose an arbitrary upper limit of one

mg for possible individual inhalation as the basis for defining LSA

(; D 0L
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materials in the 1961 IAEA regulations. The reason for this change in

basis had to do with diffe~rences in dose commitment assumptions in estab-

lishingtheradiotoxicityclassificationschemeforradionuclides.b

The 1973 revision of the IAEA regulations introduce further changes in

the definitior, of LSA naterial. Each radionuclide is individually classi-

fied by radiotoxicity :nstead of by groups of radionuclides. Generally

speaking, the concentration limits for most LSA materitals are increased,

since the previous concentration limits for each transport group were

restricted by the most radiotoxic member. This relaxation is compensated

by a decrease in the volume permitted in the definition of LSA material

to the minimum volume to which the material can be reduced under condi-

tions likely to occur in transportation, such as dissolution in water

with subsequent recrystallization, precipitation, evaporation, combustion,

abrasion, etc. The environmental impacts of these changes are judged to

benegligible.W

In the United States, both the NRC and the D0T have authority ta prescribe

improved package performance standards under normal as well as accident

conditions of transportation. At present, low specific activity (LSA)

materials, such as yellowcake, are most commonly transported in exclusive-

use vehicles, using non prescripton " strong, tight packages" (see 49 CFP

173.392(c)(i)). Shipments of LSA materials in other than exclusive-use

vehicles are, however, required to be in packages which must comply with

the performance requirements for " Type A" packaging, i.e., designed to

,, ,- c
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withstand prescribed environmental and test conditions feF normal trans-

portation. However, neither strong, tight packages nor Type A packages

are inherently designed to withstand severe accidents, as would Type B

packages. The risk of damage to public health and safety from the trans-

portation of LSA materials is very small although the number of LSA

packages shipped each year is large. Assessment of the health and safety

consequences of an accidental spill of such material indicates that a

requirement for more accident resistant packaging than currently used is

not necessary. However, transportation experience and incident report

data do suggest that the non prescription strong tight package authori-

zation for LSA material does not in some instances result in desired

package performance under normal transportation conditions. Accordingly,

the 00T intends to issue in the near future a proposed rula-change which

would impose a requirement for use of Type A packages for both exclusive-

use and nonexclusive use shipments of LSA material. This propesed change,

wnich was under consideration price to the Colorado incident, can be

expected to significantly enhar performance of packages used in ship-

ments of LSA materials, and to some extent even their accident resistance.

In the following discussion, ways to improve the accident resistance of

LSA packages, particularly yellowcake drums such as were involved in the

Colorado accident, are considered.

bh [Ub
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(2) Drums

One packaging design for transporting low-level radiuactive material is a

metal drum. In the Colorado accident, 55 gallon steel drums with lids

secured by bolted steel ring closures were used for a shipment by Exxon

Minerals Company of bulk solid uranium concentrate, commonly called

yellowcake, which is LSA material by definition. Twenty nine of the 50

drums failed in the accident by loss of the lid. 12,000 lb of the4. .

40,329 lb total load were actually spilled, so that failure of 58 percent

of the drums resulted in a spill of 30 percent of the load The average

loss from each opened drum must have been about 414 lb, meaning that the

average release fraction from each drum was about 52 percent, since the

average content of each drum was about 800 lb. Undoubtedly some of the

drums might have been severely smashed and possibly ruptured, say by

failure of a wall seam or bottom weld, but the lid loss is clearly the

mechanism chiefly responsible for such a large release fraction.

(a) Closures

Tests have been carried out to study ways of improving drum closure

raethods to prevent such spills in accidents.10'' These tests were

conducted on a drum of slightly different design than the strong indus-

trial drum involved in the Colorado accident, but significant error will

probably not be introduced in applying the results of these tests to an

ordinary 55 gallon steel drum.

b ._ u l
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Most of the tests in the program consisted of free drops of the loaded

drum from a height of 30 feet (9 meters) onto a flat, essentially

unyielding surface with the drum oriented in such a way as to naximize

the probability of maximum damage. The package design must also pass a

thermal test in which the package is exposed to a thermal radiation

environment of 1475F (802C) teinperature for 30 minutes. However, since

thermal tests for each container were not feasible in the program, a

failure criterion was established by which the package would be considered

failed if the Celotex acking material within the drum was visible after

the drop test, since it would then be vulnerable to a fire in a real

accident. This failure criterion allows use of the test results for

nonspecified industrial drums, since failure of only the drum component

of the test package is indicated.

Su'ficient testing was performed to determine the maximum or minimum

values of weight of the package required to observe this failure criterion.

Different methods of drem closure were tested; these methods are described

as follows:

1. Standard lid with bolted lock ring;

2. Standard lid and bolted lock ring with a steel sheet extension

welded onto the inner side of the lid and which fits inside the drum
'

(Figure 1);

'
-
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3. Standard lid and bolted lock ring with an inner lid inside the drum.

The inner lid is a flat steel sheet with a steel sheet extension of

varying width welded onto the underside of the inner lid (Figure 2);

4. Standard lid fastened to drum with varying number of equally spaced

C-clampswith and without the bolted lock ring (Figures 3a,3b);

5. Standard lid with a modified bolted lock ring, either by clips

welded to the underside of the lock ring, by clips welded to the top

and bottom of the lock ring and alternately spaced, or by a steel

sheet extension fitting around the outside of the barrel and welded

onto the underside of the lock ring (extended lock ring; Figures

4a,4b)

6. Standard lid with a bolted extended lock ring with moulded rubber

gasket fitted tightly over the lid / container interface and compressed

underneaththeextendedlockring(Figure 5).b

Crush tests were also conducted on specimens representing closure methods

1-4. These tests consisted of applying static loads to loaded drums

lying on the side, noting deflections and structural reactions with

increasing loads until the failure criterion of visible internal packing

was obtaned. The loao was evenly distributed over the drum bv n.eans o*

an aiumi n oir
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The test results are summarized in Table III for our assessment purposes

here. More comp'ete discus", ion of the tests, packages, and closure

designs is given in Reference 10.

For comparison, two drums which would be considered strong industrial

packaging were subjected to the 30-foot drop test. At package weights of

800 and 600 pounds, the lock ring and lid were completely pushed off the

drum, a severity 03 failure that wi not experienced by the 00T Specifica-

tion 17C dri.ms in any of the other tests. These two data points suggest

that package: meeting Type A package standards (normal transportation

conditions) are significantly more accident resistant than are strong

industrial pac N es. The magnitude of the weight for failure, however,

is approximately the same for the 17C and industrial containers, s, these

data points also weakly support the hypothesis that these 17C test reselts

can be transferred adequately to a strong industrial drum.

The 3andia report lists several conclusions and rates the different

closure methods according to several criteria. These conclusions and

ratings are reproduced in Tables IV and V.

These conclusions and ratings indicate that feasible means to increase

accident resistance of LSA drums are available. Such simple closure

method improvements would not prevent accidental spills entirely, but

they would limit the accidentally spilled material to small quantities.

, ,,c.
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Table III

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS AND COST INFORMATION
0

ON CLOSURE DESIGNS FOR DRUlts CONTAINING RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL

~
Closure Design

Modification PackageWeight(lgs)for Static Force (lbs) for Failure Estima_ted Unit Cost $ ~
Modification to to Standard failure Criterion to be Criterion to be Observed 100 Unit T6BiF nit

Standard Lid Lock Ring Observed in Impact Testc in Crush Testd Order Order

1. None None > 600 110,000

2. Extension None >l500 120,000 (failure 45.00 33.75
shirt, 6-inch at bottom of drum)

3. None, plus None
skirted inner ,

lid 5
a. 4-inch skirt 975 - s:
b. 6-inch skirt >1000 120,000 (failure 60.00 45.00

of bottom of drum)

4. None C-clamps
a. 6 C-clamps >1000 105,000 15.00 15.00

with lock-<ing
b. 12 C-clan ps with 1000 - 9.00 9.00

no lock rinq

dAdapted from Otts, John V., "Special Closure for Radioactive Shippng Container," SAND 75-0517, Sandia Laboratories,,,x

4 Albuquerque, NM 87115,(March 1976).
d if the internal packing material was visible after the impact or crush test, the package was considered failed, since

it then would be vulnerable to fire.
sjThirty foot (9m) drop of the loaded package onto a flat, essentially unyielding surface, with package in orientation

. deemed to produce the most damage.
edStatic load applied to loaded drums lying on the side, the load being evenly distributed over the drum by means of a'

aluminum plate.



Table III (Continued)

Cicsure Design

Modification Package Weight (Ibs) for Static Force (ibs) for Failure Estimated Unit Cost ($)
Modification to to Standard Failure Criterienb to be Criterion to be Observed 100 Unit 1000 Unit
_ Standard Lid Lock Ring Observed in Impact Testc in Crush Testd Order Order

5. None Clips and
extension skirt
a. 6 clips under-

neath standard
lock ring 700 - 45.00 33.75

b. No clips with
extended lock
ring 700 - 45.00 33.75

c. 8 clips alternately '

above and below %
standard lock ring 750 - 60.00 45.00.

6. None Extended lock ring
plus inserted snoulded
rubber gasket (U.S. Reg.

e 0Pat. No. 3,790,020) >1000 14.00 12.b0

* Correction to Reference a included in a let ter from liarry H. Fine Associates to Mr. Charles E. MacDonald, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Consnission, dated May 4,1978.
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Table IV
a

CONCLUSIONS OF SANDIA DRUM TEST STUDY

1. The critical container weight of a standard 17C closure is 600 pounds.

2. The critical container weight of a standard 17C container, neglecting
closure, is a minimum of 1000 pounds.

3. The "six-inch lid extension" technique strengthens the 17C closure to
a critical container weight of 1500 pounds minimum.

4. The "six-inch internal lid" technique strengthens the 17C closure to
a critical cotainer weight of 1000 pounds minimum. A four-inch
internal lid protects to 1000 pounds maximum.

5. The "C-clamp" technique strengthens the 17C closure to:

a. 1000 pounds minimum with six C-clamps over the lock ring, and

b. 950 pounds maximum with 12 c-clamps and no lock ring.

6. The " clip" technique, using eight clips on the top and bottom of the lock
ring, strengthens the closure to 800 pounds maximum. The technique was
not pursued beyond this point.

7. The closure manufactured under U.S. Reg. Pat. No. 3,790,000 strengthens th
17C closure to a critical container weight of 1000 pounds minimum.

8. The 17C lid closure fails a crush test at 110,000 pounds static load,
while the 17C container battom fails at 120,000 pounds.

9. Both the "six-inch lid exter:sion" and "six-inch internal lid" techniques
extend the 17 C closure failure beyond the container bottom capability
of 120,000 pounds static load.

10. Using six C-clamps and lack ring, the "C-clamp" technique fails to
improve the normal lid closure crush limit of 110,000 pounds.

a
0tts, John V., "Special Closure for Radioac?ive Shipping Container,"
SAND 75-0517, Sandia Laboratories, Aubuquerque, NM 87115 (March 1976).
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Table V

a
CLt-5URE TECHNIQUES RATED BY CATEGORIES

Vulnerability
Impact Static Added Redesign Ease of to Operator

Protection Protection Cost Required Assembly Error

" Lid
batension l 1 2 No 1 1

" Inner Lid 2 1 3 No 2 1

~ C-Clamp on
ock Ring 3 2 1 No 3 2

(Moulded Rubber
asket & Extended

Cock Ring 2 ? 1 No 3 2

3
Ctts, John V., "Special Closure for Radioactive Shipping Container,"
SAND 75-0517, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87115 (March 1976).

DCategory 1 is the best of three categories.
CThis closure was designed and patented under U.S. Reg. Pat. No. 3,790,020.
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The risk to public health and safety from accidents to shipments of LSA

materials is quite small. In NUREG-0170 (Table 5-9, p. 5-34), the
-4highest such risk is represented by an annual expectation of 7.x 10

latent cancer fatalities per year for 1975. This risk derives from

transportation accidents to shipments of packages of mixed fission products

and mixed corrosion products (MF + MC (LSA) in Table 5-9). The corre-

sponding risk from yellowcake shipments (U 0 in Table 5-9) is nearly ten38
times smaller. This discussian illustrates that the value of taking

regulatory action t. prctect against accidents involving LSA shipments

can vary depending on the details of the shipments, but in no case is the

existing accident risk or the consequences of a single accident so high

that action need be '.aken without regard for its cost-effectiveness.

The ccst effectiveness of requiring these improvements in drum closure

methods may be examined by comparing the cost of the improvements with

the possible savings in radiological dose and with the cost of decon-

taminating the area affected by the spill. In this cost-benefit analysis,

different parties pay the costs or reap the benefits. The shipper might

be assessed the cost of improving drum closures, but the public as well

as carrier and rescue personnel, who might be Federcl, State, local

government, or possibly shipper employees are saved the radiological

doses from spills that the closures would minimize; the carrier is saved

most of the cost of decontamination from the resulting minimization of

spills.

(-
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Costs of Improving brum Closures _

Cost of all improved packages for one shipment

From Table III, the cost of improving drum closures varies from

$12.60-$60 per drum. This cost is significant when compared to the

probable price range of $10-420 for a single drum. The drum contains

valuable material, but this value does not enter the cost effectiveness

consideration because none of the material would be lost in an accident

in which the spilled material is recovered. In the standard shipments

model developed in NUREG-0170, a standard shipment of drummed yellowcake

was estimated to hold 40 drums. In the Colorado accident, toe trailer

was loaded with 50 drums, which is probably as large a shipment as occurs.

The cost of providing all improved packages for one shipment is then

$500-$3000.

Cost of all improved packages for one year

Since every shipment does not encounter an accident, more than one ship-

ment's worth of drums must be improved to realize the savings in cleanup

costs or radiological dose. If enough drums were improved for one year

of shipments, which was estimated in the standard shipments model of
4 4NUREG-0170 as 5.4 x 10 drums by truck and 6.6 x 10 drums by rail, or

120,000 drums in all, the cost would be 1.5-7.2 million dollars.

.
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Some of these improved drum closures could be used more than once. For a

projected mill capacity of 1000 tons of ore daily, b about 25 shipments

are required per year. If the cost of imprcving drum closure is incurred

only for the first of these shipments, then the optimal first year crist

is $60,000-$290,000. The actual range of first year costs probably lies

between these extreme ranges. If a typical improved drum closure is used

for ten shipments, the first year drum closure improvement cost would be

$150,000-$720,000.

Cost of all improved packages for one severe accident

If the improved drum closures could be used under normal conditions

indefinitely without replacement, the costs for a year's supply of

improved closures would be incurred initially and the costs for improved

closures in the damaged shipment would be incurred after each severe

accident. However, if an improved drum closure can only be used 10-25

times, as assumed above, then a year's supply of improved drum closures

must be purchased each year or more often. Since the severe accident

rateimpliesthatthetimebetweensuchaccidentsisabouttenyears,W

the annualized cost of improving drum closures is represented by the

first year cost discussed above plus one tenth the cost of providing all

improved drum closures in the damaged shipment (assuming the entire

shipment is damaged in the accident). For the assumed optimum case, the

annualized cost would thus rance from $60,050 to $290,300.

/
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Savings in Radiological Doses

In the Colorado accident, a total of 44 persons were exposed to uraniu.a

and 126 samples of urine were taken. Nine of these samples showed concen-

tratians larger than the detectable limit of 10 micrograms uranium per

liter of urine (pg/2), but the maximum concentration was 18.1 pg/2.8/

For comparison, the normal concentration in individuals with no known

exposure to uranium has been found to vary from 0.03-0.3 pg/1.$ In

guidance now under development,13/ a value of 130 g/2 obtained within

two weeks following a single intake of yellowcake is used to indicate

possible chemical damage to kidney tissue. This value roughly corresponds

to a blood content of 2.7 mg uranium, which corresponds to a weekly

average of the limiting concentration for kidney damage (3 pg uranium /g

kidney). In the literature, "one case of acute inhalation exposure

'seemed to produce albuminuria [ water soluble protein in the urine]'

where the urinary excretion rate was 2 mg/2, which is equivalent to 4.2

mginstantaneouslyinjectedintotheblood."N Other estimates of blood

content ranging from one mg to 14 mg with either no observed effects or

observed effects judged as safe have been discussed in the literature.14/

The maximum concentration detected translates to a lung dose commitment

(total radiation dose-equivalent to the lung that will be received from

an intake of radioactive material during the 50 year perica following the

intake) of about 450 millirem (mrem) E a small lifetire ucsr. ine

total population lung tose frem this accident is estimate * te bc '.5

man-rem To convert these lung ooses to wnole body dosec, w nW %M

(h :-
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inhalation of one microcurie (mci) of yellowcake dust results in a lung

dose of 47.3 rems and a whole body dose of 1.17 rem. E Applying this

ratio to the lung doses above, the largest individual whole body dose ic

found to be 11 mrtm and the total population whole body dose is found to

be 0.19 man-rem.

The NRC regulations provide that until better information becomes avail-

able, measures taken to reduce population exposure from nuclear reactors

need not cost more than $1,000 per man-rem. E ! In the case of the

Colorado accident then, improvements in drum closure methods are not

cost effective unless they are sure to save 0.2 man-rem for each accident

of the Colorado severity and do not cost more than $200 for each such

accident. The corresponding annualized reasonable expenditure for saving

radiological dose is $20.

Savings in Cleanup Costs

The cost of cleaning up the Colorado accident has been estimated at

$150,000-$200,000.E The annualized cost fur each such severe accident

wouldbe$15,000-$20,000.E!

Cost-Benefit Comparison

Comparison of the annualized costs discussed above for improving drum

closures to the estimated total costs of cleanup for the Colorado spill

of yellowcake indicates that such an improvement could be cost-effective

bh : .
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only if the least expensive closure method is used and if individual drum

closures are reused sufficiently often. The actual management of drums

may work against these efficiencies. For example, some drums of yellowcake

may be stored temporarily at the conversion plant rather than returned

empty ba 4 to the mill, as is necessarily assumed in these estimates.

Such storage would either require that new drums be outfitted with new

closures or that the improved closures be removed from the drums going

into storage and reused on drums actually in transit. The stored drums

must then be outfitted with standard closures. All these extra operations

would increase the costs.

In summary, on comparing the optimum annualized drum closure improvement

cost range of $60,050-5290,300 to the annualized estimated cleanup cost

range of the Colorado accident, $15,000-520,000, and the corresponding

annualized reasonable expenditure for saving radiation dose, $20, the

improvement of drum closures does not appear to be cost uffective.

(b) Gauge

The strength of a package constructed with a specific shape and material

is defined by failure criteria associated with dif ferent types of loading.

Since many types and combinations of loads can be produced in a transporta-

tion accident, it is not possible to give specific statements about

strength as a function of gauge thickness but, in general, strength of a

material increases with thickness of the material. For a thin walled

b bim
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cylindrical vessel (e.g., a drum), the strength with respect to uniform

axial and internal pressure loads increases linearly with thickness. The

buckling of long thin cylinders with respect to axial loads also varies

linearly with thickness but for external pressure loads, the buckling

varies with the cube of thickness. Under accident crush conditions, the

deformations of a thin-walled cylinder would usually be local and the

bending strength of the cylinder would be most significant. Bending

strength of a ma+erial generally increases with the square of the thick-

ness of the material. Under impact loading, increase in strength with

wall thickness is ;)robably not as important as for these static loads.

For drop tests of drums of LSA material, a much greater fraction of the

energy absorbed by the package during impact may go into deformation of

the contents than of the drum walls. The effect of increasing wall

thickness may thus :iot be significant.

2. Shipment Configuration

a. Tie-Down Systems

For an exclusive use shipment of packagea LSA material, the DOT requires

bracing to prevent leakage or shift of lading under conditions normally

incident to transportation (49 CFR 173. 392(c)(5,6)) and prohibits any

loose radioactive material in the vehicle. Usually these requirements

are met by close packing of closed packages. No tie-down system is

mecifically required te meet these requirements.

60 9L .
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Assuming the Colorado shi,mont was braced according to 00T rules, the

bracing was partially effective in keeping some of the barrels in the

truck. If tiedowns ha been required, all the barrels would likely have

remained in the truck. Would the top of the truck have been punctured?

If not, then even if the barrels had spilled their contents, the contents

would have stayed in the truck. If so, then the tiedown req _irements

would not be as effective as planned because material would still be

spilled on the ground, although the amount of spillage would probably be

decreased from that which actually occurred in the Colorado accident.

Two possible simple arrangements of restraining apparatus are considered

here. Other arrangements are conceivable but probably would be more

complicated and thus less cost-effective. One arrangement is a bar or

cable placed across the top of a row of drums in each layer of drums

within the cargo space of the vehicle. Another arrangement is a bar or

cable separating groups of drums, say two rows in each layer, to spreaa

crushing forces evenly among a number of drums thereby preventing damage

to drums loaded in the front of the vehicle from the crush loads of those

pu.aing forward from the rear.

Either arrangement of such restraining apparatus is estimated to cost

$1,000 for a single vehicle (truck or rail car), but could be reused

perhaps 25 times a year (for a typical uranium mill) and may last 20

years. In the standard shipments model of NUREG-0170, the number of

(, c .-
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yellowcake shipments is estinated to be 3,000 for 1975 and 12,000 for

1985. Assuming a constant rate of increase and assuming that restraining

devices are required, the number of vehicles that would have to be out-

fitted the first year (1975) is 120 and for each of the first 20 years

afterward is 36. During the second 20 year period, the number of annual

installations would include the linear increase of shipping and also be

increased by the number of installations made 20 years before (see Table V1).

For example, in 1995 the number of installations would be 156 and in each

successive year of the second 20 year period, the number of installations

would be 72. Consequently, the annual cost of such restraining devices

would vary from $120,000 in the first year to $36,000 in each of the

second to twentieth years to $156,000 in the twenty first year to $72,000

in each of the twenty second to fortieth years and so on.

However, the cost of the apparatus is probably not the deciding factor in

determining the cost-effectiveness of such a system. The crucial costs

would probably be the manpower needed to install the apparatus, which may

vary from 1 hour (for both ends of the trip) for a rudimentary system

where the restrainers could be connected quickly and the separators are

simply set in place, to perhaps 5 hours where the apparatus is carefully

bolted in place and perhaps prestressed to provide an engineered tiedown

system clearly capable of withstanding accidents. At an average cost of

$5 an hour for three persons, the rudimentary system could be installed

for $15 per shipment and the engineered system could be installed for $75

-,
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TABLE VI

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS FOR YELLOWCAKE
SHIPMENT RESTRAINING SYSTEMS

Installation Cos s ($K)
No. Systems Equipment Rudimentary Engineered

Year No. Shipments Installed Costs ($K) ($15/ Shipment) (575/ Shipment)

1975 3,000 120 120 45 225
1976 3,900 36 36 58 292

1985 12,000 36 36 180 900

1994 20,100 36 36 302 1,508
1995 21,000 156 156 315 1,575
1996 21,900 72 72 328 1,642
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per shipment. The estimated equipment ar.d installation costs are

summarized in Table VI. None of these estimates includes the effects of

inflation, which wouid increase tha costs.

As estimated earlier, the population lung dose commitment from the

Colorado accident is 7.5 man-rem. In NUREG-0170, the annual ~:?ected

number of latent cancer facilities from accidents to yellowcake shipinents
-5 ~4is estimated to be 8.2 x 10 for 1975 and 3.4 x 10 for 1985. These

estimates correspond to annual population lung doses of 3.7 and 15 man-

rem, respectively. The corresponding annti:1 population whole body doces

are 0.09 and 0.38 man-rem, respectively. According to the NRC guide of

not spending more than $1,000 per man-rem to save that much dose, the

tiedown systems are not cost effective unless they are sure to save 0.09

man-rem per year for 1975 and 0.38 man-rem for 1985 and do not cost more

than $90 per year for 1975 and $380 per year for 1965.

If a transportation accident as severe as the Colorado accident occurs no

more of ten than once every ten years, as predicted from the known accident

rates, then the annualized cleanup costs taken from the Colorado experi-

ence, averaged over that recursion period, would be $15,000-$20,000 per

year. From the foreging discussion, the annual costs of tiedown systems

clearly exceed this range of values. Therefore, requiring tiedown systems

for yellowcake or LSA material shipments does not appear to be a cost-

effective alternative.

[3 h
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b. Vehicle Design

The elements of vehicle design of chief interest in this study pertain to

whether the cargo space is open, closed, or partially closed. A partially

closed cargo space is exemplified by a truck bed with high walls but no

top. The 00T requires that unpackaged bulk LSA material be transported

in a closed vehicle consigned to the exclusive use of the consignor

(shipper), but for packaged bulk material a closed vehicle cargo space is

not required.

If requirements for tie-down systems were to be introduced without con-

comitant hardening of the package designs, then requirements for closed

vehicles might also be desirable to minimize spillage from the vehicle.

For the restraining systems discussed above, the vehicle may impose an

additional structural constraint. For example, trucks in normal trans-

portation usage may be able to accommodate the rudimentary quick-connect

system of bar or cables, but may have to be specially designed to accom-

modate the engineered prestressed system. The use of specially designed

trucks could be very expen;ive. We have not developed information on

this factor since the engineert.d tiedown system does not appear to be

cost-effective, at least not ror yellowcake shipments.

3. Shipment Planning

a. Routing Control

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has broad authority to regulate

safe transportatiun of all hazardous materials, including radioactive

i ao ?
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materials, in interstate and foreign commerce. Routing control as related

to safe transportation is within DOT's broad authority.

The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulates economic aspects of

surface carriers, approving or disapproving routes and rates requested by

carriers. The approval is based on public interest and on noninterference

with other carriers.

The NRC regulates the receipt, possession, use and transfer, including

transportation, of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials. In

view of the regulatory controls 'xercised over common and contract carrierse

by the DOT, the NRC exempts these carriers from its regulations. In

terms of routing control, the NRC could impose routing requirements on

its licensees and thus indirectly control the carrier routing. Otherwise,

rule changes would be required for the NRC to remove the carrier exemptions

and directly control carrier routing.

The shipper licensee may control routing when he transports his t.n

material or when a contract carrier transports his material. The shipper

may not be able to control the routing of a common carrier because a

shipper-specified route may or may not be authorized by the ICC for that

carrier. The ICC classification recognizes two general types of common

carriers: regular route carriers and irregular route carriers. Regular

b
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route carriers have fixed routes and, in general, fixed schedules.

Irregular route carriers are authorized to transport goods between origin

and destination with no restrictions on routing. If a carrier wants

additional routes, he may request ICC approval on either temporary (emer-

gency) or permanent bases.

The D0T's motor carrier safety regulations (49 CFR 397.9) require that

Unless there is no practicable alternative, a motor vehicle
which contains hazardous materials must be operated over routes
which do not go through or near heavily populated areas, places
where crowds are assembled, tunnels, narrow streets, or alleys.
Operating convenience is not a basis for determining whether it
is practicable to operate a motor vehicle in accordance with
this paragraph.

Although the intention 'T the requirement is well defined, it is not

known how v?hicle operators implement this requirement. Furthermore,

only token efforts are made to determine whether carriers are observing

the requirement. Almost all of the large cities on the limited number of

highways over which yellowcake is transported have by passes which would

be considered " practical alternatives" to passing through the city centers.

Any yellowcake shipments seen passing through densely populated areas

should be reported to the DOT for investigation and possible enforcement

action.

In terms of safety, it is desirat,le to have shipments of radioactive

material transported along routes which present minimum risk. Two of the

.
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shipment variables which directly bear on risk are the population environ-

ment o' at accident and the probability of a severe accident. Conse-

quently, two ways to minimize risk are to route shipments to avoid densely

populated areas and to avoid adverse road conditions.

It is not practical to prohibit all shipments of radioactive mater ial

from all densely populated areas because the benefits from the use of the

material frequently occur in the cities (e.g. , in hospitals and universi-

ties). Furthermore, it is not necessarily true that routing around

densely populated areas would have the effect of reducing risk, as will

now be discussed.

In NUREG-0170, " Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of

Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes," one alternative to the

present transportation system considered was the restriction of radio-

active material transportation to avoid high population zones by routing

shipments around cities and routing air shipments into suburban airports

rather than urban airports. This alternative produced very small changes

in the estimated radiological risk, out relatively large increases in the

estimated monetary costs of delivering the packages.
,

NUREG-0170 also showed that the consequences of greatest severity acci-

dents involving major releases of highly toxic radioactive materials,

such as plutonium or polonium in densely populated areas (extremely low

.
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probability events) could produce serious injuries and up to 150 latent

cancer fatalities over a 30 year period. Because such shipments are

infrequent and made in accident resistant packages, such a major release

is very improbable, and thus contributes little to the national average

annual impact of transportation activities. Selective routing of high-

consequence shipments might be useful in reducing consequences of severe

accidents and apprehension about such accidents, but would have very

little effect on the overall risk.

It is desirable for shipments of radioactive material to avoid routes

that are designated dangerous by local or state authorities, for example,

highways covered by snow and ice, highways covered by oil or other

chemicals, routes under attack during civil unrest, highways with load

limitations, weak bridges, narrow passages, or roads under flood or

landslide. Routing restrictions regarding local temporary conditions are

generally imposed by local authorities and are not considered further

here.

Based on the detailed assessment in NUREG-0170, the risk to pt.blic health

and safety from shipments of LSA material, including yellowcake, is very

small essentially because of the low concentration of radioactivity

distributed throughout the material. In view of the limited number of

routes normally used and of the low risk, no additional controls appear

to be necessary for yellowcake shipments.
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For other radioactive materials, the matter of routing control is presently

under separate studies: the NRC environmental statement on transportation

of radionuclides through urban environs and the 00T public rulemaking

proceeding on the routing of highway movements of radioactive materials.

The draft NRC environmental statement is expected to be published for

comment in 1979.20a/ The D0T rulemaking proceeding can be anticipated

to take about two years. E !

b. Speed Control

One of the fundamental causes of transportation accidents is excessive

speed. All State and local governments post speed limits to control both

the accident rate and the severity of accidents that do happen. The

Federal government supports State speed limits on its system of inter-

state highways through its funding of State maintenance programs on these

highways. The possibility of additional Federal controls on speed has

been suggested in Congress.21/ However, in view of the existing speed

limits and the excellent safety record for transportation of radioactive

materials under these limits, any additional regulations or licensing

conditions on this matter appear to be unwarranted.

c. Advance Notification

The 00T has the authority to require carriers or shippers to notify the

DOT of shipments of radioactive materials in interstate and foreign

commerce. The NRC has the authority to require its licensees to do the
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same for shipments of NRC licensed materials. State and local juris-

dictions can also, under their police powers for protecting their citizens,

require shippers or carriers to r.otify them in advance of shipments of

radioactive materials passing through their respective jurisdictions.

In the 1960's, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), on a trial basis,

required licensees to notify it in advance of each shipment of spent

fuel. The AEC in turn notified each State through or into which each

shipment would go. After a few months, the procedure was discontinued

because the States seldom used the information and soon expressed lack of

interest in that information. The effort required to administer this

notification system was significant for the small number of shipments

involved, primarily because of frequent changes in the timing and routing

of the shipments.

The NRC currently requires licensees to nctify NRC Regional Offices seven

days in advance of licensed shipments containing certain quantities and

types of special nuclear materials (10 CFR 73.72). After such notifica-

tion, the Regional Office may inspect these shipments for compliance with

the applicable Federal regulations.

Recently, several States have required advance notification of certain

shipments. They have imposed such requirements through State legislative

or other procedures or in some cases obtained such commitments through
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informal agreements with individual reactor operators. State or local

requirements for advanced notification of shipments of quantities and

types of special nuclear material protected in accordance with NRC

regulations or DOE directives should not be imposed; such requirements

may conflict with certain Federal restrictions related to controlling

sensitive information pertaining to such protected shipments.

In the IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive materials

(1973 revision), advanced notification of the national competent authority

is required for transporting through or into a country shipments of large

Type B packages for which only unilateral approval is required, all Type

B packages for which multilateral approval is required, Fissile Class III

packages, and packages transported under special arrangements. b The

DOT is working on amendments to its regulations to make them consistent

with the 1973 IAEA regulations. A requirement for advanced notification

of international shipments similar to the IAEA requirement will likely be

proposed by the DOT.

Advance notification may or may not affect safety, depending on the

subsequent actions taken by State or local jurisdictions in respoise to

such notification. For example, upon notification, if the State takes

action such as to provide police escort, to notify State and local health

authorities, or even to keep a close watch on the shipment, the notifica-

tion could reduce the likelihood of an incident and could assure early
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rasponse of emergency crews if an incident did occur. However, based on

the assessment of NUREG-0170, such improvement in safety would be small.

On the other hand, if no action is taken, the notification would merely

represent a transfer of information and no improvement in safety would

result.

The cost of notification would be high if all types of shipments were

included in the procedures. About 2.5 million packages of radioactive

material are shipped each year in the United States. b However, ship-

ments of small quantities or shipments with limited potential conse-

quences even though released, such as those on which :his report is

focused, could be excluded from such a requirement. Uue to the

b arge number of shipments of low-level radioactive materialdocumented l

compared to shipments of high-level radioactive material, notification

for shipments of low-level radioactive material does not appear

cost-effective.

d. Up-to-Date Transportation Data System

Collection of shipment data does not directly improve transportation

safety. However, such information is necessary to estimate, either on a

national or regional basis, the risks to society from transportation and

the impact of changes in the safety regulations on shipments. An occa-

sional survey involving a significant sample of shipments made in the

U.S. may be sufficient tc satisfy this need for such information. A

,o m,,
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system for maintaining up-to-date transportation data would not contribute

more in terms of safety than a selected survey because the volume of

shipments is large and does not vary significantly from year to year. If

any type of shipment increases significantly, a separate survey may be

conducted to obtain information on that specific type of shipment.

The NRC has the authority to require licensees to report data on shipments

of licensed materials. However, any reporting requirement must be cleared

through the General Accounting Office (GA0). The GA0 will consider each

request for approval on criteria such as: the need and purpose for

requesting the information, availability of that information from other

sources, justification for each item requested, the burden on industry in

providing the information, and the cost to the Federal government for

collecting the information.

In 1975 the NRC contracted with the Facific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to

conduct a one-tima survey of radioactive material shipments in the U.S.

The data have been used in NUREG-0170N as the '1 asis for evaluating the

environmental impact of the transportation of rad oactive materials.

An ongoing study of the environmental impact of transportation of radio-

active material through urban areas will also use the information

extracted from the data collected from the FNL survey. Both regional and

national information may be obtained from the data base through the

computer program system maintained at Sandia Laboratories.
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As part of the NRC safeguards program, a Nuclear Material Information

System (NMIS) is maintained at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by the

Department of Energy (00E). Each licensee who transfers one gram or more

of special nuclear material,1,000 kg or more of source material or

certain quantities of byproduct materials, must complete Form NRC 741 and

submit copies to the DOE Oak Ridge Operations Office and to the st ipper

within 10 days after the material is received (10 CFR 70.54). In addition,

advance notification of NRC Regional Offices is required for shipnents

containing strategic cuantities of special nuclear material (10 CFR <3.72).

The cost to obtain up-to-date information for all radioactive material

shipments in the U.S. appears to be prohibitively expensive. A previous

one year shipment survey conducted in 1975 cost $165,000 in contract

funds, not including the cost to the industry i providing the requested

information. This study con'. acted about one seventh of NRC and Agreement

State licensees. Except for special nuclear materials and source materials

for which the survey period was one year, the survey period for byproduct

materials varied from one week (for shippers with large shipping activi-

ties) to six mor.ths (for shippers with infrequent shipping activities).

For a continuous system to collect up-to-date shipment information, the

contract cost is estimated to exceed one million dollars annually.

Accordingly, a system for maintaining up-to-date tratsportation data

should not be imposed.
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4. Hazards Information

A basic aspect in the management of the on-scene situation during hazardous

materials transportation incidents is the communication of information to

interested parties on the type of hazardous material, its properties, and

ithe hel th and safety hazards of the material. One means by which basic

information on hazardous materials shipments is convey,ed is givm. by

Hazardous Materials Communications requirements of 49 CFR Part 172.

These regulations require that shipments of radioactive materials be

accompanied by a description of each radionuclide contained, its chemical

and physical form, its radioactivity, the label category and transport

index (measure of external radiation levels), and whether the package is

Type A or Type B (accident resistant). These requirements involve a

system of labels for packages, placards for vehicles, shipping paper

description and other package markings. In general, however, these

requirements do not specify the inclusion of detailed information

concerning the nature of the material or precautions to be taken in the

event of its leakage or spillage. The question discussed here is whether

there should be a regulatory requirement that each shipment of radio-

active materials be accompanied by an information packet, with the packet

containing information concerning the hazardous nature of the material,

precautions to be taKOP in tile event of leakage Or spillage in normal or

accident conditions, and notification requirements.
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In many cases, however, detailed handling instructions are provided

voluntarily by the shippers such as in the Colorado yellowcake spill (See

Appendix II). Another example is in the case of U.S. government shipments

of uranium hexaflouride where it is customary for the shippers to actually

post a set of instructions on the side of the transport vehicle. These

types of instructions can and have been very instrumental in providing

early detailed information on how to handle the material in a spill.

Clearly, however, early information on how to contact the shipper can

also accomplish the same result.

For radioactive materials shipments the 00T regulations (49 CFR

172.203(d)) contain an extensive list of 'equired information (See

Appendix III). This information is in addition to that required for all

hazardous materials shipments pursuant to 39 CFR 172.200 through 172.202

(See Appendix III). Examination of those sections indicates that consider-

able additional shipping paper detail is already required for radioactive

materials that is not required for other hazardous materials.
.

It is not clear from the history of past incidents involving low-level

radioactive materials that a lack of detailed information beyond that

already available from shipping paper descriptions nas been a serious

contributing factor to either the severity of the event or to its manage-

ment.
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The Department of Transportation has previously considered the adoption

of a Hazard Information System (HI) which would enhance the communication

of information on the nature of the hazards of a material during normal

and accident conditions of transportation. The first proposal in 1974

for a HI system scheme was withdrawn in 1975 in favor of a request for

public advice on that system and on a number of alternative schemes. A

large number of public comments have also been received. At the United

Nations (UN), the Group of Experts on Transport of Dangerous Goods has

been considering the adoption of an H1 system for several years. It now

appears that the UN group will not. acopt a Srmal HI number scheme but

will base its emergency response information needs on the UN Serial

Number which is assigned and peculiar to each listed hazardous material.

The foregoing discussion serves to illustrate the complexity of the

matter. In this particular issue, the question really involves more than

toe HI system itself, i.e. , whether to require something additional tc

labels, placards and shipping paper descriptions, in the form of a HI

code number, but going beyond that to require provisions for an "instruc-

tion sheet" on the hazards of the material involved. In the Colorado

yellowcake incident, the shipper had provided such information (See

Appendix II), and the availability of this data sheet was reportedly very

helpful in enabling the sheriff, first arriving at the scene to contact

the shipper quickly for early advice and instructions.
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There does not appear to be a need to amend DOT regulations at the present

time to include requirements for shippers to provide, and carriers to

maintain during transport, emergency personnel deta# led instructions on

the hazards of low-level radioactive materials. Tae existing require-

ments for inclusion of shipping paper descriptions appear to be adequate.

Ef fc. ts by shippers to provide such information voluntarily, especially

in the case of bulk cargos, should however be encouraged. The future

development and implementation of a regulatory requirement for additional

communications on the hazards of the materials by means of the UN Serial

Number may provide another means of supplementing the information currently

provided by shipping papers. However, the addition of an emergency

telephone numuer on shipping papers could assist emergency response in

the event of an accident and should be required.

5. Inspection of Regulatory Compliance

Both the NRC and the DOT conduct programs of inspection and enforcement

to aasure compliance with their respective regulations. Overlaps in

responsibilities and activities of the two agencies in regulating the

safe transportation of radioactive materials are addressed in a Memorandum

of Understanding to avoid unnecessary duplication of regulation. This

Memorandum of Understanding is now under revision.

a. NRC Inspection and Enforcement

The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement approaches this aspect of

regulation by means of two types of inspection- preventive or routine
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inspections and reactive inspections. During these routine inspections,

NRC inspectors may observe work in progress, check records of all types,

interview people, and, where appropriate, make direct measurements.

Transport activities subject to inspection include quality assurance

during package fabrication, use of packaging technique;, procedures for

opening and closing packages, package maintenance, records of shipments,

and reports of incidents and defective packages.

Reactive inspections are conducted by the NRC Office of Inspection and

Enforcement in response to information received by NRC regarding transport

conditions or occurrences involving NRC licensed material. Such informa-

tion may come from routine NRC inspections, from an NRC licensee, or from

a member of the public. The NRC response to the information depends upon

the significance of the particular condition as determined by NRC's

independent investigations.

Since 1973, the NRC and its predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion (AEC), through its Office of State Programs, has been conducting

with the DOT a State Surveillance Program. Under this program, individual

State and local governments contract with the NRC to inspect p5ckages of

radioactive material, the vehicles in which they are shipped, and the

facilities in which they are handled. Twelve States and local governments

have participated in this program. The program provides a means for

these governments to becomr. familiar with transportation of radioactive
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materials and with the Federal regulations and provides significant

inspection assistance to the Federal government. The primary program

objectives are: (1) to obtain data on the physical condition of packages

containing radioactive material and the degree of compliance with existing

regule.tions, (2) to gather information and data co. cerning radiation

levels in the transportation systems work places, (3) to determine radia-

tion doses received by personnel in such work places, and (4) to obtain

data on the extent personnel comply with instructions and regulations for

handling radioactive material packages.

In general, the surveillance programs do not indicate a significant

health or safety hazard to cargo handlers or members of the public due to

the transportation of radioactive materials. Compliance with the DOT

regulations is observed in most cases. In those reported instances of

non-compliance, none of the violations had any immediate health and

safety significance. These orograms have detected a problem with the

routine exposure of employees of freight forwarder firms. The partici-

pating States recommend that the program continue.23/

b. 00T Compliance Assurance

The general objectives of the DOT radioactive materials compliance assur-

ance program are to assure that such shipments are offered in compliance

with the regulations, and that packagings are manufactured, marked, and

maintained as prescribed in the regulations. These compliance objectives
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are fulfilled by the programs of the modal operating administrations of

DOT (i.e., the Federal Aviation Administration, Coast Guard, Federal

Railway Administration, and Federal Highway Administration), supplemented

by -fforts of the Materials Transportatwn Bureau (MTB). Specifically,

one of the MTB's compliance objectives is to perform inspection, compli-

ance, and surveillance in the areas not covered by the DOT operating

administrations in their normal operations, particularly intermodal

shippers and packaging or container manufacturers, sellers, recondi-

tioners, and repairers. This involves a specialization of personnel in

the areas of multi-modal regulations and container manufacturer's

requirements.

The operational approach taken in the MTB's hazardous material compliance

program is believed to be representative of that taken by the other 00T

operating administrations. It is basically as follows:

Analysis Activity

Analysis of compliance information for indication of noncompliance. The

(HMI) Hazardous Materials Incident Reports (DOT Form 5800.1) are the

primary source of data. Indications of carrier violations are transmitted

to the appropriate operating administration. Indications of shipper

violations are handled by the MTB or forwarded to the appropriate modal

operating administration. Other sources of informati,n include MTB field

operations, complaints from the public, and information from oc,cr agan-

cies such as NRC.
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Inspection Activity

Information is gathered during compliance surveys of shippers and

container manufacturers as well as by observations of shippers, consignees,

and carriers to detect noncompliance.

Investigation Activity

Information is developed from HMI reports, field operations and complu 's.

from the public.

Enforcement u tivitv

Civil forfeiture and criminal cases, as well as compliance orders, are

prepared and issued as cases warrant.

Accident Investigation

Such activity is principally in selected cases, sometimes where technical

expertise is needed concerning the traterial or packaging involved.

The compliance efforts of DOT in traasportation of radioactive materials

are an integral part of the Department's overall program in compliance /

enforcement of the hazardous materials transportation regulations.

Radioactive materials therefore are not specially singled out and treated

separately in this activity. As mentioned earlier, these efforts are

carried out in the programs of the modal operating administrations,

supplemented by the MTB program. In Table VII, the personnel resources

of the Department for 1976-1977 are indicated.
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TABLE VII

00T COMPLIANCE AN0 ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

Dperating Compliance and Full-Time llazardous Part-Time Hazardous Total Inspector
Administrations Enforcement flaterials Inspectors Materials Inspectors Person-Years

Person-Hours
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977

No. % Time No. % Time

Coast Guard 249,840 193,680 0 0 694 20 717 15 138.8 107.6

Federal Aviation
Admin. 115,200 117,360 22 20 109 39 129 35 64 65.2 ,

Federal Highway ES
Admin. 62,280 62,280 9 9 128 20 128 20 34.6 34.6 i

Federal Railway
Admin. 54,540 40,140 18 16 82 15 42 15 30.3 22.3

Materials Trans.
Bureau 1,800 9,360 _0_ 5 4 25 3 _6 1 5.2

Totals 483,660 422,820 49 50 1 ,017 - 1,019 - 268.7 234.9
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Experience in transportation of radioactive materials indicates that such

materials have been transported very safely. At the present time, the

volume of radioattive shipments is about 2.5 million packages per year in

the U.S.A. E/ During the period 1971-1975, i.e. , the first five years of

operation of the DOT's hazardous materials incident reporting system

(HMI), more than 32,000 HMI reports were submitted by carriers for all

types of hazardous materials. Only 144 reports, or 0.45 percent, were

indicated to involve radioactive materials.EI By camparison, 16,406

reports involved flammable liquids and 10,672 involved corrosives, or 51

and 33 percent of the total, respectively. Of the 144 radioactive

materials reports, only 36 reports indicated any release of materials

from its containment, or unusual radiation levels. The majority of the

incidents involved only minor leakage and radioactive contamination.

When measured against actual experien_e therefore, the DOT believes that

the present level of compliance / enforcement in transportation of radio-

active materials is appropriate, as is the integration of such efforts

into its overall hazardous materials program.

B. Transportation of the Radioactive Material

1. Review of Past Events

Since 1975, three incidents have drawn particular attention, two in North

Carolina and one in Colorado. The first was a truck incident involving a

load of low specific activity material being shipped from the Millstone
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Nuclear facility in Connecticut to Savannah River. When the driver

pulled into a truck stop in North Carolina he noticed that the lid of one

of the crates was loose. He immediately called the State Highway Patrol

who in turn called a representative of the Radiological Health office of

North Carolina. This office responded to the scene and determined that a

leakage had occurred of about three tablespoons of water which was slightly

radioactive and came from condensation on some of the metal parts in the

box. The radiological health officer was slightly contaminated but was

able to clean himself off by wasning. The lid was then put back on the

crate and the truck proceeded on its way.

This incident is a good example of the problem of maintaining perspective

in transportation accidents involving radioactive materials. News stories

sent back to Connecticut indicated that a relatively large amount of

radioactivity was released and that the radiological healih officer was

" deluged" with contaminated water. The elected officials in Connecticut

became concerned because the shipment originated there. An NRC inspector,

however, indicated that in his professional judgment the amount of radio-

activity released was insignificant. The State radiological health

officer concurred with this opinion. In this example, concern was gener-

ated by lack of adequate communications and understanding rather than by

health consequences; in short, perspective was lost. Connecticut subse-

quently urged the NRC and the DOT to improve reporting of incidents

involving nuclear wastes. The actual response capabilities of the State,

the shipper, or the carrier were not questioned.
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The second incident involved a derailment of 29 cars from a Seaboard

Coastline train at 7:30 a.m., on March 31, 1977, near Fort Bragg and

Rockingham, North Carolina. Included in the shipment were four 16-ton

casks of unenriched uranium hexafluoride enroute to the Paducah, Kentucky,

gaseous diffusion plant. The UF casks were slightly damaged in the
6

accident and in the resulting fire, but no radioactivity was released. A

large number of agencies responded to this incident.

The Division of civil Preparedness of North Carolina was notified at

8:30 a.m. of this accident and the Radiation Protection Branch of the

North Carolina Department of Human Resources was notified at 8:45 a.m.

After preliminary inquiries to the designated consignee, Union Carbide in

Paducah, Kentucky, and to the carrier, Seaboard Coastline in Raleigh, the

NQrth Carolina Radiation Protection Emergency Team departed by Highway

Patrol helicopter, arriving at the accident site at 11:00 a.m. Before

this Team arrived, hovaver, the following groups of people had arrived:

(1) State Highway Patrol, (2) County Sheriff, (3) Civil Preparedness Area

Coordinator, (4) Seaboa 1 Coastline officials, (5) Fire Department, (6)

ambulance and rescue squad, (7) news reporters, and (8) the Fort Bragg

Emergency Ordinance Disposal Team.

As assessment and recovery operations proceeded, the following groups of

people arrived at the accident site: (1) Energy Research and Development

Administration (ERDA) team from Oak Ridge, Tennessee, (2) ERDA team froi,
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Savannah River in South Carolina, (3) South Carelina Division of Radiolo-

gical Healta Mobile Laboratory, (4) EPA representative from Atlanta, (5)

NRC representative from Atlanta, (6) National Transportation Safety Board

representative from Washington, (7) North Carolina Department of Natural

and Economic Resources, Fayetteville Regional Mfice representative,

(8) Union Carbide representative from Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and (9)

Transnuclear, Inc., representative (shipper).

The biggest problem noted in the response to this accident was the lack

of adequate communications. In addition, a critique of responses following

the accident revealed that (1) without fail all Feder al, State and local

agencies are willing and anxious to respond and provide available resources

to cope with radiation accidents, (2) the prior development of written

emergency response plans and standard operating procedures does dramati-

cally improve the speed and effectiveness of response by all agencies

concerned, (3) failure to cont!nually update and periodically test emer-

gency plans and standard operating procedures does detract from an

agency's ability to respond during emergencies, (4) formal critique of

response to actual radiation accidents represents an effective means of

identifying weaknesses and improving emergency response capabilities, and

(5) more exercises are required, especially ones involving the activation

of the State Emergency Operating Center in conjunction with field units.

No one mentioned that shippers d auld develop a response capability.
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The third incident was the spilling of considerable amounts of yellowcake
4

(uranium oxide) in Colorado in September of 1977 when tne truck carrying

the material collided with three horses. This incident precipitated this

study and is described more fully below. Although no radiological casu-

alties resulted from this incident, some people thought the general

response to the accident was inadequate and tnat the ma'erial should have

beentransportedinbetterpackaging.b

2. Description of the Colorado Accident

A transportation accident occurred near Springfield, Colorado, about one

o' clock the morning of September 27, 1977, which involved a spill of

radiomctive material called yellowcake (uranium oxide concentrate).26,2U

A tractor rig with enclosed trailer struck three horses and overturned.

The trailer was loaded with 50 steel drums of yellowcake being shipped

frcm a uranium mill at Highland, Wyoming, to a plant at Gore, Oklahoma,

for conversion to a form suitable for enrichment and fabrication into

fuel for nuclear power reactors.

The driver and his corm inion were pinned inside the tractor. After they

were extricated, they were taken by ambulance to a nearby hospital where

they were riecontaminated and treated for cuts and fractures. As learned

from later bioassays, the drivers did not show uranium in urine samoles.
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As a result of the truck's overturning and subsequent sudden stop when it

slid into an excavated sump for a drainage culvert, 32 of the 50 drums

were thrown through the top of the trailer near the front. These drums

came to rest on the shoulder of the highway. Drum lids, which were

secured to the drums by bolted steel ring closures, came off 17 of the 32

drums which left the trailer. Lids also came off 12 of the 18 drums

which remained in the trailer.

A total of about 12,000 pounds of concenirate spilled from the opened

drums. About 5,000 pounds of this spilled material was contained in the

overturned trailer. The remaining 7,000 pounds were spil'ed on the

ground within an area of 3,000 to 4,000 square feet. //
*

-

The bill of lading in the truck was accompani d by written detailed2

emergency instructions, which had been prepar_d by the shipper of the

yellowcake, Exxon Minerals Company. In Reference 27, Exxon indicates

that it prepares such emergency instructions 'ar each of its yellowcake

shipments. These instructions directed the individuals who arrived first

at the scene, personnel from the Baca County Sheriff's Office, to notify

the shipper and to cover the spilled material with tarpaulins or heavy

plastic sheeting to prevent airborne dispersion. Before any shipper

personnel departed for the accident site, the Sheriff's Office advised

them that the spill was completely covered with no short-term risk of air

dispersion.
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The shipper dispatched Highland Mill personnel by commercial airline from

Casper, Wyoming, at 7:50 a.m. on the 2.7th with several large boxes of

emergency equipment. The shipper dispatched a truck with 20 drums and

additional equipment shortly thereaf ter. The first shipper personnel

arrived at the accident site at 3:30 p.m. on the 27th.

The spill was more extensive than initially reported to the shipper, so

the amount of equipment that the shipper took to the accident site was

inadequate for cleanup of the spill. Because the risk of the material

spreading into the environment was minimized, however, sufficient time

was available and was taken to plan the cleanup.

The Colorado Department of Health also responded to the accident site.

After being notified of the accident at 4:00 a.m. on the 27th, the Depart-

ment dispatched personnel to the accident site at 10:00 a.n. and arrived

there at 2:30 p.m. '8/ The initial protective actions of covering the9

spilled yellowcake; notifying all interested narties, including the local

police agency, the State radiological health agency, the shipper, the

carrier, and the cognizant Federal agencies; and directing traffic around

the scene of the accident had been done. The remaining job was to clean

up the spilled yellowcake and to decontaminate and restore the scene to

its c.'iginal condition..
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The cleanup was not started as soon as possible. A planning meeting was

held the evening of September 27, in the Baca County Sheriff's office in

Springfield, Colorado.S Tha cleanup procedure decided on was to pick up

the yellowcake and topsoil with a front end loader and transfer it to new

drums, using water spray to control dust and hand shovel transfer if

windy conditions were encountered. Workers were to use protective clothing

and respiratory equipment. An air sampling program was to be conducted

to aid evalJation of air Concentrations of uranium dust.

On the morning of September 28, the Colorado Department of Health estab-

lished requirerents for the cleanup operation. The yellowcake was to be

hand shoveled into new drums within a portable shelter covering about 100

sq. ft. of spill area. The portable shelter was constructed of jumber

and plastic sheeting. The spill area outside the housing was to remain

covered. Contamination surveys, continual air monitoring, respiratory

protection, and personnel monitoring were to be performed. Cleanup was

to continue until background radiation levels were achieved. To prevent

spread of the yellowcake, a dike and wind break were to be constructed

around the spill. To comply with these requirements, however, the

cleanup operation was delayed until the afternoon of September 30.

Work progressed slowly. By the evening of October 2, five drums of dirt

and yellowcake had been barreled.@/ and eleven drums of the 50 on the2

shipment had been recovered.S Vacuum cleaning and ventilation equipment

was ordered October 3 to speed the cleanup. That day was also taken for
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more planning and for rest. On October 4, a snow fence lined with plastic

sheeting was set up to reduce wind velocity in the work area and the

vacuum cleaning and ventilation equipment was installed.S!

Calm weather and a light mist on October 5 allowed work to oroceed out-

side the portable shelter.S All the 32 drums outside the trailer were

recovered by the end of that day. Work on October o and 7 concentrated

on the .yellowcake spilled in the trailer. All 50 drums of the shipment

were recovered and removed to the storage area by the end of work on ,

October 7.

During October 8-10, final deconta.nination of the truck, the spill area,

and the equipment was done. Topsoil replacement and grass reseeding was

completed by the Colorado Department of Highways.S! Final surveys inoi-

cated several areas with readings ranging from 20 pR/hr to 100 pR/hr,

which were subsequently decontaminated. The acceptable standard con-

sistent with NRC guidanceE! is 60 pR/hr. E After all operations, the

average exposure in the area was less than 20 pR/hr with a few spcts

reading up to 30 pR/hr. E All equipment was decontaminated to standards

required for further unlimited use.S/ The Colorado Department of Health

representative released the entire spill area for unrestricted use the

afternoon of October 10.
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The results of the air sampling program are discussed in Section II.A.l.b(1)

on philocophy of package designs. The arithmetic mean of all the 26

measurements reported for the boundary of the work area from September

30 to October 10, which value is of most significance for public health
-12and safety, was about 9 x 10 pCi/nt2. The magnitude of annual average

air concentration of soluble uranium dust in an unrestricted area from

likely effluents of NRC-licensed operations incident to the possession,
-12use, or transfer of soluble uranium must not exceed 5 x 10 Ci/m2 (10

CFR 20.106). The accidental concentration averaged over a short period

of time compares well with the limiting concentration that might be

expected under normal conditions averaged over a year. This comparison

illustrates the limited hazard associated with an accidental spill of

yellowcake.

The results of the urinalysis program to detect uranium intake of persons

involved in resp;nse to the accident are discussed in Section II.A.1.b(2)

on improvements to drum closure mett.cds. Clear interpretation of the

health effects from uptake of uranium signified by urine concentration

measurements does not directly follow from a limited number of samples,

such as were taken in this program bicassay program, but experience

indicates that no observable health effects would be expected from small

urinary concentrations as were meaureo in this bicassay program.
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3. Emergency Response

a. Safety Responsibilities

Ordinarily, the carrier and not the shipper is responsible for proper

care of cargo in transit. In common, contract, and private carriage, the

shipper is responsible for proper packaging af radioactive material

delivered to the carrier for transportation, and the carrier has a right

and a responsibility to control such property in transit. Accordingly,

the carrier should be responsible for emergency response planning, and

the shipper should be responsible for informing concerned persons about

the hazardous nature of his radioactive material in situations where

emergency response plans would be put into effect.

Under 00T, NRC, and State regulations, the shipper is responsible for

complying with all applicable regulations in packaging, labeling, marking

andotherwisepreparinganygoodsfortransportatica.E For hazardous

materials, D0T regulations require tha shipper to certify on the shipping

papers that the goods are properly identified, packaged and prepared for

carriage and to inform the carrier of any special precautions for the

goods.

The activities involved in responding to transportation accidents are

divided among several agencies and persons. For purposes of this discus-

sion, the response can be broken down into four phases: the initial

phase, the confinement phase, the cleanup phase, and the cost recovery

phase.
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(1) Initial Phase

During the first fifteen to thirty minutes after the accident occurs,

emergency action may be required for saving lives, attending to the

injured and identifying the threat and tiie action required to prevent

fcether damage to life or property. Local public safety officials

invariably are the persons who exercise this responsibility. The carrier

has a responsibility for action in this initial phase, as in all phases,

including notifying the DOT,b the shipper, and the driver's own manage-

ment at the earliest practicable moment. However, the driver and helper

are often victims in the accident and may not be able to act. Others may

report the accident. Furthermore, in some cases sufficient information

of the details about the cargo to assess the hazard may not be immediately

available.

These reporting requirements do not necessarily provide radiological

monitoring assistance in the event of a transportation accident. To

obtain such assistance, any person may call upon the services of the

Interagency Radiological Ass. stance Plan (IRAP) operated by the U.S.

Department of Energy or the State radiological health department. The

D0T requirements for shipment description on the shipping papers accom-

panying the shipment provide certain basic information which can be used

as a ead to obtaining chemical hazards information from Chemical Transpor-t

tation E;nergency Center (ChEMTREC) via an "800" number. Both the IRAP

and CHEMTREC services are described below in Sections T.I.8.3.c and d,

respectively.
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State and local police and emergency crews are usually recognized as the

parties most likely to take early action in a transportation accident.

They have authority and responsibility for protecting the health, s,tfety,

and welfare of the general public, and wiil take necessary actions, for

example to control traffic, extinguish small fires, call firemen, rescue

the injured, etc. At this early stage, State and local capabilities to

handle radiation incidents or incidents with materials of unknown hazard

are often tested, since assistance from persons having specialized radio-

logical knowledge or chemical safety expertise is rarely available during

the early period following the incident. For this reason local emergency

response planning must provide for the proper initial emergency actions.

Some State and local police and emergency response crews are trained and

equipped with simple radiation detection instruments and are aware of

CHEM MC, IRAP or other resources of information. These capabilities may

be part of any local or regional plan.

(2) Confinement Phase

In additicn to assuring that the shipper and the DOT are notified in the

event of fire, accident, breakaga, or suspected radioactive contamination,

the carrier must also segregate packages and spilled radioactive materials

from personnel cortact and assure that vehicles, area, or equipment in

which radioactive material may have spilled, are not placed in service

again until they have been decontaminated and surveyed.31/ In carrying-

out his responsibility for cleanup and decontamination, the carrier most

of ten must utilize the technical services of others, such as State health

.
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department personnel, nearby technicians from hospitals or military

installations, etc., or other radiological safety experts. In any event

the regulations place on the carrier the burden of responsibility for

cleanup.

State and local police equipped and trained to monitor radia; ion can help

to identify the location and extent of any existent radiation hazard.

These agencies are expected to exercise their police and emergency powers

to control traffic, provide comeunications, direct evacuation and

sheltering actions if necessary. The IRAP teams mentioned eariier are

also available as a secondary ativisory resource.

The shipper is required by DuT regulations to provide the carrier, when

shipment is made, information on any special precautions required for

safe shipment of his material. If called in case of an accident, the

shipper is also expected to provide whatever details about his shipment

that are necessary for its safe control and cleanup. Since the shipper

could be involved in a liability suit later, he may offer assistance in

confining and cleaning up anv accident involving his shipment.

In the highly unlikely event where a release of radioactive material in a

transportation accident necessitates a decision concerning evacuation of

persons from certain areas, the decision and subsequent actions would be

made by responsible local public safety officials. These same officials

.-
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also make similar decisions as a result of transportation accidents

involving other hazardous materials.

(3) Cleanup Phase

This phase includes the removal of any radioactive material, contamina-

tion, or other residue of the accident to restore as nearly as possible

or as practical the scene of the accident to its original state. The

carrier has the basic responsibility to see that cleanup is completed.

Under existing Federal regulations, the carrier is responsible for promptly

notifying the shipper and the Federal government of any incident involving

death, hospitalization, property damage exceeding $50,000, fire, breakage,

actual or suspected leakage of radioactive materials or etiologic agents,

or in the judgement of the carrier a danger to life; for isolating any

spilled radioactive material from personnel contact, pending disposal

instructions from qualified persons; and for not placing vehicles,

buildings, areas, or equipment in whcih radioactive materials have been

spilled intt service or routine occupancy until the radiation dose rate

at any accessible surface is less than 0.5 millirem per hour and no

s,gnificant removable radioactive contamination resides on the surface

(in the cases of air and water carriers, only air craft, holds, compart-

ments, or deck areas are included in this requirement).
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Since, in many cases, the carrier will have neither technical expertise,

nor the experience and equipment to handle radioactive or hazardous

materials, the carrier may find it necessary to contract with others to

perform certain functions in the cleanup. In many cases, the shipoer

will provide such expertise and equipment; however, the basic burden of

assuring that such pr< visions are made remains with the carrier. Since

in most releases c,f radioactive material, handling of unshielded, uncon-

tained radioactive material (repackaging, disposal, or removal) is neces-

sary, some responsible person must be present who is experienced and

equipped to handle the radioactive material. Such experience would

normally be evidenced by an NRC or State license to perform such cleanup

and handling activities. That person would need the authority of the

carrier to take necessary and appropriate actions at the scene and might

be the consignor-licensee, the consignee-licensee, or someone licensed

for such activity and working under contract to the consignor, carrier,

or consignee.

The State or local government agencies, such as emergency crews, police,

health and e.1vironmental departments, are expected to exercise their

police and emergency powers to direct cleanup of both public and private

property.

General standards for cleanup are being developed by the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA). Some contamination limits are given in the DOT

hh l'J
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regulations for vehicles, facilities, and equipment. General standards

for exposure control and contamination limits are given in the NRC regula-

tions and regulatory guides.

(4) Cost Recovery Phase

The cost of cleanup and any liability for damages to life or property

resulting from a transportation accident are borne in most cases initially

by the carrier. Furthermore, in most cases, the fixing of such costs and

of the real responsibility for them will be determined in the courts. In

more than 20 years of experience with transportation of radioactive

materials, only 12 incidents have been reported to the nuclear insurance

pools. Of these incidents, nine did not result in any personal injury

claims. Further discussion of the cost recovery phase is included in

Section b below.

In summary, present regulations do not include definitive requirements

for emergency response to transportation accidents involving radioactive

materials. State and local government authorities, under their inherent

police powers, have the ultimate decision making responsibility to protect

the public. The carrier has certain basic responsibilities for confining

the immediate threat and for notifying the public authorities. The

shipper has no specific responsibilities for sending expert personnel to

the accident scene but is expected to provide on request expert advice en

the hazards of the shipment and any necessary precautions.
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b. Financial Responsibilities

(1) Applicable Federal Statutes

The present provisions of the Price-Anderson Acte furnish a statutory

basis for private funds and government indemnity, up to an aggregate

amount of $560 million, to pay public liability claims resulting from

certain transportation accidents involving radioactive materials.

Although carriers may purchase $140 million in third party liability

insurance from the nuclear insurance pools (Suppliers and Transporters

Form), they are not required by the NRC or the 00T to purchase any insur-

ance. The insurance and indemnity applicable to transportation accidents

is ancillary coverage having its basis in the financial protection

agreementsE executed by Ccmmission licensees. This insurance and

indemnity protection afforded the public while radioactive materials are

in the course of transportation to or from an indemnified facility is

part of the coverage of the Price-Anderson Act. E Federal law requires

that any person issued a construction permit for or a license to operate

a producton or utilization facilityN! have and maintain financial protec-

tion and government indemnity as required by the NRC. E I For nuclear

power plants having a rated capacity of 100 electrical megawatts or more,

the amount of financial protection that must be maintained by licensees

of these plants must equal the maximum amount of liability insurance

available at reasonable cost and on reasonable terms from private

sources.E! For all other Commission licensees, the Commission in the

exercise of its licensing and regulatory authority and responsibility may
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require, but is not compelled by statute to require, that other classes

of licensees have and maintain financial protection in such amounts as

the Commission considers appropriate to cover public liability claims.38/

Whenever the Commission requires a licensee to have and maintain financial

protection, the licensee must execute an indemnity agreement with the

Commission.22!

Prior to the most recent amendments to the Price-Anderson Acte! , the

Commission had never exercised its discretionary authority to require

licensees (other than production or utilization facility licensees speci-

fically required by statute) to maintain financial protection and govern-

ment indemnity. However, the NRC regulations implementirc these amend-

ments require that plutonium processors and fuel fabricators 1icensed,

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 70, to possess or process specified quantities of

plutonium have and maintain $125 million in financial protection. S /

Since then the amount of financia'. protection required of these licensees

ha- increased to $140 million. S!

Neither persons delivering radioactive materials to a carrier for trans-

port (" shippers") nor carriers, exempted from Commission licensing

d2! because they are regulated by the Department of Transport-requirement

ation, aave been specifically required to have and maintain financial

protection and government indemnity solely on the basis that radioactive

material licensed by the Commission or an Agreement State is being

, - ,.
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transported from point X to point Y. For the provisions of the Price-

Anderson Act to apply to the transportation of radioactive material in

the postulated hypothetical situation, an indemnified production or

utilizat, ion facility or a plutonium processing and fuel fabricatio.' plant

(for which the NRC, in the exercise of its discretionary authority,

requires that financial protection be maintained) would have to be located

at either point X or point Y. If this condition were not met, any damages

resulting from an accident during the transportation of radioactive

material from point X to point Y could not be matched by funds otherwise

available under the Price-Anderson Act. Generally, the transportation of

special nuclear material (i.e., plutonium and certain isotopes of enriched

uranium)E! between two Commission licensees authorized "to transfer or

receive in interstate commerce, transfer, . acquire, possess,own,[or]

receive possession of. ." such material $ is not covered by the Price-

Anderson Act.

The NRC staff is currently studying the issue of whether Price-Anderson

coverage should be exter. Led, pursuant to the Commission's discretionary

authority, to other areas of NRC-licensed activitiec. Upon completion of

this study and consideration of the staff's recommencations, '''e Commis-

sion will take such action as it deems appropriate.

Af ter enactment of the 1975 amendments to the Price-Anderson Act, the

c deral Register 5 a notice of intent toCommission published in the e

implement the provisions of the new law through the rule making process.
.
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The Commission invited public comments and suggestions with respect to

eight specific issues. The notice stated that the Commission was parti-

cularly interested in receiving views, together with the bases therefor,

on, among other issues, the extension of Price-Anderson to specifically

cover the transportation of radioactive materials. The notice stated:

8. Under the present Price-Anderson system, no separate
insurance contracts or indemnity agreements are issued to
cover transportation of nuclear materials. Carriers are,
however, covered under the "cmnibus" feature of licensee
financial protection and indemnity. It has been suggested
that transportation be separately covered. The Commission
invites comments with respect to any advantage to the public
and/or the carrier that would result from such coverage by
the Price-Anderson Act, as contrasted with present coverage
under the omnibus features of the Price-Anderson Act. In
this respect, deficiencies, if any, in public protection under
present coverage should be identified.

Interested persons are invited to submit written
comments and suggestions, with supporting documentation,
on the foregoing matters, or on any other matteg j
pertinent to the subject matter of this notice.-

Twenty three sets of comments were . & :ved in response to this notice.

Of those commenters addressing the transportation issue, none expressed

the need for or desirability of covering transportation by separate

insurance and indemrity agreements. When the proposed rule to implement

the 1975 amendments to the Price-Anderson Act was published on

September 20, 1976 (41 Fed. Reg. 40511), the following statement appeared

in the preamble to the proposed rule:

9. Uader the present Price-Anderson system, no separate insurance
contracts or indemnity agreements are issued to cover liability
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arising from the transportation of nuclear materials. Carriers are,
however, covered under the " omnibus" feature of licensee financial
protection and indemnity--that is, transporters are covered for
liability with respect to nuclear incidents occurring during shipments
to or from all existing indemnified facilities.

It has been suggested that transportation be separately
covered. The Commissien has considered whether any advantage
to the public or the carrier would result from such coverage
and whether there are any deficiencies in public protection
under the present coverage.

Comments received on this issue generally expressed the
view that the " omnibus" provisions of licensee financial
protection plus indemnity coverage are adequate. Additionally,
it was felt that if areas of difficulty with the existing
rystem were identified, remedies to such areas should be
developed within the existing framework rather than be developed
within the context of a separate additional system of policies
and indemnity agreements for transportation. No contrary views
were received.

Concerns had been expressed previously about the histence
of potential gaps in the existing system in such situations as
transportation of caterials. The Commission believes that these
concerns do not warrant changing the existing system by initiating
separate transportation coverage, because present coverage under
the " omnibus" provision of existing financial protection and
indemnity is extensive. Additionally, Suppliers and Transporters'
liability coverage is available to a maximum of $125 million.

- Another c"1 sideration against extension of coverage to
transportation of nuclear materia!, is an insurance industry
concern that such coverage may le ad to pyramiding of coverage.
Currently, transporters are covered through the " omnibus"
provisions of the financial protection and indemnity agreement
with facilities. If, during transportation, an accident arose
which involved multiple indemnity agreements because of
multiple transporters, a (.onfused legal situation might
ensur. It might be difficult to determine which policy or
agrument applied.

One expressed concern--that it would be offficult to
relate injuries occurring as a result of exposures to radio-
active material, without accident, to particular shipments--
is overs 'ted. It is difficult to see how this situation
would be rectified by separate transportation coverage.
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Finally, the Commission's discretionary authority to
provide inremnity coverage extends only to materials licensees.
Common cat-iers are exempted from licensing under present
Commission regulations. In order for the Commission to indemnify
such carriers either new authority under the Price-Anderson Act
would have to be provided by Congress or common carriers would
have to be licensed.

Consequently, the Commission does not intend to
extendseparatecoverageunderthePricgndersonAct
to transportation of nuclear materials.-

The Price-Anderson Act does not preempt applicable State tort law. Only

in the event of an extraordinary nuclear occurrence (ENO) $ oes the Actd

require that facility licensees waive certain defenses b (e.g., short

statute of limitations, contributory negligence and assumption of risk)

that would otherwise be available to the licensee, thereby creating a

situation where the licensee is, in effect, subject to a strict liability

standard. In the event of an EN0, the Act also provides for consolida-

tion of all claims resulting from the nuclear incident in the U.S. district

courtinthedistrictinwhichtheincidentoccurred.W

(2) Liability in Situations to Which the Price-Anderson Act
Does Not Apply

As previously discussed, Price-Anderson coverage does not apply to ali,

or even to most, shipments of radioactive materials. Should a transpor-

tation accident resulting in the release of radioactive material occur,

there would be no sure source of funds (except for insurance carried by

the sr.ipper or carrier) available to pay public liability claims arising

from the accident. The applicable State tort laws would determine the

respective liabilities of the shipper and carrier.
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c. Role of the Federal Government

(1) Response and Advice

Tne Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan (IRAP) was developed in 1961

by an interagency committee of Federal agency representatives as a means

for providing rapid and effective radiological assistance in the event of

apeacetimeradiologicalincident.E The IRAP provides a means whereby

the participating Federa! agencies may coordinate their radiological

emergency related activities with those of State and local health, police,

fire, and civil defense agencies. The plan provides operating j;idelines

for interagency radiological emergency operations and training and is

intended to use existing Federal, State and local capabilities to most

effectively protect the public health and safety from radiological hazards.

The IRAP is coordinated by the Department of Energy (00E) because of its

extensive resources in the national laboratories. Response teams

consisting of Federal personnel are located at all of the national DOE

laboratories and at laboratories and offices of other Federal agencies

scattered across the country. When any individual needs help in a radio-

logical matter he can call the nearest Regional Coordinating Office of

the DOE to contact the IRAP. The IRAP representative then takes the

information and decides what action is needed. If necessary, the IRAP

representative will actually send a team to respor.d to the incident to

help and advise the authorities in charge. This plan has been used many

times since its inception in 1961.

in'
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(2) Guidance

The NRC is involved with the DOT and six other Federal agencies in a

cooperative Federal effort to provide guidance and training to State and

local governments for radiological incidents involvina find facilities

andtransportationaccidents.E The NRC is the lead agency in the

program and is responsible for:

Issuance of guidance to other Federal agencies concerning their

responsibilities and authorities in radiological incident emergency

response planning and in providing planning assistance to State and

local governments.

o Development and promulgation of guidance to State and local govern-

ments in coordination with other Federal agencies for the prepara-

tion of radiological emergency response plans.

o Review and concurrence in such plans. (Proper correlation among

State, local government, licensee, and national plans is an element

or this review.)

o Determination of the accident potential at each licerised fixed

nuclear facility.

ror
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o Issuance of guidance for establishment of effective systems of

emergency radiation detection and measurement.

The Department of Transportation is responsible for:

Providing guidelines, in cooperation with NRC and other Federalo

ager-ies, and consistent with NRC guidance, for the development of

that portion of State and local emergency plans pertaining to trans-

portation incidents involving radioactive materials.

o Assistance to State and local governments in emergency planning for

such transportation incidents.

The guidance on planning for transportation accidents has not yet been

developed in final form. In the interim, the NRC and the DOT advocate the

use of guidance developed by the Western Interstate Nuclear Board and

Region VIII of the Cen'erence of Radiation Control Program Directors.54/

This guidance is currently being updated by the DOT and is scheduled for

publication in revised form before the and of calendar year 1978. In

addition, the 00T is scheduled to publish by end of calendar year 1978 an

operations manual for use by those energency personnel who actually

respond to radiation emergencies. A proposed standard for emergency

response plans to accidents in the transportation of radioactive materials

is being developed by the American National Standards Institute with

review and comment by the pertinent Federal agencies. 5
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The NRC has a contract with Sandia Laboratories to develop scenarios for

transportation accidents involving radioactive materials. This program

is designed to expand the data base from which practical emergency plans

and response procedures can be developed at the State and local government

level. To provide a greater data base than presently exists, the

following tasks will be performed:

o Selection of Transportation Accidents - A limited number of poten-

tial transportation accidents involving radioactive materials will

be selected to provide a complete spectrum of accidents. The selec-

tion will be based on the likelihood of the accident involving

radiation exposure of individuals, magnitude of radiological conse-

quences, nature of radiological hazard and pathway of exposure to

man, physical and chemical form of radioactive material, and loca-

tion of the accident.

characterization of Radiological Environment - The radiologicalo

environment resulting from transportation accidents involving radio-

active material will be characterized in terms of:

Time-dependent airborne and ground surface concentrations ofo

radioactive materials.

o Potential radiation doses to individuals and the potential

patnway of exposure.
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o Size of area likely to be contaminated above levels of concern.

o Post-Accident Responses - Following a transportation accident

involving radioactive materials, the pessible actions to be taken by

responsible officials will cost likely be limited to recovery measures.

Therefore, the time in which recovery measures should be initiated

following the different transportation accidents utilized in the

previous task will be estimated.

The information obtained from these tasks will be used to write a series

of accident scenarios which will describe mechanistically the postulated

accidents and their consequences.

As part of an overall Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program, the

Office of Standards Development in the NRC is studying the role of the

States in preparedness, particularly in responding to transportation

accidents. The general goal of the Preparedness Program is to increase

the expertise of the States in managing transportation related nuclear

emergencies and to decrease their dependence on Federal assistance in

this area. The primary thrust of the program is to identify those

elements necessary to provide a minimum " adequate" response capability;

and to suggest to the States the steps they should take to bring their

capaoility to the desired level. The program has three steps:
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(a) Survey of current State capabilities.

(b) Evaluation of needs based on transportation patterns, accident

scenarios and other related factors.

(c) Development of recommendations to the States, based on

cost-benefit analyses.

A contract to accomplish the first step has been established.

Finally, the EPA, as one of the cgencies with which NRC and 00T have been

coordinating their e.mergency planning activities, has published a " Manual

of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents."

The manual will eventually have eight chapters covering all types of

radiation emergencies, and Chapter 8 is devoted to Protective Acton

Guides for transportation incidents. According to the EPA, the first

draft of Chapter 8 will be available for interagency review by the end of

calendar year 1978.

(3) Training

Several Federal agencies are developing a series of training programs for

State and local government emergency response personnel. These programs

are geared for response to radiological emergencies and are furnished at

no cost to the State and local government personnel. Initially, the

funding came from several of the involved Federal agencies, but beginning

in FY 1979 the entire funding will be.provided by the NRC.
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One of the courses developed to date is an eight-day course on radio-

logical emergency response operations. The curriculum includes such

topics as basic concepts of nuclear science, biological and medical

implications of radiation, air sampling techniques, area monitoring and

control, protective action guides, DOT regulations, sample collection and

analysis, anti-contamination equipment and procedures, and emergency team

organization and prccedures. The first three days consist of classroom

lectures which provide the participants with basic information on radio-

logical emergencies. These sessions are primarily intended for indivi-

duals with little or no health physics expertise but also se ve as a

review for the more experienced individuals. The second part of the

course consists of field exercises. Students break up into teams and

respond to simulated radiologcial emergencies involving a nuclear power

plant, a transportation accident, and an industrial accident.

The course is conducted at the Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site

and was originally scheduled to be presented 10 times per year. However,

because of the demand, the NRC is increasing the frequency of presenta-

tion to 16 times per year. To date, approximately 200-250 State and

local emergency response personnel have attended the course (class size

is limited to 20 students per session).

The Department of Transportation, through a contract with the Natir.nal

Fire Protection Association, has developed a 20-hour training course for
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firemen and policemen who would be responding to transportation accidents

involving any hazardous material. Because of the demand for more specific

training on radiation emergencies, however, a supplement is being developed

to that course which will deal primarily with radiation hazards. A

contract was recently awarded by the 00T and the work should be completed

by September 1979.

d. Other Facetr of Emergency Response

The chemical industry through a system called ChemtrecE maintains

information on hazardous chemicals. Although it possesses limited informa-

tion on radioactive materials, it will refer a caller to the nearest IRAP

regional coordinating office for more extensive information. This service

provides a telephone number for receipt at all times of direct-dial

toll-free calls from any point in the continental United States. Separate

numbers are maintained for receipt of calls originating within the District

of Columbia and outside the continental U.S. This service by design is

confined to dealing with transportation emergencies.

Chemtrec can usually provide hazard information warnings and guidance

when given only the name of the product and the nature of the problem.

For more detailed information and assistance, especially if the product

is unknown, the caller must provide as much information as possible: his

name and the callback telephone number, the location of the problem, the

shipper or manufacturer, the container type, the rail car or truck number,

the carrier name, the consignee name, and local conditions.
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In the Colorado accident, the Colorado Department of Health consicered

the shipper to be responsible for emergency actions and for cleanup of

the spill because the shipper is most knowledgeable of the hazards of the

material, is most capable of handling the inaterial, and has most vested

interestinthematerial.1/ This State agency recommended that the NRC

amend its rules to require licensee shippers (specifically uranium mill

operators) to have an emcrgency response plan and an emergency response

team which could be transported immediately to the site of an accident

involving material owned by the mill. S

Other States do not necessarily hold the same view. South Carolina for

example recently wrote that it is generally satisfied with the arrange-

ments that currently exist for the transportation of radioactive materials,

that the containers developed under NRC and 00T regulations are adequate,

that this activity is adequately regulated and more restrictive regula-

tions are not necessary, and that no documentation exists of problems to

justify consideration of special routes. S In addition, the Vermont

Agency of Transportation has recommended the development of a State

centralized hazardous material emergency response capability within the

Department of Public Safety. S/ No mention is made of any need to require

an emergency response capability of a shipper.

Several aspects of transportation of radioactive materials have recently

been reviewed in a study sponsored by the DOE,S including the principal
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Federal activities affecting transportation of radioactive materials, the

State and local activities that may affect such transportation, transpor-

tation of these materials by rail, emergency response planning and imple-

mentation, transportation safeguards and security, insurance issues, and

labor relations.

With respect to emergency response, the report states that although

elaborate plans of response to transportation accidents are now Deing

formulated, it appears that the primary responsibility may very well rest

with local policemen and fire departments who are the ones most likely to

be the first on the scene. In the unlikely event of a transportar. ion

accident that involves a serious release of radioactive material, even a

few minutes are important. Thus, greater efforts are needed to assure

that local response capabilities are upgraded.

b erformed for the State of Illinois on highway transportationA study p

of hazardous materials indicates that emergency response coordination is

a most critical area needing State attention. A review of State regula-

tory programs throughout the country and of the Illinois experience in

E. articular revealed that the response to an emergency becomes less efac-

tive from lack of response coordination, inadequate crowd control, lack

of accurate information, and conflicting goals and instructions of parti-

cipating officials.
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With respect ti radioactive materials, the Illinois report concludes that

normal highway transportation hazard to the Illinois general public is

essentially zero. It further concludes ' hat worst case releases of

radioactive materials are nearly impossible. In the event of such

releases, the catastrophic consequences popularly feared and often alleged

will not ensue. The resulting deaths, injuries and property damage will

not begin to approxicate the casualties and damage that have actually and

frequently accompanied accidents involving bulk transportation of other

kinds of hazardous materials, man-caused disasters, and natural disasters.

The Illinois report also found that the safe transportation of nuclear

mhterials relies primarily on packaging integrity under both normal and

accident conditions. It states that the safety standards of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and the Department of Transportation do not rely on

restriction of routing and similar measures to assure safety in transport.

Outside Illinois, various State and local authorities have proposed or

taker. action to impose various routing restrictions and prohibitions on

the highway movement of radioactive material, ostensibly to increase

safety. Apart from +he legal status of such actions, the report states

that these restrictions cannot be justified as safety enhancing measures.

The contractor's investigation indicates no need in Illinois for the

enactment of legislation or promulgation of regulations to restrict or

prohibit highway transportation of radioactive materials in the interests

of health and safety.
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A second important finding of the report is that from the perspective of

highway transportation, State agencies are well aware of, and have

responded promptly to, surveil. lance, enforcement, emergency response, and

related requirements called for by existing traffic and shipping practices.

These agencies have further developed closa and effective working rela-

tionships with Federal regulatory agencies in improving existing regula-

tions and in designing new regulations.

The NRC has received a petition b o modify its rules and requiret

licensee shippers to prepare and maintain emergency procedures to be

followed in the event of a transpottation accident. As the present study

addresses these topics, the NRC has decided to hold the petition in

abeyance until the results of this study have been considered. The NRC

environmental statement on transportation of radionuclides through urban

environs and the DOT public rulemaking proceeding mentioned in II. A.3.a.

are also expected to influence the disposition of this petition.

In conclusion, various ir.d' iuals and government entities have different

opinions about emergency esponse to transportation accidents involving

radioactive materials. In our opinion, the shipper should not be respon-

sible for the safety management of transportation accidents or for

cleaning up spills of radioactive material that might result from such

accidents, but should be responsible for proper packaging and for communi-

cating hazards information if requested. ,, g
,
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GLOSSARY

Agreement State: An Agreement State is one entering into an
agreement with the MRC by which the NRC relin-
quishes its authority under the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, to regulate within the
borders of the State the receipt, possession,
use and transfer (including transportation) of
source material (including yellowcake) byproduct
material, and subcritical configurations of
special nuclear material.

Byproduct Material: Radioactive material (except special nuclear
material) yielded in or made raaioactive by
exposure to the radiation incident to producing
or using special nuclear material (See 10 CFR 30.4(d))

Conversion Plant: A facility for producing uranium hexafluoride
(UF ) fr m yell wcake (U 0 )-

6 38
10Curie: A unit of radioactive decay defined as 3.7 x 10

disintegrations per second.

Enriched Uranium: Uranium in which the U-235 content has been
increased above its natural abundance of 0.72%
by weight (see " Natural Uranium").

Evaporator Concentrate: The radioactive residue left after evaporating
the water from contaminated liquid wastes.

Fuel Facility: A place where nuclear reactor fuel is manufac-
tured or fuel materials are processed.

Latent Cancer Fatality: A radiation induced cancer death which occurs
more than one (often many years) year after
exposure to the radiation.

Low Specific Activity Material in which radioactivity is distributed
Material (LSA): essentially uniformly in small limited concentra-

tions. LSA material includes natural uranium
compounds, low level reactor wastes, and contam-
inated solids. (See 10 CFR 71.4(g)).

Modal: Refers to the transportation vehicle--rail car,
truck, barge, aircraft, etc.
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Natural Uranium: Uranium which contains the natural abundance of
U-235, 0.72% by weight. Also called " Unenriched"

Radiography: The examination of the structure of materials
using radiation from sealed radioactive sources.

Radionuclide: An atom (such as Co-60 or U-235) which is radio-
active.

.

Radioactivity: The property of emitting particles, such as
alpha or beta particles, or radiation, such as
gamma radiation, from an atomic nucleus, such as
uranium.

REM (Roentgen Equiva- A unit of dose equivalent which is numerically
lent Man): equal to the dose in rads (a unit of absorbed

dose for any ionizing radiation; one rad is 100
ergs energy absorbed per gram of absorbing
substance) multiplied by appropriate modifying
factors.

Resins: Ion exchange substances used in nuclear power
plants to remove unwanted radionuclides from the
primary system water. After use, resins may be
highly radioactive.

Source Material: Uranium or thorium in any physical form, inclu-
ding ore containing more than 0.05% by weight of
uranium or thorium. Source Material does not
include Special Nuclear Material (See 10
CFR 40.4(h)).

Special Nuclear Plutonium, U-233, U-235 or any material artifi-
Material: cally enriched in these nuclides (See 10 CFR 70.4(m

Spent (or Irradiated) Special nuclear material which is not readily
Fuel: separable from other radioactive material and

which has a total external radiation dose rate
in excess of 100 rems per hour at a distance of
one meter (three feet) from any accessible sur-
face without intervening shielding.

Type A Package: A package containing a limited quantity of
radioactive material, and designed to withstand
the rigors of normal transportation.
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Type B Package: A package designed to contain its radioactive
contents, which exceed the radicactive contents
of a Type A package, and to maintain adequate
radiation shielding effectiveness under normal
transportation conditions and also in the event
of a severe accident during transportation.

Uranium Hexafluoride: The uranium compound used in the enrichment
process.

Yellowcake A uranium ore concentrate, consisting mostly of
uranium oxide (U 0 ). is usually yellow green38in color.
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Orerations
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Appendix II

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EMERGENCY ACTION INCLUDED IN THE
SHIPMENT WHICH WAS ACCIDENTALLY SPILLED IN COLORADO

SEPTEMBER 27, 1977

YOUR CARGO IS Uranium Concentrate

THIS MATERIAL:

1. Is not explosive.

2. Will not burn.

3. Is a naturally radioactive material of low specific activity. It

should not be inhaled, eaten, or allowed to get into an open wound.

4. Can be approached without danger of injury from external radiation.

IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENT, AS S0ON AS POSSIBLE:

1. Take preliminary precautions below. Display these instructions as
necessary to local authorities on the scene to obtain their help (see
2 below).

2. Call (or have local authority call fo you) the Manager, Administrative
Superintendent or Purchasing Agent, EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A., Telephone
(307) 358-3244, Douglas, Wyoming collect. If possible have local
law or civil authority participate in call.

4. Make no other statements or phone calls except on instructions from
your dispatcher or EXXON COMPA;4Y, U.S. A.

'

PRELIMINARY PRECAUTIONS

CONTAINERS ARE NOT LEAKING, and are not seriously damaged. Container may
or may not be thrown from vehicle. Vehicle may or may not be damaged.

1. Caution people not to tamper with the containers. Use civil authorities
to help you if necessary.

2. It is not necessary to have a specific distance between humans and
the containers or truck, but for ease of controlling the situation,
ask people to stay back 10-15 feet.
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Appendix II (Cont'd)

3. If closed containers are lying on the road, obtain assistance from
whatever civil authority is available to move containers to the side
of the road.

4. Assure local authorities that there is no danger in handling closed
containers.

CONTAINERS ARE LEAKING OR DAMAGED TOO SERIOUSLY to be moved. Truck or
railroad car may or may not be damaged.

1. Caution humans to stay away from the material. Keep them at a
distance of at least 25 feet. Extreme distance is not necessary.
Use civil authorities to help if necessary.

2. Assure local authorities that there is no danger from radiation t ut
that people should avoid breathing any dust from the material.

3. Avoid trackage of material by humans or vehicle. Obtain help from
local civil authorities if necessary to reroute traffic around the;

.:/ spill area.

4. Keep material from running into streets, gutters, sewers, etc., if
possible. A simple method for doing this might be to dig a trench
around the material or throw up an earthen dike several inches high.

5. Prevent the material from being scattered by the wind by carefully
covering it with canvas or dirt.

6. Avoid breathing dust from the material. When covering the material,
obtain a simple respirator if possible. If ncne is available, work
the material ic. such manner as not to stir up excessive dust.

FIRE involving vehicle or in immediate vicinity of vehicle

1. Isolate the vehicle from other humans and property if possible. Use
civil authorities for help.

2. Obtain fire fighting help from local group.

3. The material you are hauling will not burn.

:
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Appendix II (Cont'd)

4. Keep fire away from uranium containers if possible.

5. Use resp;,ator if necessary to avoid breathing smoke from any fire
involving your cargo because of possibilit', of airborne particles,
if the drums are ruptured.

6. Do not spray water into open or leaking containers. There is no
reaction with water but a heavy stream of water will spread the
material and make cleanup more difficult.

,
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APPENDIX III

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS
(49 CFR) PERTAINING TO HAZARDS INFORMATION

ACCOMPANYING A SHIPMENT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Chapter I--Materials Transportation Bureau 5 172.202

Subpart C--Shipping Papers shipping description may not contain

SotracE: Amdt. 172-29 A. 41 FR 4c677, any t' Ode or abbreviation.
Sept. 20.197s. unless otherwise noted. (4) A shipping paper may contain

additional information concerning the
i 172.200 Applicability. matertal provided the in'ormation is not

(a) Descnption ot %xzardotts materials incord,1 stent with the required descrtp-
reqtitred. Except as otherwise provih tion. Unless ctherwise permitted or re-
in this subpart, each person who ofers quired by this subpart, additional infor-
a hazardous material for tran.:,portation mation Inust be placed after the basic
2 hall desente the bmrdous matertal on description required by 1 172.202(a) (1)
the snipping paper in the manner re- and (a) (2) .
quired by this subpart. (1) When appropriate, the entra

ib) Exceptions. This subpart does not "IMCO" may be entered immediatell
apply to any material that is.- following the class in the basic descr!;-
(1) An CRM-A. B, or C. unless it is tion,

offered or intended for transportation by (11) For a meterial meeting the defini-
air when it is subject to the regulations t!cn of more than one hazard class, the
pertaining to transportation by air as additional hazard class or classes may be
s7ecided in 1 172.101; or entered after the hazard class in the

(2) An ORM-A B. or C. unless it is basic description.
a!!ered or intended for transportation (b) Name of shipper. A shipping
by water when it is subject to the regu- paper for a shipment by water must con-
lations pertainin4 to transportation by tain the name of the shipper.
*vatstr as spec: fed in i 172.101; or [ Amdt.1*2-29A. 41 FR 4o677. Sept. 20.1976.

(3) An ORM-D unless it is effered or as amended by Amdt.172-29B. 41 FR 57067,
:ntended for transportation by air. D" 30.19781

} 172.201 General entries. $ 172.202 Dewription of hazardous ma-
terial n shipping papers.

(a) Contents. When a desen. 'f.

hazardous material is required to bc :n. (a) Each desenption of a ha2.ardous

cluded on a shipping paper, that de- material on the shipping paper must
senption must conform to the following include.--
requirements: (1) The proper shipping name pre-

(1) When w hazardous material and a scribed for the material as required by
material not subject to the requirements I 172.101.
of this subr'hapter are desenbed on the (2) The class presented for the ma-
same shipping paper, the hazardous ma- terial as required by 1 172.101. When the
terial description entnes required by words of the proper shipping name are
1 172.202 and those additicnal entries identical (excluding the entry "n.o.s.")
that may be required by 1 172.203 with the words of the class, the inclusion *C

(1) Must be entered nrst, or of the class is not required, bgg(11) Must be entered in a color that (3) [ Reserved] e

clearly contrasts with any desenption of (4) Except for empty packag'ngs, tne (C
a matarial not subject to the require- total quantity (by weight. volume, or as V "q+as
ments of thic sub:hapter on the ship- otherwise appropr!1:e) of the hazard-
ping paper except that a description on a ous mater:al covered by the descrip-
reproduction of a shipping paper may be tien. FT
highlighted. rather than printed in a (b) The basic description specifed in I'1contrasting cctor C"he provisions of this paragraphs (a)(1) and ra) i2) of this c '

*paragraph apply caly to the basic de- section must be shown in secuence ex-
T(_ m [dsenption requi ed by 1 172.202( a) (1) cept that the technical name of the ma-

and (2) .) or terial may be entered betreen the

I' . O
*-

(111' 'fust be ident1 Sed by the entry of prcper shipping name and the class. For ~,
in "A" placed before the proper ship- example: " Gasoline. Flammable liquid" .~ ,
ping nace in a column captioned "HM" or " Flammable solid. n.o.s." or "Cor- w-

(2) 'Ite required shipping description rosive 11guld, n.o.s. (capryly! ch!cride). V"'
on a shipping paper and all coptes corrosive material."
theracf used for transportation purposes. (c) The total quant 11Y of the material
9ust be legible and pr1ted ' manually covered by one description must appear
er mechamcally) in English. before or after. or both before and after.

(2) Unless it is spec!Scally authorized the description required and authorized

h
. r, ,

or required in this subpart, the required by thi subpart. !
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APPENDIX III (Cont'd)
% 172.203 TiHe 49- Transportation

(1) Abbreviations may % used to spec- sile Class III Shipment. Do not Load
ify the type of packaging and weight or More Than * * * Packages per Vehicle."
volume. For example: 40 cyL Nitrogen. ( Asterisks to be replaced by appropnate
Non-flammable Gas-800 pounds; I box number.) "In loadin2 and Storage Areas.
Cement, liquid n.o.s., Flammable liquid, Keep at Least 20 Feet (6 Meters) from
25 lbs. Other Packages Bearing Radioactive La-

(2) The type of packaging may be ea- bels."
tered in any approptiate manner. (D) If a Fissile Class III shipment is

to be transported by water, the supple-$ 17,, .,,03 Additional duription n-.
mentary notation must also include the

" " * " " following statement: "For shipment by
(a) Exemptions. Each shipping paper water, only one Fissile Class 'II ship-

tssued in connection with a shipment ment is permitted in each hold."
made under an exemption murt bear the (v11) For a package approved by the
notation " DOT-E" followed by the ex- U.S. Energy Research and Develepruent
emption number assigned and so located Administration (ERDA) or U.S. Nuclear
that the notation is clearly associated Regulator Commission (USNRC). a co-/
with the description to which the exemp- tation of the package identifkation
tion applies. marking as presenbed in the applicable

(b) Limited quant?|!ca. The descrip- ERDA or USNRC approval. (See i 173.-
tion for a material detied as " limited 393a of the subchapter.)
quantities" in this subchapter must in- ( viii) For an export shipment or a
clude the words " Limited Quantities" or shipment in a foreign made package, a
"Ltd. Qty." following the basic descrip- notation of the package identi!! cation
tion. marking as prescribed in the applicable

(c) Blasting caps. The description for International Atomic Energy Agency
a sh!Ptr an of blasting caps must have an iIAEA) Certificate of Competent Au-
entry stating the number of caps in the thonty which has been issued for tPe
shipment, either before or af ter the basic package. (See i 173.393bt a) (3) of the
description. subchapter.)

(d) Rcdfocctive mater:at (1) The de- (e) E-tpty packagings. For other than
scription for a shipment of radioactive a tank car, the description on the ship-
matena. v3.st include the following ad- pmg paper for an empty packagag con-
ditional er. rim as appropnate: taimng the residue of a hazardous

(1) The name of each radlonuclide in matenal may contain the word e s)
the radioactive material that is listed in " EMPTY": or " EMPTY: Last con-
| 173.390 of this subchapter. Abbrevia- tamed * * * * followed by the name of
tions, e.g., "*"Mo" are authonzed. the hazardous matenal la.st contamed

(11) A desenption of the physical and in the packagmg. This entry may be
chemical form ot the matenal, if the before or af ter the basic desenption. For
matenal is not in special form. empty tank cars. see i 174.25(c) of this

(iii) The activity contained in each subchapter.
package of the shipment in terms of t!) Transportation by atr. When a
cunes, mil 11 curies, or micrecurie . Ab- package contaimng a hazardous mate-
brevations are authorized. rial is cifered for transportation by air

(17 ) The category of label appl!ed to and this subchapter prohibits its trans-
each package in the shipment. For exam- portation aboard passenger-car ymg air-
ple: " RADIOACTIVE WHITE-L" craft, the words " Cargo-only aircraf t*

(v) The transport index assigned to must be entered after the basic dascrip-
each package in the shipment bearing tion.
RADIOACTIVE YELLOW-II or RA- (g) Transportation by raf t <1) The
DIOACTIVE YFlLOW-III labels, shipping paper for a rail car containms

(vi) For a shipment of fissile radioac- a hazardous matenal must contam the
tive matenals- notat.on "Piacarded" followed by the

( A) The words " Fissile Exempt." if the name of the placard required for the
package is exempt E : suant to | 173.336 rail car.
(a) of this subchapter. or <2) The shippmg paper for each spect-
(E) If not exempt the f!ssde class of neation DOT 112A or 114A tank car

each package in the shipment, pursuant t wi;hout aead shields ) contammg S
to 1173389(a) of this subchapter; and nammable comp *assed gas must contam

(C) For a Ft sile Class III shipment. the notation. " COT 112 A" or " DOT
the additional notation: " Warning-Fis- 114 A." as appropnate, and either "Must

~e. F., n gim - e a n : n
sp y is*

y a V
-
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be handled in accordance wtui FRA E.O.
No. 5" or " Shove to rest per E.O. No. 5."
th) Transportation by highmy. Pol-

lowing the besto description for a haz-
ardous material in a specifcation MC
330 or MC 331 cargo tank Inade of
quencaed and tempered steel, there must
be entered for-
f1) Anhdyrous ammonta. (1) Th1

rords "3 2 per cent water" to indjeste
the suitability for shipping anhydrous
ammonia in the cargo tant as author-
ized by i 177.817 of this subchapcer. or

s ti) The words "NOT FOR Q AND T
T.\NES" when the anhydrous ammonia
does not contain 0.2 per et:nt or more
water by weight.

s;) Liquejted petroleum gas. The word

'Non-corrosive'* or "Non-cor" to indicate
the suitability for shipment of the "Non-
ccrrosive" l!quefied petroleum gs.s of-
fered for transportation by cargo tank
as authorized by i 173.315(a) (1) Note
13 of this subchapter.

(1) Transportation by tacter. (1) Each
shipment by water must have the fol-
icwing additional shipping paper
entries:

it) Ideri'ification of the type of pack-

ages sut. as barrels. drums, cylinders.
2nd boxes.

<11) The number of each type of pack-
.7ge including those in a freight container
er on a palles, and

f 111) The gross weight of each type of
package or the individual gross weight
of each package.

i 2) The shipping paper for a hazardous
materAl offered for transportation by
water to any country outside the United
States must have in parenthesis the tech-
nical name of the material following the
prcper shipping name when the material
is described by a "n.o.s." entry in i 172.-
101. For Example: Corrosive liquid, n.o.s.
(capryly! chloride), Corrmive material.
However, for a mixture, only the techni-
cal name of any hazardous material gw-
ing the mixture its hazardous properties
must be identified.
1 Amdt.172-29A. 41 FR 40677. Sept. 30,1976,
as amanded by Amdt.172-29D. 41 ?!!, 57067
Dec.Jo,1976]
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APPENDIX IV

SOME CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THE COLORADC "CCIDENT

A. Letter from R. D. Siek, Associate Director of Environmental
Programs, Colorado Department of Health, to S. Meyers, Director,
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (October 3, 1977).

B. Letter from S. Meyers, Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and
Material Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to A. J.
Hazle, Director, Radiation and Hazardous Wcstes Control, Colorado
Department of Health (December 14, 1977).

C. Letter from A. H. Hazle, Director, Radiation and Hazardous Wastes
Control, Colorado Department of Health, to S. Meyers, Director,
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (January 13,1978).

D. Lettr from A. J. Hazle, Director, Radiation and Hazardous Wastes
Control, Colorado Department of Health, to R. P. Pollock, Director,
The Citizen's Movement for Safe and Efficient Energy (January 16,
1978).

E. Letter from A. J. Hazle, Director, Radiation and Hazardous Wastes
Control Division, to the Honorable Gary Hart, U.S. Senate
(November 1, 1977) and enclosure: " Radiation Inciden Report:
Uranium ' Yellow Cake' Spill, September 27, 1977, Southeastern
Cclorado," Colorado Department of Health.

F. " Fact Sheet - Transportation of Radioactive Material - Natural
Uranium Oxide (Yellowcake)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

G. Letter from G. Ortloff, Regulatory Affairs Manager, Exxon Minerals
Co., U.S.A., to S. Meyers, Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and
Material Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnnssien (December 12,
1977).

H. " Clean up of Natural Uranium Concentrate Spilled in a Transpertation
Accident near Springfield, Colorado on September 27, 1977," Exxon
Mineral Company, U.S.A., Technical Report (March 1978).
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

4210 EAST 11TH AVENUE DENVER. COLORACO 80220 PHONE 388-6111
Anthony Roobirts , M.D. , M.P. A. Executive Director

October 3, 1977

Sheldon Meyers, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety
U.S. Nuclear Eegulatory Coc=ission
Washington, D.C. 20535

Re: Truck Accident, September 27, 1977, which released 21
tons of yellowcake near Springfield, Colorado

Dear Mr. Meyers:

On Septe ber 27, 1977, the Colorado Department of Health sent a
response team to a site about 15 miles north of Springfield,
Colorado on U.S. Highway 287. A Leeway Trucking Co. tractor /
enclosed trailer rig had hit three horses and rolled on its side
about 1:00 a.c. that corning. The truck was enroute from the Exxon
Mill at Highland, Wyoring to the Kerr-McGee Plant at Gore, Oklahoma
with a load of 42,000 pounds of yellowcake. About 30 of the barrels
penetrated the side and top of the crailer and ruptured on the
ground. Most of the other 20 barrels recaining in the trailer also
rup tured . It took about 2 hours to cut the cab opet. and remove the
injured drivers. They were taken by ambulance to Southeast Colorado
Hospital at Springfield, Colorado where they were decontaminated
and treated for cuts and' fractures. Upon advice from the Exxon
Co rpo ra tion , Baca County Sheriff's officers had the truck and the
adjacent spill ares (about 50 x 100 f t.) covered with plastic tar-
paulins soon af ter the accident. Two people from the Exxon Mill
arrived at the scene about 3:30 p.m. on September 27, 1977 with one
Ceiger counter. They had the cisconception that cleanup would be
supervised and carried out by the Colorado Health Departrent Personnel.
They were not only i= properly instructed but inadequately trained
and equipped for their 21ssion. An Exxon Co. Industrial Hygienist
who arrived on September 28, 1977 was similarily inadequate for
the mission. Colorado Health Department personnel requested that
cleanup not proceed until Exxon furnished adequately trained and
equipped personnel. This included someone equipped with and
kncwledgeable in the use of the ga==a scintillameter and alpha survey

-
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Sheldon Meyers, Director
October 3, 1977
Page 2

meters, and also trained in the fitting and use of respirator
equipment. In response to this, Exxon sent a Certified Health
Physicist and respirators the evening of September 29, 1977.
Cleanup co==enced on September 30, 1977 in accordance with the
following recoc=endations from the Colorado Department of Health.

1. Personnel be properly suited, and fitted with respirators.
(This is a very windy area) .

2. Provisions be made at the site for decontamination of
personnel and storage of coataninated clothing.

3. The yellowcake be soistened enough to prevent blowing
while being hand shoveled into new barrels.

4. The old barrels be put into larger containers instead
of being patched up with tape as per Exxon's request.

5. A truck or other construction be placed upwind of the
site as a windbreak.

6. The truck be decontaminated at the site prior to renoval.

7. Tbe site be decanta=inated to background levels as
ceasured with a calibrated scintilleceter per Nuclear

Regulatory Cocaission Criteria.
.

Colorado Department of Health personnel will be at the site until
this cleanup is co=pleted.

The Colorado Department of Health recorrends that the U.S. NRC
reappraise its licensing and regulatory program for uranium cills
in order to insure the fellowing:

1. All mill licensees be made aware of their respcnsibility
for i=nediate response to control and cleanup of their
caterials in transit.

2. All sill licensees sub=it to the U.S. MRC or appropriate
agreccent state authority an acceptable cuergency response
plan for trcnsportation accidents. Such plans should

'

include at least the following:
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A. A training program for a response team.

B. Provision of adequate clothing and survey equipment
for a response team.

C. Arrangement for transport of the response team to an
accident scene.

D. Arrangement for an adequate number of trucks and empty
containers to be dispatched on very short notice to
an accident scene.

E. Provision for personnel and equipment to handle such
problems as covering spills, constructing windbreaks,
constructing water diversions (including pumping
systems), and handling such other logistical proble=s
as decentamination, sanitation, security and coc=unication
facilities.

F. Establishment of an cdequate cocpany co==and structure
to ensure that the plan is promptly and effectively
executed.

3. Shipments of uranium and thorium concentrates be made in
containers adequate to withstand the hazards of truck and
rail transport. It appears that the containers involved
in this accident were completely inadequate.

4. Provisions be =ade for promat reitbursement for erpenses
incurred by state and local agencies who respond and as sist
at the scene of accidents invciving fuel cycle material.
Expenses at this particular accident include so far:

A. State Highway Patrol cars convoyed traffic on a detour
for over a week during cleanup operationa.

B. County Sheriff's personnel provided site security
round the clock for over a week.

C. The County Sheriff provided covering tarpaulins for
the truck and contents.

D. The State tilghway Department provided equipcent on
standby to dig diversion ditches in case of a rainstorm.

/ .c
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Sheldon Meyers, Director
October 3, 1977
page 4

E. The State Department of Military Affairs provided
tents to serve as dacontamination and shower facilities.

F. The State Health Department personnel incurred
transportation and per diem expenses for over a week.

It is fortunate that this accident occurred in a remote, dry, level,
open location. If it had occurred near a water course, in a
metropolitan area, or in a mountain area, the problems would be
co= pounded many fold. While many individuals responded with co==on
sense to this accident, it is clear that preparedness for such an
eventuality was inadequate. The Colorado Department of Health
requests the Nuclear Regulatory Co==1ssion to take irmediate steps
to close this gap in their administration of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle.

''- erelv.' 06

h__:bsa
,

R.D. Siek
f.ssociate Director of

Environ = ental Programs

Office of Health Protection

RDS:wsr

CC: A.J. Hazle, Colorado Department of Health
Gerald Ortloff
c/o Highland Uranium Operation
Exxon Corporation
Box 3020
Douglas, Wyoming

bh
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DEC 141977

Hr. R. D. Sick
Associate Director of

Environmental Programs
Office of Health Protection
Colorado Departant of Health
4210 East lith Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80220

Dear fir. Siek:

Thank you for your letter of October 3,1977, describing the actions taken
by your office in response to the recent transportation accident near
Springfield, a:d recocmending various steps to ir-prove future emergency
response. Your recencendations are being considered by the fluclear
Regulatory Co': mission (MRC).

Tha NRC and DOT have initiated a program to identify and study areas where
possible improvements in the safety of transporting uranium oxide and
other low-level radioactive material might be achieved. We have developed
a list of areas to be studied which considered those areas recenmended in
your letter. We have reviewed this list with Congressman Wirth and under-
stand that he plans to send the list to the Governor with a request for
cocments frca Colcrado. We would appreciate receiving a copy of your re-
port and other information dealing with the yellowcake accident and copies
of any photographs taken at the accident scene, particularly those showing
the condition of the drums. We are referring here to information that you
ray not as yet have furnished to Mr. Wayne Xerr.

We note that the Colorado Department of Health is an active member of the
American !!ational Standards Institute N692 task group which prepared a
draft proposed standard, "E.mergency Procedures for Highway Transportation
Accidents Involving Radioactive !!aterials." We would like to know if you
are in agreement with the draft proposed standard and if you have imple-
mented any part of it in your emergency response program. We would also
appreciate receiving your ccreents on the respxtive roles and interfaces
among Federal, State, local and licensee programs for emergency response.

We will keep your office informed of the progress and results of our s'.udy.

Sincerely,

Original signed by
SHELDON '.G7 IRS

Sheldon Meyers, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle and fiaterial Safety

[3 Uh
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
4210 EAST 11TH AVENUE DENVER, COLORADO 80220 PHONE 388-6111

Antacrry Robbins, M.D.', M.P.A. Executive Director

January 13, 1978

Sheldon Meyers, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingtor., D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Meyers:

Thank you for your letter of Cecember 14, 1977, to Mr. R. D. Siek
regarding the Springfield, Colorado uranium spill, our report and
photographs which were sent to Mr. Wayne Kerr several weeks ago.
Mr. Siek is no longer with our Department, therefore, I will attempt
to answer the questions raised in your letter.

Mr. Jim Montgomery of my staff is chair an of the American National
Standards Institute N692 task group and expects to be submitting the
final standard for publishing within the next few weeks. We are, of
course, in agreement with the draft proposed standard and have been
conducting our emergency response program in accordance with the standard
for several years.

It should be noted that the Standard addresses ;,rccedures to be folicwed
by er.ergency response personnel in the event of an accident. Other ANSI
Standards will have to appropriately 1ddress the transportation and
packaging of radioactive materials.

Mr. Montgomery is a member of the Inter-agency Task Force en Emergency
Response whicn is working with the Office of State Programs to address the
subject of Federal, State and local interfacing for erergency respense.
The position of this Task Force will hopefully reflect the views of our
Depart .ent and, as such, should be responsive to the second to last sentence
in your Cecember 14, 1977 letter.

If we can be of further assistance, please ccntact thic. Divisicn

Since rel
s /

) ?Y j/ i
b 'fM4 j//

~

Albert J. Haz e, Director

Radiation and Hazardous
Wastes Ccntrol

AJH:JLM:ee
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COLORADO DEPaRTMEHT OF HEALTH

4210 EAST 11TH AVENUE . DENVER. COLORADO 80220 - PHONE 388-6111
Anthony Robbi:u. H.D. . M.P.A. Executive Director

January 16, 1978

Mr. Richard P. Pollock, Director

The Citizens' Movement for
Safe and Efficient Energy
P.O. Box 1538
Washington, D. C. 20013

Dear Mr. Pollock:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of November 3,19/7,
which included a copy of an investigation report on the September 27, 1977
accident which involved uranium concentrate.

It is the purpose of this letter to provide additional informatica to
clarify some of the statements made in your investigation report.

The local emergency perscnnel and the State Patrol who were first to
arrive on the scene did an excellent jcb of rescuing the injured truck
driver and passenger, covering the spilled yellowcake to prevent its
spread, and securing the names and addresses of all persons who had
stopped at the accident and might have been contaminated. This list of
names was later used by the Exxon Ccmpany to contact everyone who had
assisted ~ at the accident.

The Exxcn Company had provided the trucking co r.pany with written instructicns
concerning the nature of the cargo and Msted exactly . hat 2ctions were,

to be taken in the event of an accidenc. These instructions were included
with the shipping papers.

One of the Highway Patrolmen, and perhaps others who responded to the accident
had' attended a hazardous materials workshcp presented in cocperatico with
this Division in the southeastern part of the state. Because of the freq-
uency of the highway use in this part of Colorado by trucks carrying yellow-
cake, the handling of accidents involving yellowcake was discussed in detail
at that workshop by Departmental staff.

The " general rules" to folicw in emergency respcnse are written in backlets
provided by this Divisicn to the local emergency personnel (see attached).

Each incident to which the Departmnt must respond is unique and no specific

bhh u
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Mr. Richard P. Pollock
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written instructions can be given to the Health Physicists regarding
all possible accidents . However, there is basic knowledge and training
which Divisional personnel possess which applies to handling all aspects
of the accident and cleanup.

A letter has aeen sent to each producer of uranium concentrate by this
Department to notify them of the need to have equipment and personnel
to respond imediately to such an accident, should their material be
involved. Each producer's mspense plan will be reviewed by the Depart-
ment for adequacy.

The initial notification el this Division by the State Patrol Dispatcher
at 4:00 A. M. was inccmplete Nd follow-r -!etails were to be provided as
they became available. No further informaticn concerning the severity of
the accident were received until after 8:30 A. M. that moming. It was
not until the Health Physicists arrived at the scene that the magnitude
of the accident was known.

The Exxon Company was notified that a total of six to twelve barrels had
been iamaged, a.1d their response was to send two people with protective
clothing, respirators, a Geiger-Mueller Survey Fater, one air sampler and
twenty barrels.

The two Exxon people who responded were misinformed as to their responsi-
bility for cleanup, having been sent to assist the State of Colorado in
doing the cleanup. After being informed that they (Exxon) would do the
cleanup, they took immediate acticn to comply.

There was no " quarreling" between state officials and the firms involvec'.
There were discussions between Health Department personnel and Exxon
representatives concerning respcnsibility and cleanup techniques to be
used. These were noc arguments, but were statements af the Department's
position and then discussing how these requirements ;ould be carried out.
The Exxon people were ver/ cooperative in meeting a'1' demands. They complied
with all requests and requirements as set by the Colorado Depactment of Heal'n.

The trucking company had financial responsibiU ty for cleanup of the
accident, however, the Department conside: ed Exxcn as the agency responsible
for cleanup for the following reasons:

1) Exxon had personnel who were accustomed to working with yellcwcake
and knew of its hazards and the precautions to take in its handling.

2) The Exxon Company had personal protective gear and the equipment
to use in the cleanup.

3) The Exxon Company had about $1.5 millicn in yellcwcake spilled
along the roadway.

651 CDi
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Mr. Richard P. Pollock
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The trucking ..,mpany provided payment for all rental and purchases of
equipment used during cleanup.

On September 27th, the day of the accident, the Exxcn Company employed
several local men to assist in the cleanup. Hcwever, it was the posi-
tion of the Department that:

1) The cleanup should not be attempted with a "frcnt-loader"
because of the continual wind in the area.

2) Adequate survey meters should be available to define the con-
tamination area and to determine the adequacy of cleanup.

3) Continual air moni'cring would be done during the cleanup
ope rati on .

4) Cleanup personnel would wear anti-contamination clothing and
" fitted" respi ratcrs . This required a Health Physicist or
somecne kncwledgable in fitting respirators.

5) Personnel monitoring, i.e., bicassays, wculd be required cn all
persons involved in the initial rescue and in the cleanup.

6) A dike was to be constructed around the spill to prevent rain
from washing across the area and spreading contamination.

Exxon decided it would be easier to use it's cwn personnel for cleanup rather
than the loual personnel and brought about twelve employees frca the Highland
Uranium Mill in Wycming.

Since the spill was contained, with no risk of spreading into the envirca-
ment and no radiation hazard to personnel, it was best to proceed sicwly and
deliberately with the cleanup to prevent the situation from becoming a
larger problem.

The first newspaper coverage was an ar'.icle in the Pueblo Chieftan the
morning of the day after the accident (September 23).

The Colorado Department of Health press release was issued cn September 30,
with general facts about the accident, initial respcnse, plans for cleanup,
and informing pecple that bathing and washing of clothes would remove surface
contaminaticn (see attached).

Appropriate action has been taken within the Department to hasten press
releases should a similar situaticn re-occur.

The final evaluation of whether the Department's decision and action were
justified should be made en the basis of cleanup results.

1) There were no personnel exposures which approached any established
li mi ts .

(aR1 r- -
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Mr. Richard P. Pollock
January 16, 1978
Page 4

2) The spill was contained within the original accident area with no
contamination of additional land during cleanup as confirmed by
the ccatinual air monitoring and radiation surveys.

3) The spill site was decontaminated to background levels, i.e. ,
after cleanup, the spill site radiatica levels were the same
as adjacent non-involved areas.

We hope that this helps clarlfy some of the statements which have been
made regarding the Springficld accident.

We share the expressed conr. erns regarding increasing numbers of hazardous
materials shipments on heavily traveled highways and through metropolitan
are as .

/'

c[iw KNbimctorAlbert J. Hazl,et,
Radiation and> Hazardous
Wastes Control

AJH:er

cc: Tcm Vernon, M.D.
Enclosure
Gearld D. Orhoff, Regulatory Affairs
Exxon, Hous ton, Texas

A. W. Greila, Office at Hazardous t:aterials

Departmnt of Transpcrtation , Washington D. C.

Carlton Kammerer, Director, Office of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C.

E. Morris Hcward, Director

Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region IV
Arlington, Texas
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COLORADO DEPARTMEN'. OF HEALTH

4210 EAST 11TH AVENUE . OENVER. COLCRA00 30220 . PHONE 388-6
Anthaury Reebins. M.D. . M.P.I. Ezac:.ttive Diree

Nove=ber 1,1977

The Honorable Gary Eart, Chairman
United States Senate
254 Russell Senate Office 31dg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Al 3. I4 vin Cornell

Dear Senator Eart:

Pursuant to 7 cur reque : we are enclosing the su==ary report of the
Colorado Depa m nt ef Heal:h on the craniu= concentrate truck acciden
near Springfield, Colet.do en Septa =ber 27, 1977.

Mr. Cc = ell of ycur office a h , requested the Depar:=ent's c acts on
the U.S. Nuclear Regulaccr7 Co m 'ssion's CEC) report to 7cu dated Oc:cb
12, 1977 and signed by Carl:en Ka==_:rer.

1. On page 1 of their su==ary repo. they state that "the hazard
to persc=nel is therefore rela:1- e:v icw since significan:
quantities =st be taken into the bos,' before da= age to : issue
occurs". ~~he ingestion and inhalatica ca:ard of "yellcw cake"
as both a heavy =etal poison and as a adt ractive hacard is
such that strins;ent precau:icus are requirac "or those who
routinely handle it in processing under con =rci;=d ccuditions.
These precaucious include the use of procactive c .. thing,
respirators, and restric:ed work periods. I: was se'.m al days
before such p ctec:ive equip =ent was available for the m en-
trolled ccsditions at the Springfield accidene.

Dmehu ,, ,.n _M ga
dy f, ,
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Honorable Gary Hart, Chair =an
l V - L,United States Senate

Page Two, November 1, 1977

2. On page 5 several state =ents are =ade about the "high i= prob-
abilitf' of a perscu having an intake of as =uch as 10 or 17
milligrams of uranium concentrate due to a transportation
accident. In the Springiield accident si:uation finely powdered
uraniu:a coc:entrate was spread over an area of several thousand
square feet and as deep as a teot. Ihis was far worse dan
previcus esti=ates cf a M -" crediale accident provided in
several NRC Envirec antal I= pace State =ents. One rescue workar
reportedly fell en his face in this =sterial during early rescue
efforts. In view of Colorado's experience with uranius concen-
trate accid 2ncs, it would appear tha: the NRC underesti=ates
the accident pccential and the resultant i=cac:s.

3. Tho "RC has in the past not required its licensees :s prepare
transportatica accident centingency plans and apparently still
does not feel inclined to de so. 'Jhile de carrier dees ave
sc=e legal responsibility under such cire = seances, the,
tainly do not have the expertise, perscnnel and equip =ent :s
adequately respond in a ti:aly -=r ar. ~he licensee hcuever is
in a posi:icn to respond and also shculd protect its interests.
Therefore, Colorada vill be requiring 1:s uranium nill licensee
to plan ace =rdingly.

4. The rece-a dseicus foi decentaminatien of de equip =ent and
accident si:e =ade bv de NRC were based en de nuclear pcuer
planc dece d esiening cri: aria of NRC's Regula cr7 Guide 1.36.
The Colorado Depart =ent of Heal d fel: the acplication of such
a criteria inappr:pria:e as de situacien eculd be easily decen-
en-4-=ced to levels well belev those specified in 1.36. The "as
icw as reasonably achievable " phil= sophy as reqaired bv Colorade
alleved decen:a=inati:n of de equi:=en and sita to ba:kground
levels. Amptrently the AEC's old philesephy of ;ust rr. quiring
what the regulaciens specifically s ace s:ill exists in de SRC.
The Rocky Flats Plant off-si:e soil cen: --d -=:1:n and the old

inactive urn e m nill :silings pile legac7 were a resul: of dis
regulaccry stance.

As a sida issue regarding ite= a above, de ERCA/E?A Fhase C, Ti:le I final
reports requested by Ccugress are new being published. ~he appropriate re=edial
action vill re':uire in excess of a hundred nilli:n dollars. 3ecause dis
situaci n occur ed as a result c:' de Federal pr: cur =- e t pr: gram and inade-
quate regulatica by :he Federal Gcvern=ent, the Sta:a of Calcrado, alc=g vi:h
other states and jurisdic:icns , have taken the posi:ica tha: any re=edial
~ =*ures taken are to be at full Federal expense.

-
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The. Honorable Cge- : art , Chair =an
~

United States Jaa l.4
Page Three, November 1, 1977

Should ycu have any questicus regarding the Department's Springfield
Accident Report or our co==ents regarding the NRC report, please do not
hesitate to contac: this office.

Sincerely,

.' -,

'Y$ y J fi

Alber J. Earle
Director, Radiation
& ''a vardca 'Jastes
Control Divisicu

A R:eis
Enclosures
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COLCHADO CE?A3M:C CF Er._ ALT".'

9ADIAI!CN INCICEIC RI?CRT
USAICCM "TELLN CAKE" S?ILL

SZ. N 2 27, 1977 - SCUTEIASTERN, CCLCRACC

/27/77 A Colorado 5:2:a ?a::ct dispa:cher =ccified Jis Man ger:ery of the
:00 A.M. Colcrado Depar==ent of' Heal.h da*. a :-ack carrying uranium "7ellev

caka" was involved in an acciden: 2 ear Springfield, Colcrado. he
dispa:cher was :s sceif7 Jis M:n:ge=ery of .S.-:her de: ails as de7
hec 2=a k=cvn.

:30 A.M. Ji:t Mentge=ary =ctified the Colorado Depa n s: of Eeal:h office
staff of de acciden near Springfdeld, Calerado of a truck es.. jing
"7 ell =w cake". Two people were reported injured and an -te- v:
quantity of :he yellev cake had been sp1114d. Carrel McDa=1el and
Chuck Mat:scu vera delega ad Oc respend for de Depar_._ene.

Chuck Mae:scu called 3111 Dunn, cf the Celarad: Zepart=an: of Heald
Laboratory Divisicn, who said he had been callad by :he ?cisen Cen:::1
Cancer cencera' 3 reat,- cf de vierins. He had na =cre infer =acion
en de truck accident.

Chuck Mac scu called ?cisen C ::rel Canter and discussed :ba acciden:
victi=s. I: vas suggescad da: u-ine and fecal sa=cles, and casal
vipes be take := indica:a any ingestiac of uranium. hey were
infer =ed tha: there was little adiation ha:ard, bu: a pecantial
for a heavy =e:21 poiscci g.

Anti-c v ="-':icn eleching, sa=mli:g and :us:ing acui:=en: vas
ga:1 ered ::ge:her, and Heal.A ?hysicists Ma::scu a:d Mr.3anial
depar.ad f : 5 = at about 10:00 A.M.

.1:60 1.3. 'Jillia:t Sc=ars Of de Colorado Cepa_ _..an: of Eeal d received a ph: e
call fres Mr. Gerald Cr:lefd (713-6f 64129) d ?-- Carecration
cencarni=g de truck acciden: near Seringfield, Celerade. He inic::ed
Mr. Sccers da: Lee ' Jay M cer Traigh: ef Cklan==2 Cir7 was :he car _ar
and was responsible for the clean-up. .'.r. Cr:1:f f sea:ad :h2- he
was sendi=g de e=vire==e::al Z:gi=eer :::= -le _d ll, Mr. ?.idard T.
Ecr:sby, and cce ca --d eia=, Nancy Ce ' a , :s de si:f. They arer
equipped vi h a c =cleta e=ergenc7 ki: and veuld check the unda= aged
dr==s for cc- ~'"-=:icu beiere 1:ading dem en ancther : uck the
car-ier was sending. hey veuld also ::c: dica:a de clas:-up vi d
the Capar ..en: of Heal h s aff a: de scene cf the accide-- 7 n's.

intan:1:= vas :o =cisten de 7ellev caka := help preven: :he spread
of airborne cenen-d 2:1:n and re::ver the yel':v caae and scil vet.
Twe==7-33 gall n dr==s are being se== :o : e si:a :s be used i::
pW 3 up de yellev caka and soil.

j yda b s u; .a m. 'a
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11:40 A.1 Mr. Ortloff asked abcut evvcuating nearby residents if de yellow
(cent.) caka was being blevu ecvards them. 'Jilliam Sc=ars stated dat this

could be dcce vid Depart =ent sa:c:1 n if there was a deft:1:e risk.
Mr. Ortloff den askad about biccH g de higbva7; to traffic and
'J. Sc=ars stated : hat veuld be up to the Calcrado Stata Pzerci. *he
conversacice was concluded at apprmd taly 11:45 A.M.

2:30 ?.1 Chuck Mat sen and Darrel Hen =redal arrived at accident s:.:a and obse:i
tha: the r sck and spill area had been covered vid plast .c sheets.d

It appeared that da =ajcrity of he d. had been 2rcun fr:s de
cruck and de " shapes" of the covered dr=s indicated eta: =a=y had
been severely da= aged. No c:a fres Ex:ren had arrived at -de scena.
C. Mattson and D. McDaniel alked to Saca County Shariff's Cerucias
and Mr. '4 alters frcs Calcrado Highway Oepar---a-: concer ' ? de acci-
dent, accident victi=s, and rescus persc=al. D. '"_cCaniel s 27ed ac.

the si:a while C. ?st:scu and Mr. 'Jal:ars d::ve 12:a Scringfield :c
inspect the hespt:21, vic:1=s and a=bulance.

2:45 P.1 A gz==a :2diation su: rey was peric =ad at de acciden: scene coing
Colcrada tapar ~ -: of Eeal:h =icro-a =ece: U.S. AZC 139196. ""he
follev1=g readings were racc: dad: (see figure 1)*

3:30 ?.E Chuck Ma::sce ar-17ed 2: hespi:al, intr ducsd ' ' Sali :o che Ad- ' ' *-
trator, Id:s Chensvath, and was ist cduced c -la a=culance crer.
The a= h lance ves pested with : 20 NCI ~' .". .2 sig: and bags cc=:ad-' gJ
clothing of a=bulanca -persc::al and tha tr:ck drivers were abserved
cursida -de rear hespital decr.

A sur ruy vid da ludius alpha adia ice survey =e er of da a=bul2:e
indica:ed de f1cer, en..f vays, and sc=a eculp=e:: vas cen:' d " cad
:c 4C0 cps alpha. "e is:ariar of de a=ulance was vacuu=ed and
sc abbed, and all de squip=e== vas cleaned, ai:er whics : ere vere
sc readings en da =eter.

'a hespi .al shever ::c=s, e=ergency ::cs, and de victi='s cc=._

vas free ir:s cencx-*-=:ics.

Cict''. g is plastic bags was abserved := be ccvered vid -le yellav
c ke and gave readi:gs :o ICO pa/hr. vi:5 da gz==a s'diatic= sci -
tillaccr. Ecspi 21 persc=al vers :cid :o leave :he ' * g in the
bags dl 1: vas decided hev day vculd be clea:ed er c apesed of.

Cm and alpha radiacion surveys of de vic:i=s ' '-2,Hm , faces, and
casal vipes shewed so activi:7

Nat=21 backgrcund adia:ic: levela vere da:a:=1:ad to be 13-10*

=icrc-a/hr.

@ <t-, a r.t. > . ,-
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<.:0 0 P .M . Rick Hor:sby a d Nancy Oa-nds of E:ccc: Corporation's Eighla d Urnndus
Opera:1c=s a=ived a: the sce=a of the inciden:, Mr. Ecr:sby askad
Mr. McDaniel hev r.he Colorado Depar--aat of Health was geing := anage
the clean-up cpers 1cs. W . McDaniel :ald his da: -le Colorado Cepar -
:nent of Health was a: the scena to insure da the =sterial was cleared
up properly and -22: the Depar--o-~ veuld'=c: do the aceral clean-up.
Mr. Hor:sby askad quescia:s cence=ing the respcusibilicy f:r the eles:-
up. He =aistained :Pz:'i , shculd be Lae 7ay's responsibility Oc clea:
up the spill. He wr.s advised by de C11crudo Ocpanne of Heal:h tha:
da yellev caka would have :s be hand shoveled into nav ba rels, and
::x21ste=ad when necessary :s preven bicving.-

4:10 ? 1 W. Ear sby bega: =aki=g a=s=ga~-ts f r security of de rruck and
urund-m ba =als during the =igh:. "e also begs: '< d ,g a=a=g a~ ~ s
fer equip =ent and 2= cwer f:r the clas:-up operatic =s :hid were Oc
begin a: dawn, Sep:e=bar 13, 1977.

4:15 ? 1 11a= Eving, Exze: Sec= 1:7 Agen:, fr:m 'iidland, ' ax2s ar-17ed a: the
se=~a.

4:20 P 1 Mr. Ecr sby and Ms. Ja d* cceductsd an i=icial inspee ie: cf de r:cic
and c= rents to da:er d-a de ex a- of da= age :s -le d. _.. Mr.

v+d al was ' #~- ed of de follen1:g:

1. A :::ck vi d even 7 e_ :7 dr.=s was be1~.g dispatched

' m 7 H 7 so :. a: the t i d- crida culd be_ 7
shipped back to du -d'' '-- acla=a:10=,

2. :'rr vas geis; : buy all che cc , d- ted clo *-d g
frem da resc:a perse :al, and

3. A ph d ? =ee:ing vas Oc be 5.t'.d -22: evaa' 3 :
=aka all legistics pla:s.

5:15 P.M. Da=al McDaniel a d Hick Ecr:sby , ve ._ . g respirsters and a=:i-c : v- m -
:1cn cle:hing, en:ared de ::silar Oc "'~d a da az:an: cf d' v
da dr==s -la: had to: been -drev fr:= i:. Sere vera 13 d==s in -le
trailer, all da= aged := s==a exten:. A: least hali of de 13 d m were
visibly lan'ed 3 or had d ed de yell:7 caka.

ties of da su== dd ? area was =ade by Ms. Oa " ,5:20 P.M. A visual a'- --d

Mr. Ecr=sby a:d Mr. ''Nd al :o da:ar d-a de e=re== di b;:ving of
de yellev caka (v1=d Z-- scudaast) . ' hare was :o ec clusiis evidance
tha: significa== aro---a cf yell:v m a had b1:v=. Rid E:::sby in-
f:-ed 3a=u1 McDacial than all d:.:=s and yel'. v cake veuld have :: be

shipped back :s 'Jye d g. Mr. E=r:sby requesced anistance fr = the_

Colorado Depa n n: of Eeald fer =c=1::ri=g and release :I eculpmen:
af tar dec '-*- d 'ti:n. Es al.so requested da: esific cc=:: 1 and
decisien -as 3 he is cecperatic: vid de Calerado Depar en: of Eeal:h.
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6:00 2 1 Chuck Mattsen left the hospic.11. Mr. McDaniel perfor=ed a g m
radiatica survey of the area sur cunding the accident scene to
de:ar__d_me backg :und. The foll=ving readings were chtained vid
=1cro-a =e:ar - AEC 139196: (see figure 2)

9/28/ 77 Darrel McDaniel and Chuck Mz::sen arrived 4: de accident site. No
2:00 A l p cgress had been =rd< ::vard clean-up. Mr. Ecr:sby d::ve to Spring-

field ec talephece it Office prior :s =aking any decisicus c: ansver-
i=g a=7 ques:1cus. He was celd that da Colorada Depa n nt of Health
regarded I=xen as the agency respcusible f:: clean-up, and providing
enough :: sized pers m i vi h p =per equi;=ent, :o get de job dece.
S.e : d r8a of de day was span: vai:ing fer the perscu=a1 and ecuip-
=an:. Mr. Ma :sen and Mr. McCanial re::: ed to Oenver lata -da: eveni:

Ma::scu phened 7'h n-d Ca=evell at de Colorada 2epar--a-: of4:15 P 1 N e+

Eealth. Mr. Ga=evall requested dat bicasstys be ebmd ad for a fir-
who re;:cr edir had fallen in degelhv__caka shortly af:4: the accidas:

4:30 ? 1 Mr. Ga=evell notified John 34.- 7 cf de U.S. IICA Radial =gical Assis an
Taan, Idaho Falls. Help vas =ct requestad. his was de'- 3 d-tal :::1

ca:"
4:35 ? 1 Mr. Ga=svell actifiad T ank Ic:ich, Oirec:c: of de Calerado Cepar =ent

cf Heal h 'Ja:e Ocality Cent:ci Divisi:n. Since local is:=ers use
affluent f s de Springfield sever pla=:, Ic:1ch decided := have it
sa= pled.

9/' 2/77 Mr. Ca=raell =ctifiad ?sul 5:1:h, 3431:n , _ , U.S. I2A and Aca 31scha:
9:00 A.M. Cols:sdc Capar a-: of Heal h Air ?cIlu icn Cent :1 Division.

11:20 A.M. 71cyd Michols , legien , _, 0.5. I?1 =ctified Mr. Ca=evell of -de Cal::
Cepart en: Of Heal d da: a phcca flight Over -de accide was pl ~ ed
-da a# erncen.

11:25 A 1 Garald Cr:1:ff, ''-- u, cal * ed -le Calerado Depar- a-- Of Heal:h (Ga= eve'
Mattscu, and McDaniel). "'he Cal:: ado Cepa m e: Of Heald advisad h1=
cf de desirabd '' 7 of gec-' 7 people :s de accidac: si:a wtc vera
der:cghly ::,*-ad L de fi:-" 3 cf ergira:::s and -de use :f :.e:si-
ive radiation survey -eears.

-
11:40 A.M. M . Ga=svall updatad Ji= M n g =ery cf -de Caler'do Depa m : cf Isah

who recuescad da: Chuck Mar:scu re: .. '-adiacaly := -de si:a and -la
a press release be issued.

1: 4* * 'd 'd - C :leff :alephened de Oct::ada Cepam== cf Heald and said wc
i=dividuals, Marv:.: f=ith, a cer iiied Eeal:h ?hysicis=, and Id ?: star,
a Eeald rhysics !ach=i "' , fr m F.:c:en :~uelear 2: Richland, Jashing::n
vculd ar-ive in i-n- aben: 7 : C0 ? .M. hey vill supervise de cle .-up
jcb. S.e7 ara also sa-dd ? 1 Sce:: air packs a d 10 full face _uks
virh fi:-' ;s i : c ==:assed air Occ:les. I: vas se m nded tha: hey
centac: Chuck 'fa:.sen a: : e Il Mar M::al, *; n , Calcrado.

a f ' ('
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3:40 P.E Mr. Ga=evell of de Colcrado Depart =en: of Health called Es. Davis,
Head Nurse at Scu deas Colorado Ecspital in Soringfield, abcu:
bicassays on de drivers. Urines were still being ecliected and
vculd be sent f:r analysis to de Universi:7 Of C 1:rado "edical
Cantar, De=ver Qr. Icber: Petersen).

5:30 P.E Jerry Ee sel, U.S. I?A, advised Mr. Ga=evell Of de Colorado Depart-
=ent of Heal h of succe'ssful photo flight.

6:00 ?.M. Chuck Mattson arrived at acciden: size and talked brief 7 v'.th lick
Ecr:sby who was en his way Oc a d' ~ ar =ee:1=g vich his I= en crew.
? hetes vera en'= cf de acciden: scene. *he en17 verk vnich was.
being done was i=pr=ve=en: of readsd de bar-icades hy de evo evening
guards. Chuck L::sen eta:=ed :o -he =ctal a: 3:15 P.E

11:50 P.E N-te Ma :sen, received a telephc=a call frc: Er. Marv Scich who '-- =-
duced h1=self as de C :sul:1:g Eeald Physteis hired ':y E==:n :=
assis: 1: he clean-up. Ee had verkad f=r m. before and is en de
facal:7 of the Graduate Schcol of the U:17ersi:7 of "i shing :=. He
discussed his pla:s :: butid an enclosure as a "vind dield" :: keep
the dust deva duri=g clean-cp. *he faca = asks which he rec == ended
::a de clea=-up crev ve2r vers the full face, dcuble " ' ster :7pe,
because he had used dese bef re is plar: iu:a verk. As appoi:~~~
vas =ade f:r bretkfast at 7:00 A.E

9/30/77 Chuck Mattsc= i=:::d=ced ''-* elf :: Marv S=id, cf I==:n, and ve== ::
7:C0 A.H. de breakfas: =ee :1=g .~ en I==en e=ml:7eus , vnc had been sent := assis:

is clean-up , also a:: ended he zee d T. Mr. Mattscu talked briefly
virh Mr. 5:15 c= cer=ing his plan f:: da clean-up in 1'"4' g de build-_

i=g of a per abla shel:ar so da: all clean-un verk could be i:ne r.dcut
vind is:erfarance. ~5e use of pr : active c1: thing and full-face espir-
acers was also discassed.

3:20 A.1 Mr. Ca=evell advised Alber: J. Hazle, Colorado Cepar- - of Heal:h, Of
de situatien.

8:40 A.L Mr. C4=rzell advised 2:ber: J. Sisk, Col =rsd: Oegar- Of Zeal:h, f
de situation. Mr. Siek regaestad an ' adia:e lettar :: :he U.S. Nucles:
legn12: r7 C ' s1:n.<

3:45 A.1 (" "+ M2::sen a: rived a: de acciden: sita. I: vas observed da: a
far=er and hi.s deg mrs en g.:2rd. A-1 Ir.c:21 C =can7 a==leyees vera
secti:g up a per:ah a ::ilet.

9 :20. A.M. A gm adia:1:n st= rey of :he area was :cdne:ed vi:h a Medal ??M-70
survey =ecar. (see ficare 3)

y.( .t : - -
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9:20 A.1 'Id Foster was using a Thyac III vich a pancake probe for all
(cent.) envir::= ental surveys. !' . Ed Foster was de Heald Physics

Ter'**rd'a Specialis for E==== Nuclear, v ere he had worked for
6 years. ? 1er :: dis, he bad f ur years experience at 32::alle
(Ha=sf ord) . H.i.s ::ad-d g : sir ad of ::e year as a " trainee",
3 years as a. "== 1::r", and den experience as a "jev=ey=as".
Marr Said 212ed abcut "tapt=g" heles is damaged ba=els hen
vrapping is plastic fer' shipping. Ee stared this was preferable
tu e=ptyi:g de ba=els and 'n-d' d g de yellev caka.

11:05 A.1 Chuc!c 'd.attsc= callad .he Depart =ect a:d related de fell:v. g:

1. The 1 Eaal d ?h sicists fr== Eichland, 7ashi=g::=7
have arrived.

2. They ars building a =cvable s::=c:=re of 2 = 4's a:d
plastic :: ac: as a vi:d block ar und ::e spill.

3. A.shcver and -'n--d g test frc:1 de Natic 21 Guard
was being ,e: up at de si:e.

4. Urine sa=ples of 13 perscus inv 17ed is de rescue
were being cellected a:d senc :: 7.S. Testi=g decra-
0:ry for analysis. Zesults shculd be availabla :
tppr d-2:ely 9/20/77.

5. * = va=::s :: :spe a:d .2: puse: red bar els. n van
rec === ended dat dey ob:'d- Depar an: of T asspc=2:1:=
and Colcrado Oe ar- - cf Heal:h approval.

6. 7c kars veuld vear full faca :ssks vid r -ds:ars_

suitab1e f:r p12 ::1
7. '.d.r. "at:sen sugges:ad '-, ::::1.::ge:cy plans be cada

: cepe vid r'd-* a:d fl:cdi:g.

11:20 A.E Chuck Matts == 3: pped at de Scucheast C01: rad Zespi 21. he
Ad-d d atrator, Ms . Chen:ved, rela:ad hev .he vi :i=s ' cri=e sa==les
cad :: been f:rvarded :: :he C 1: rad: 0 iver:i:7 L dical Can:a
for analyses. She al.so indica:ad tha: the cel.1:ing 2;en:s had :::
bee:. received .'. a da supplier. A : se had bee: ::Id :: : llac:
crise sa M as f:: i hcurs ai =- se ad-- a crati:: :f he ing
"caprd d- ". She had :=ders::cd that she was . sand in all sa==las
::gether, so she :ad held :::: de=.

-Mr. '.d.attsc taliad :: Dr. 2=cer ?stersca 1: de C010:ad 0:iversi:7
Ldical Can ar and was askad cues:12:s 2: cur -he vi:-d-* ::cditize and
dese questi::.s were f:."arded :: de phys:. cia at de hespi:21. _f
dere had been a he.ay =e:21 probla= wi ' s -'ar ri :is, : hey veuld ha
already been aj ::=a-d - "a Ad d-d s::a: r was 4.skad := aand : e
sa==les by de fas:as: pcssible f : analyses.-an 1

12:1.5 ?.1 Er. Ma: scs a=ived back a: the teciden si:e. -'he CI.13 (~SAF .C.:erati.

Loca:1.m,2 _ Alpha 3_: Cheyer:e M c.:ain), M7th 3'edieni C =:a=y (Ar:7
Natic a1 ,uard) a he la=a- 7' a Depar =es: vere ::== lacing :he
1:stalla:1:n of a 2: for sheveri:g. A per.abla shel:a f: banal
av ''~ge was being : s:::::ed.

- (. m
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:15 ?.M. Mr. Smith stated da: he Shd :.1ked ac Oepa n n: of :a= spor sciet
(cc-0.) in Washi:gt==, D.C. concerning the shipping of da= aged dr s. Seir

reply according :: Mr. Sc:id was to use satisfac:c f industrial
cen*nd-ars, ed to ship the yellev cake in a ' sole use vehicle'.
nere vere no specifica:10:s ce the ec =# a-s

:f0 P.M. Carald Or:leff, 3.egul2 ory Af# airs Manager, f=r ?_nen, arrived 2: de
site. Mr. Or:loff is the Hagulate:7 Affairs ''anager for the Minerals
Depar----* o f Ez===, U . S .A. He ".as verked in de Mineral.s Oepar--*--
for 5% years. ? 10r to -"d< he worked i the " Pr:ducci:= Oepar:-
on* as a cha 4"1 enginaar.

:00 ?.M. Mr. Al Earle telephcned Dr. Gaorge 7 eel:, Les Ala=cs , Nei ''M: , and
requested that he call Scudeast Colorado Ecspital, Springfield, Colorsc:
to dere:-"-a whethe: da bicassay rededs being used were appropriate.
Mr. Ea:la also requentad da: 2:. 7cel: advise the hospital of the
proper precedures ans. =ethods :: 'e used in an i~-tde== cf dis type.

:20 P.M. Traffic was dateured areund de site via Highaay 116, a dir: ::ad abcut
1 3le eas: of U.S. :'37. : required ::e way ~raffic and an esecr:.

by the State ?strol rcugh de de :ur. his de :ur veuld re=21: isd
effect, du:1:g d.aylight h urs , :::11 elean-up was c:=sleted.

:20 ?.M. S e portabla banel am -: ge enclosure was se dev en black tarp cver
cue barel, and de cu: side sealed a::end de be ten. Cte ra vid
prc ac:1ve clothing and f.:11 face respira:cr vent inside de encl sure
and c== the plastic c=ver. S e barrel, dented := de side, bu: =cc
br=kan, was washed, lif:ad by ~ : leader, suneyed and -Han ::ans-
faced Oc a dece--*- :ed banel are.a.

Tao addd-d :a1 barels va-= "'' ed vi:h yell:v caka, dir , and veeds_

fr:n the area insida -de enclosure. nese were -de: sashed, su: eyed
by vipi=g the cu: side and :oved :s he decec r-4 1:ed barel area.

7erk : v_-d~~ad u=:11 d=s k.

:00 '.M. Se Calcrado Capar--- : of Eeald = ailed cut firs press relasse.

:20 ?.M. Mr. '.'.at:se callad and upda:ad Mr. Ga= eve 11. Mr. Ma::scu was recuested
Oc reters :o Ce ver := Cet:ber 13: if ::e si::a:1:n aapeared undar
cc :rol.

0/1/77 Chuck '_'.at: son a=17ed at de accidan: si:e. 1 ;e m :sdia:1:= survey
:CO A.M. vas d:ce vi:.: a Micrc-1 =etar (U.S. .GC 139136): (sea figure 4)

7crk vas pr:gressing sievly; de Heald _~hysicis was being ve 7 :: -
serva:1ve is de handling of the clean-up. Se Eeald Physics Ta#- '-
cia appeared k :vledgeable and ceusdancieus vid his surveys.

.,r'
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12:30 P.M. Chuck Mat:sen talked to Carald Ortloff and Rick Hornsby and requested
that they call at 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 ?.M. daily vich a report of
prog; css, =enitoring results, bicassays and. any problems encountered
~ctring clean-up. Mr. Mattson then returned :: Denver.

T0/2/77 Chuck Mattson recaived a telephone call fr== hncy Ce-#12, who provided
3:30 A.M. resul:s of urine analyses for the people involved in :na rescue. She

stated that the Nm detectable a=cus vas 10 pgms uraniu:s per li:er
of urina.

7:.ro persons exceeded -"de t detectable'a= aunt:-w

- 16.4 pg=s/1

- 10.2 pg=s/L

These levels are censiderably below Safety and deal:n Standards.

A National Guard ten: had been used at the si:e as addi:icnal cover
for the ::uck to preven: blowing of the yellcw cake.

A ~"er of plastic bag dru= liners had beer purchased.

yive dru=s of dirt and yell v cake had been barreled.

10/3/77 A staff review cf the incident aad clean-up atte= cs to date was
3:30 A.M, c nducted at the Celerada Cepart=ent of Health. Ques:icns were

raised concerning respensibility fer clean-up, adequacy of persennel
and equi:=ent, and :he technique to be used f : -he final survey ~-

assure cc=pleta clean-2p.

9:30 A.M. Call receivsd a: the Calcrado Oepar =ent of Heal:h fr== :he L2=ar
newspaper. Se reper er was referred :c the Colorado Capannn of
Eealth Public Relations effice.

10:20 A 'd chucx Ma::sen s pped 2: the Cenver Federal Center, 3uilding 53,
Rcom 3 22 7, and talked :s Jer 7 Hensel concerning the aerial pace:-
graphs of.the accident site. All photos were viewed and 15 vere
selected c ba sen: to the Colorado Ospart=ent of Health.

2:20 P.M. Carrel McDaniel received a telephcce call ir::t Mr. Cala ,- S=i:h of
the Chianc=a Depar:=ent of Heal:h, Cccupa:icnal and Radialegical Health
Se: rice, ( '+C5 ) 271-3221. Mr. Scri:h indicated he ud talked :c a Lee
Way ::uck driver na=ed Harold I. Shea. Mr. Shes had scopeed his : uck
at :he acciden scene and was involved in :he rescue ccers::icns. A
urine bicassay had been :aken f == Mr. Shea and Mr. Smith vanced c
kncw where i: shculd be assayed. Mr. Mc.Caniel cid Mr. S* -4 -"a: he
should talk :s Mr. Ca=evell of :he Colcrado Cepar==en: Of Heal:h I.abora
: ry.

. .
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10/4/77 Chuck Mattson a=17ed at the accident: site. Mr. 31cune and tvc.,

7:45 A.21. Exzen employees vere at the si:e. * hey were working en de elac rical
viring.

A pick::p ::nck f := A-1 rental dalivered a. c =aressor. ? cur =cre F.x:ct
e=ployees arrived vi.h twelve rolls of plastic tarp.

A ?cuchease Colcrado ?cwer Associatica ::uck arrived anc. the _en began

es install a three-phase ::ansfc: c and :vo street i tzhts cu he pcver
poles.

?ao Colorado F.ighway Depa n ne ::ucks delivered eight cils of sucv-
fence. * Sis was used :s er.circla de accidae si:e. *he fence was
then covered with plas-dc tarps rhich served as a vind break.

7ac=s clea ers, fil:ars, and =iscellanecus Sczas ei equip =en: vere
delivered during de day by ~+ ser7 ice fr s ?ueblo.

10/5/77
3:00 P.1 Chuck Mattscs :st.::=ed to Oeuver.

4:00 ?. 1 Da =el Meranial received a telephcne call at de Colorado Depar- -: cf

Fant:h f: s Mr. Gerald Cr:leff, ?== n Cc:peratics, :c report de p::gress
of clean-1p cperati =s. '' . Cr:lef f i=fc=ed hi= da de ::::an:s of_

27 dr==s had been rec =vered and placed with 50 dm previously filled
for shipe.ent back :s 7 d 3 He hcped da: clas=-up veuld be ec=plazad7
by the ve*kand and tha: final gradi:g and scraping vculd be finished by
da ft:sc of :.ne ic11:ving week.

vr. Or:loff also reper ad he foll: wing inf;.m:1:n:

Tec 'I activi:7 :n at: fil:ars i= de clean-up area
(ca.zinucus sa=mling 7:20 A.1 :: 11: 30 1.11. ) =

2.2 x 10*l0 M i/nl

Ac 171:7 cc air fil ars sa= clad 50 feet dcvevisd f :=
verk area (centi = cus sa= cling 7:20 A.E :: 11:20 A.1) =

1.3 x 10-10 C1/=1

Urina sa=;tle resul:s fr== U.S. Tescing Service:

All sa=plas f: =en doi g cla.an-up vere less dan de '' ':s
of detacti n (i.e'. 413 ; g/ni) .

Ten resul:s had been received f:r he =en involved in :escue
verk. ?ao of dese vers above de l' ':s Of detec:icn,

cua 10.2 pg/=1 and de other 16 Ag/nl.

, , .c ,
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10/6/77 .Darrel Me 'wal listened is en a phena cenversa:1cn berveen ccr a

12:00 A.1 Hendricks, E?A, Las 7egas and Chuck sa:: son. Mr. Eendricks was
istares ad in 'ccving about the accident and specift: ques icus abcut
de =akaup of :he yelicv caka,1:s solubill:7, and f'.:21 cal '-4

Z
ce=perata . Ha =anticced da: mulu= diurana:a vu =cre solebla
da ur7 "d " cxide.

Mr. Hendricks effared de =:.se of sc=e Geigs: + aller ins::-ants da:
had been calibra::ad for c=us ing yellev caka en air fil:ars. Ecvever,
va declined a: tha ~'a, but Mr. Mat:scu called back la:ar and had
two ins::--a a sent =c da Colorado ':apar-- an: of Esai d.

" n a:: ached handwri::e =cta fr:= Mr. Alber: Ea:la centains cali-.

bration ind:r:stica f= de ?~.:'1 Gedcar-M:11er ins::--- s 2nd also
dec n*'-d scien levels.

2:C0 ?.H. Marge Ecr=blever, of Was:1:gten 70s , called Chuck Ma:: son vid reques
for a: 12:arriev vi d 11 Ea:la. Mr. Ea:la was ccc in ha office at
da: ti=s.

2:10 ?.1 Mark ~Teawr, of ICEN radio, calle:i Chuck Ma: scs i=r an intarview
vith Al Earle, vec was cut of tha effice.

2:45 ?.1 7ayne Iarr, ".S. '2C, talephened and :alkad vid Al 22:la :::cer-' Z
2apresenta:17a ' 1:s Wird's questices abcu: de accide::. Cong ess=a=
Wirth had reper adly reques:ad a =ee:ing vd-W '- 'U.C C- ' =siccars
for 10:C0 1.3. the f=l_leving ==r ing.

l'r. E. Ea:::ri cf the M1:snbishi Oc= a=f ecuestad by talaph: e a ::py
of de Oepar--aa 's d'--> T cevs :slease cercarring de spi'.'.. Za read
abcu: da inciden: is a "*:ic7e Japa: newspaper.

3 :C0 ?.E Mr. "kvid lange f ?---~a in 21:hland, 7as' ' Z::= : aleph::ed Chuck-

Mattsen -~ -- ' g he =akang and :alative aciubi2:7 :f deir yell:v
cake pr: duct. He s 2:ad .52: :eir yelles = m ium diura=2:a is :al '-
4: ICCCC ? viich ce=verts par: Of :54 :starial :: de black 7;Ca. ha
pr: duct is de accidas: was as cli e ; sen, and was esti=a:ad by $ .
Eange to be abcut 6C" calda and 1C*. diursza:a. A probable che=ical
-twenp af ha pr:due: va.s s aced to be:

U033 C' 9f!
HE3

-- ->C .
% ==

SO4
less $2= 1/-~. :::21 of Si, ?, C1, and Me.
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4*15 ?.M. Mr. Gerald Cr:leff called Danel McDaniel and infor=ed his da: ci
the18d==sc the trailer, 7 had bee: placed in plastic bags and
=cvud Oc the s:craga area. The ether 11 d==s had been tu ned right
side up in the ::ailer. All de loose yellev cake had bee 1 picked
up and secired.

En did =ct feel da: there veuld be a pr bles vi h yell.v cake under
tha ::ailer becznse de side of :he trailer lying c de greund appeared
to be istacc.

Mr. C :leff also s:c.:ad da: all of de da= aged d:=s veuld be shi: ped
by a " super tiger" ce 7d er truck while the nev repackaged d ._ s
would be shipped back =c 7 4 via c nventional t=cks.2

He stated da eighteen d:=s had been filled vid yellev cake and
dirt. The vac-- cleaners were reported working veil for pickup of
the d:; Jcvder. 7c k had begun in da ::uck, with seven d.a havt:g
been r e d. he valls f the =ck were scund, da= age : de ::p
was ex a-*ive. There was little dus: problem, accc:dd ? .c :t . 0 :1:ff.

The =icrc-3. =eter had sc: 7e: bee received. *ven:7-si= perscus vere

i=volved in .he :sscue ai:er he acciden: and :ventf.cne Of dese had
21:endy been c:::acced and cri e sa=ples taken. 'hase sa==les had bee =
se== =c U.S. Tasting Corpora: ice for ura=ius analyses.

Jerry Everett, of Regicu ~7, U.S . HEC, was a: the si:4. Air sa=cles
had been :aken and given prel'-d '-7 anal 7 sis bef::e shipes. : Oc
Highland,~47H g for lab a:alyses.

PreT 3 4-e 7 ana1 sis resul:s rere n Jcil:ws:7

2 Er. 15 =in. - 1.3 x 10"I0 p.Ci/=1
2 Er. 15 d:. - l~x 10-50 Ci/=1 - (1:ve: rind - fC ft.).

5 =in. 1.9 x 10-10 Aci/=1 - in '-adia:e verk area

10/7/77 Je=7 Cc=bs fr== de E=argency ?repared:ess 3 ranch, Cepar----- "
9:00 A.M. 7-a gy, called Chnc.c Ma::scu and recuested a reper: and ;Jco :s of

the incidant.

9:10 A.M. Ja=7 Iverett, called Chuck Ma::scu and Richard Ca=evell f es ' 2 , .
Em said he had alked =c Marv Scinh and Jerry Cr-1:ff ccuce:-d ? his

posi:ics en dect: 1 d-e ing de :=ck a:d scil. He que ad i::= :he
U.S. AIC Regula:cr7 Guide 1.S6.

Eis recccxcendatics for soil was based en an e::csure of 0.5 b-/7r.
ts de general public. ~his :rs:sla:es :c 0.06 =R/hr. 2: 3 f:.
(geradal regics) , er 60 .:L'hr.J

,n n ^g g _ . , ,,
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9:10 A.M. Wh=-d Gamevell and Ch k v.a::sen qucted the IRC ''3 ranch ?csi:10:
(cont.) Ur2nd -' Mill Tailings Manage =es:" fr:m Wayne Ierr en 5/19/77, reqstr-t

1 g decentm d,stien :o " essentially backgr und". Mr. Evere:: vas
:cid that de Divisic vculd discuss this = attar and state -de Depart-
uent;'s pcsition at de 4:00 F.M. call.

Mr. Cr:leff related da: the truck was to be cleaned cc: ::is day,
de _r*'-4-' ed pessibly' :=crrev, de released to Lae Way T=e'ed 3

He had talked :o de La=ar Daily News, reperting de yellev caka
was 99 +*. cle= ed up.

-te plyvced en de left side of the :: ack was o be to= cut anda

baneled, den -de :=c!5 vae--md, decen- ~d- ted and :ar=ed upright.

The ten: used := c=ver de :=ck was purdased by Iz:en fren de
Colcrado 3a:12:a1 Cuard. Se radia:1:n surveys of de i= erior cf
face = asks and casal vipes c==~d - a :o be negative.

Weather is cicudy and ::cl, vid =c vind.

4:15 ?.3. Call received at de Calerado Oepa----: Of Eeald fr== Carald Cr:1:ff.
He sea ad da: a "su=er tiger" c==tainer had been leaded vid 21 d -_s
and had departed f:: Jy: d 3 Se :=ck vas to ----- -- S pri=:;f'. eld
at abcu: 3:C0 * v -' e fol'.:vd g day for a=::her U. barels.

^e pipecd i d d ? cf 'the cruck had been re=cved and de valla ver-_

bei=g sc=bbed vid vater and spenges. Plans were to uprigh: de
:= ck de ne: day. All sides of de :=ck were reper ed :: be is
gecd candi:ics, ei d de excep: ice of -de ::cf. Se area d - di2:aly
areund the :rsiler had also been cleased up. : vas an icipatad tha:
the trailar veuld be released c 14e Jay sc lazar ' - Sunday. Field*

,

calcula:10:s of de air sa=ples d-dd ca:ed crecen =:ic=s of 10- 55 x 10-

,cci/=1 in de d-d:.a:a verk, paa, 0.7 x 10-il,cci/sl a: de ~~~ ' ' = d
area peri =ecar, a d 13 x 10-' pci/ I devuvind (30 ft.) fr:= :he c:=-
trolled area.

10/9/77 7' "*-d Ca=evell arrived a: the sc:iden: site. He a: vi:h lick Ec :.sh,-

3:20 * v v arit: S=1_h, ,arald Cr:leff, a ? - -n lawyer, ani a 7 Public lel2
:10:s man. * Se :=ck had been uprignead. Sree E===d =en, ai ar vacu:_
ing de inside Of de : ailer, were scrubbing 1: dcun vid inshes ,
s:ceges and 1 galles per ahle Orte sprayers fil'.ed vd_d varer. here
was plastic shee:ing under de :=ck. Sc=e of the va:a* d- -"e :=ck
was bei=g vac -ad up. Se pipcod li:er en :he lef side of -le :=ila
had been ec= ale:e17 re=cved, cut up and ba=eled. he cpe d '-'-a

: cf dat had bee Oc= by de yellev en'<a ba = els := i==ac: had bee:
*M 2 ged to fard ' d :a:e dec= '~d -': ice. _C;ha readings i: :he :=ck ve.
less da= ;CO cps vhd " calcula:ed was equivale== :o 15COv- < d-"

dp=/1CC c= . ho rear end of :he :=ck was pulled abcu: 5 fee: ves:
and then de ruck vas ::ved fervard abcu: 75 fee:. Se rear wheels
shcwed slight c=n- -d-':1:n sc : hey were hcsed off. be := ck was ::ve

b ummb r
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3:30 P.M. c Springfield at 7:00 P.M. for transfer :o a icv boy truck and

(cent.) hauled :o Lee Way's : sin repair shop ir. Cklahoma. Mr. Sc:ith said
they found to cen*'-4:acica in the cab. Sgt. 3ensen of the State
Patrol said ha: the scr.her= edge of de spill was abou: 6 feet in
fren: (scuch) of the cab. Sc=e pe=ple =ight have,cen:n d-=ced them-
selves while standi:g in de area but he perscually advised eve:7cce
to shcuer, and leave the2.: cloches cutdoers in plastic bags us:11
they cculd be checked for cent =-4 = tion. He further said that de
driver's leg was pd--d under the cab and could co: bc =cved un:il
a drilling rig lif:ad de whole cab off de ground. The driver was
: hen pulled out thr: ugh -de : p of the cair. he lef fc: of he
cab was ce=pletely = angled fr:m i=pae: vi:5 :he culvert. he right
front and radiator of de cah were damaged frem i= act vid the dree
horses. Sg . 3eesce believed that en de basis of the skid = arks,
the truck had sc: been speeding.

Mr. Ga=cuell ::ck cel:: slides of de :=ck and accident sita. 02= aged
barel.s were escased in plastic bags and shipped to de Highland
U rn d - Eill is 7ye ."_:g via -de " super :iger" :=ck. he barels
ecu 7 dad g the clean-up =aterial were leaded en acccher Lae ' Jay :::ck
which lef f== Highland abcut 7:45 ?.M. he 1:ad was ever the free:
and rear czles. E=pty ba rels and ; : i's were used as a spacer
between the asle leads. 3anels vere 1:aded vi d a f: k lii: vid
a ba=e1 leadi:g a::ad-act. Ic ?cs:ar P - u) :h:::ughly wiped de
~.=p, her::= 2-3 sides of eac: bar el and checkad the vi;es vi:h -deir
f..yac II. Sgt. Sensen said that be:* he and the Saca Sheriff had

beneft:ad fres de Col:rade Earari us Materials $4fa:7 Cc se vnich
they atta=ded in tr n- Ovo years ago. Sg . 3ensen said :c.2: -de I:=en
shipping papers were bn-ded :s hi= as sceu as he anived 0: the scana.
Copy attached. "ey briafly desc-ibed :he sa: re f :he car;:, :.J
pece=tial ha:s d, a:d a 112: cf pr:tactive ac:1 :s is case f accide::.
M: . Ecr:sby said de yell v cake had been bareled :e: vee s~ anc

'

9-13-77.

5:10 ?.M. Gerald Cr:loff called Chuck Ma::sen z.: hc=a i: Oenver :o rapc-- ' =
clean-up pr gress. Ze said da: -de :=ck had been Ourned upri h:
and final decenc h :1:n was being deze prior :: :s=cval.

-'ha " super 1ger" had been leaded vid :ven:7-cce d: =:s of yedev cake
and had lef: f:: Casper, Wyc=1:g. 7.: vas schedulad :a- e:a= cn Sc: day
=cr=ing for de :* d g da= aged barels.

A Las 7ay t=ck was at de accidant si:e and was being leaded vi:t
appr~rd- ca17 fd":7 dr==s._

Air sa=cle resal:s were rsportad and were sea:ed : be less can
10-10 uct/=1 i= e 4-.dia:e vcik area and :o diff ers : fr = back-

J

g und ac de rescrie:ad area bcundary,
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The bicassay (urina analyses) results were reportad a::

410 uC1/1 (tha detec:icn 11-

14 uC1/1-

410 pCsJ1

A 1.arge vacuum cleaner, a "Cyclovac" with self cleani.w Sag,had ' ~~
arrived at the sita and would be used in final clezn-up, _ ecessary.

" Newsweek" had called Mr. Or:loff and questioned him, in genaral
ter=s, cencarning the accident.

10/9/77 Rick Ecrasby callad Chuck h :: son at hc== and stated that all the dru=s
10:20 A.M. had been re=cved from the track, s;n..:h nad undergene final decon:2+2

tien and been :::ved away.

No new infor=aticn was received ccccerning bicassays or air =enitoring
Rick Hornsby stated tha: all the yelicw caxe should be cleaned up this
day and they would be ready fur their final su:iey early the next
=crning. Chuck Mat:scu cid his he would be available :he foll: wing
=orning to assist and to check their survey and to perfaria a final
survey.

10/10/77 Chuck Mattsca a nived ac accident sita. Fcur people were ocserted
6:50 A.M. s hove].i d. - m:c ba cels, cne =an driving :he bar el leader, and%

Nancy Cennis :alking o a man frem the highway depar =ent. Mr. 'a=pke
stated tha: there was ,a 10: : ore clean-up to be dena, probably =cre
than could be cc=pleted La one day.,

7:15 A.M. A survey of the area surrcunding :ha accident si:e was cc=pleted. All
ground readirgs were becveen 16 and 20 1/hr. he filled barela gave
readings of 170 to SCO pa/hr.

9:20 A.M. Chuck Mat:scs was introduced :c Paul ?l m r, A :orney of :he F_u en
Legal Depart =en:, Ecuston, and ~4Ll'ay 3ragg, F.rcen Public Affairs Manag
deusten; both were suited and sheveling dirt.

9:15 A.M. Chuck. Mat:sen picked up a Springfield sewage sa=ple wi:h :he assista:c

of Mr. L -f '1:ka, Cit 7 of Springiiald.

10:00 A.M. Chuck Maersen picked up a sa=ple of watar fres :he velT at :he hcuse
apprcx mately cue half =11a scuch of the accident si:a.

It was stated by the hcce evne r that the well 1cca:ad 1/a =ile s cu:hea <
o tha accident was sc: Operable due to a brckan pusa red, and was :::
; sing to be used.
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11:00 A.M. Chuck Mattsen assis ed Mar r Sci::h with a survey of the accident sita.
S are were evo patches of ground which shewed " green" which read to
ICO uR/hr. Cne of these was a pacch of asphal: which the crew atta=pce<.
to clean, but it was decidad it veuld be easier ta b:eak :he asphalt
and bacel 1::. Approval to re=cvs the asphalt (appecxi=ately 3 fee; by
5 feet) was granted by '.ir. Wal:ers of de Eighway Ce:ar=ent.

Wo areas of apprrr -m::aly 2 feet by a feet and ene area =casuringd

i feet by 15 feet gave readings of abcut 45 R/hr. S ese areas were
s 2ked :s be fur her dec=n ti--d meed. All other readings vere lass
than 20 p2/hr, as =casured vid a hdlus =icre-1 racer. Clean-up
cared ~"ad en the re=a1=ing c="es- d - * icn.

A !.ae 7ay ::nck vas filled vid barels, each ba=el having been
checken f r exter:al cc= n d =::ica a: leading. When filled de ::uck
was postad as "radicactive", and was drive: to Soringfiald f:: weighi:g

11:45 A.M. 1 highway verkar driving a U.S. A . 7 ::ad pader br=ke up de ec --

,-d s:ed asphal , and de pieces were bac eled for ship =ent back :o
Wye ' 5

""' e grader was usec :s scrape de ::p of the p:und to a depth cf : e12:10 3 '"
:D :70 # "* r- bes.

12:20 ?.M. Se ''vind ::vs" buil: up by :he ::ad grader vere su:- eyed and de 1:cse

ra:erial which read 3 es:er -' ' 30 aalhr. vas shcreled i:.:= d:rs .
Sa culy si sed areas v d '- -aad pea::ar chas backgreu d were ars2s :
which water had bee: used. '"' se fined areas were shevelad into d:.::s.

A /hr. Sese2:15 ?.M. leecher su: rey indica ad sc=a s=all patches veich read 30 2
vere picked := and ba== led as disc vered.

3:00 ?.M. 'To areas re=21:ed vtich read grea::ar da: 30 A2/hr. A c =cleta sur rey
sheved de average e.::csure 1: de area to be less than 20 21/hr, a
few i cal areas of expcsure to 30 pl/hr. but _ ne grea ar.

A c==parisen cf de Oepanne 's 5dh: __dcre-a .ecar vid :he --e
bdl== d. crc-1 ecar gave idan:1 cal readings.

A ce=parisbu cf da I21 Rdlu=/~'hyac =ecar and da: v''ich had been used
by Exx=n was =ada. Se readings differed sligh:1. ~'he %: ecer7
had an additic al vire scrt.a addad over :he =ylar f:r p:: ec:1cn.
242di:gs vid de 21 Rdlu=/~'hync retar Over de area gave readings
varying fr = 0.05 21/hr. o 0.13 =R/hr. at de soil surfacs , over
tver:7-five differen: lecanicus. 5e hackground -*nurad f::= 0.C3
:= 0.C6 =E/hr.

Messrs. Cr:loff and Ecr sby were ::ld bv Chuck Ma::se that the araa
appeared c have been adecuata17 decen:a=ina:ad and ::he clea:-up vas
accep_2ble = .hi.s repame:.
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Re= oval of the area decenem dnn:1cn equipenne and the leveling and
replanting of the highway right-of-way was begun. Mr. Walters, of

of Eighways appeared :o be is charge of thisthe Colorr.do Depa. an

portica of the operatien.

Chuck Ma : son left for Oenisr jus: after 4:C0 ?.M.

The ec=pleta lis of Exzen eu;31cyees i=volved is the clean-up:

Richard T. Ec =sby !=cy . triestevens
Nancy Dan,S Larry I;ans
Carl La=pka Marv Smi:h
John Cater.an Id ?cster.

Marv Ear =sen Den Cravfc:d
Lar=y Mccra 3111 Meyer * ,1

3111 Tibbs Alex Iwing - Securit7, Midland, ra=1s
Dec Kal:ar John - - Securi:7, Den er
I:=:a 3curqui Paul ?l'- ar

Wiley 3ragg

10/12/77 ha Colorado Capart=ent of Emal h received a :alephena call f :=^T:s
2:15 ?.H. 'asseigte, hazardcus =a:erials specialis: vi:h the Xa:1:=.41 Trans;n.r-

tation Safe:y 3 card. Es askad general questi:cs ccccerning the accifen:
and reques:ad a c py of cur fi=al report. His --"er was (202) I;5-3372
Maili=g address: a 4 , 7 ashing:cs, D.C. 20094,--

10/13/77 3cb Luna of Sandia Labs called a=d requestad copias of cur final reper:
4:00 ?.H. a=d also ci sc=a slidas shewing -le s=sshed bar els and spilled yell:v

caka. His address is: Icbe-: iu=a, Divisi:n 5432, Sandia Labs,
c= S'113 .libuquerqua, New ''as

1:15 ?.M. Chuck Mattscu reesived a call fr:= Ear:y Callay cf E?A vec :squestad a
c=py of ha Celerado Oepar- --: cf Hea'. h navs release.

Steps : hat shculd be m'n :c precluda future uranic:a :rs=sper acica
accidec:s:

1. All uranium =111 Licensees be =ad= aware of finir
:sspcusibili y f:: '-adia:a respecsa :s centrol and
clean-up of their ca:arials i: :r2:si:.

2. 1:cs 2, be:::s of page 2, A thru ? cf 10/2/77 la :ar
"..a 1cher: 3. Siak :o S. Myers. (see attac'-a-: )

3. A1:ar: ace ::u:es f:: ura=ium : rucks :: ske which
avcid peculacad areas.
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Fact Sheet - Transportation of Radioactive Material - Natural Uranium
0xide (Yellowcake)

OCTOBER 1977

Regulations - The transportation of radioactive materiais is regulated

principally by the Department of Transportation (DOT) and tv the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission (NRC). Safety regulations for transporting radio-

active material in the United States are based on standards deveicped

internationally by the International Atomic Energy Agency (I AEA). The

international standards were developed through the active participation

of IAEA member states. The United States participated through repre-

sentatives from both NRC and DOT.

The enclosed Menorandum of Understanding delineates the respective responsi-

bilities of NRC and DOT for regulating safety in transportation of radio-

active ma terial s. Generally, the DOT is responsible for regulating safety

in transportation of all hazardous raterials, including radioactive craterials,

and the NRC is responsible for regulating safety in receipt, possession,

use and transfer of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials. Tne

NRC reviews and approves or denies approval of package designs for fissil a

materials or for other radioactive materials in quantities exceeding Type A

limits, as defined in 10 CFR Part 71 (copy enclosed), i .e. , the mere

hazardous types and quantities of radioactive materials.

DOT regulations pertaining to shipacnt of radioactive material

are contained in Title 49, Code of Fedcral Regulations, Parts 171-189.

NRC regulations pertaining to shipmemt of radioactive materials are

contained in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71,

651 027
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From its inception in January 1975, the NRC has been reviewing the

existing regulations and procedures it inherited from the AEC. As

part cf this review, the NRC initiated in June 1975 a public rulemaking

proceeding regarding the air transport of all nuclear materials, in-

cluding plutonium and enriched uranium. With the technical assistance

of Sandia Laboratories, a draft generic environmental impact statement

was prepared to assess the impacts associated with the transportation

of radioactive materials by air and other modes, including relative

tosts and benefits of alternative ccdes of transportation. In forma tion

derived from research into the accident-resistant properties of plutoniur,

shipping packages and data collected from the NRC's Radicactive Materials

Shipments Survey were used in preparing the statement. The draft state-

ment (NL' REG-C024, copy enclosed) was ccmpleted in Mac;h 1976 and made

available for comment to the general public and other Federal and State

agencies. About 30 letters of ccmment were received and analyzed, ard

changes to the statement are being made, as appropriate. The final

environmental impact statement is expected to be issued this year.

As a follow-on, the NRC has undertaken a study of the special features

of radioactive material transport -- under both normal and accident

conditions -- in large, densely populated areu , that will result in a

generic environmental impact statement on the transport of radionuclides

in urban environs. The study will evaluate the effects, including

radiological safety, of characteristics peculiar to large cities, such

as high population density, ocal meteorology, and numerous tall buildings.

-2-
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Sand 4 Laboratories, the NRC contractor for this study, has begun

model fomulation and preliminary cata gathering. A draft statement is

expected to be issued in the spring of 1978.

All indications from the present studies are that the risk associated

with the transportation is very low, is within established national

guidelines, and is very small in comparison to other risks accepted by

the general public, such as accidents involving motor vehicles and

death associated with electrical shocks.

Uranium Concentrate Characteristics - Uranium concentrate (yellowcake)

typically is produced from uranium ore by a process in which the ore is

crushed and ground, leached with sulfuric acid or sodium carbonate-

bicarbonate, separated by filtration, decantation or centrifugation, further

separated by a solvent extraction or ion exchange process and finally

precipitated by neutralization with amonia, magnesia or caustic soda.

The resultant product is a solid usually canary-yellow in color (though

it may be dark brown or even black) and ranges in consistency from granular

to powder. This material, comanly called "yellowcake," is what is

shipped from uranium milling plants in the Western United States to two

sites in the United States for conversion to uranium hexafluoride (UF )'6

the feed for the enrichment process.

Shicoing Recuirements - Uranium concentrate is classified as low specific

activity materials (LSA) according to the Department of Transportation

'3~ 'Il ' ' ' ' '
)Jl Uc/
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Hazardous Material Regulations (49 CFR 173.389(c)) and, due to its low

concentration of radioactivity, is not required to be shipped in special pack-

aging. The typical packaging, which has been used for many years, is a 55-galle

steel drt.m. A 55-gallon drum has a capacity of about 850 pounds, though

this may vary from shipment to shipment depending upon the moisture con-

tent of the coni.entrate. Where larger capacity Jrums are used, the number

shipped per vehicle is less and where smaller capacity drums are used,

the number shipped per vehicle is more.

When packaged and shipped in transport vehicles which are for the sole use

of the consignor, the following requirements (49 CFR 173.392(c)) must be met:

1. Paterials must be packaged in strong, tight. packages so that

there will be no leakage of material under conditions nomally

incident to transportation.

2. Packages must not have any significant remo' cable surface con-

tami na tion. This means the average amount of radioactive

contamination which can be removed by wiping the external surface

of the package with an absorbent material, as measured on the

wiping material, does not exceed 10-10 curie per square centi-

meter beta-garra and 10-II curie per square centimeter alpha.

3. External radiation levels must not exceed the following:

a. 1,000 millirem per hour at three feet from the external

surface of the package (applies to closed transport

vehicles only);

-4-
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b. 200 millirem per hour at any point on the external surface

of the vehicle (applies to closed transport vehicles only);

c. 10 millirem per hour at six feet from the external surface

of the vehicle;

d. 2 millirem per hour in any normally occupied position in

the car or vehicle (does not apply to private motor carriers).

4. Shipments must be loaded by the consignor and unloaded by the

consignee from the transport vehicle in which originally loaded.

5. There must be no loose material in the vehicle.

6. Shipment must be braced so as to prevent leakage or shift of

lading under conditions nocally incident to transportation.

7. The outside of each exterior package must be stenciled or

otherwi se marked " Radioactive-LS A."

8. Specific instructions for maintenance of exclusive use (sole use)

shipment controls must be provided by the shipper to tne carrier.

Such instructions must be included with the shipping paper

i n fo rma tion.

Packaging requirements for LSA materials are less restrictise than for

other radioactive materials because safety factors reside in the low

concentration of radioactivity uniformly distributed in the material.

The basic premise behind this concept is the high improbability of the

intake of 10 mg or more by any one person as a consequenca of a transpor-

d with atation accident. Although such material (LSA) may be asscu.

maximum permissible body burden, meaning a dose to organs of 15 rem per

year, equivalent to a small radioactivity (5 x 10-9 Ci for U-238 in
.

-5-
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soluble form), the corresponding mass of material (17 mg for U-238) would

be so large that the intake of such a mass of material as a result of a

transportation accident is highly unlikely. The validity of the LSA classi-

fication depends on the high improbability of the intake of 10 mg or more

by any one person as a consequence of a transportation accident.

In addition, each shipment of nuclear fuel material is classified according

to a transport group. Uranium concentrate is in transport group III which

means that the quantity of curies allowable in one package (streng, tight

package) cannot exceed three (approximately 10 tons) to be subject only

to the regulations of the DOT. Cepending on the purity of the concentrate

and the size package used, the typical package of uranium concentrate has

approximately .053 to .096 curies and is well below the limit where NRC

would be involved.

Estimated Quantities Shicoed - Based en a Radioactive Materials Shipments

Survey made by NRC in 1975, it is estimated that 45,000 MT of uranium

concentrate is shipped each year by truck and rail. There are no specific

federal regulatory requirements with regard to routing of hazardous materials

other than truckers carrying hazardous goods are required by DOT regulations

to avoid congested places insofar as is practicable. The transport of

yellowcake is in the Central-Western States.

Accident Probabilities - The probability of occurrence of a transportation

accident, such as the recent spill of yellowcake near Springfield, Colorado,

is small, about one accident per million vehicle miles, and decreases with

increasing seve-ity of the accident to about one severe accident per 100

-6-
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million vehicle miles. Assuming 2000 shipments per yea: at an average

distance of 1000 miles each, two accidents could be expected per year

with a severe accident occurring approximately once every 50 years at the

assumed shipping rate. When bcth the probability of occurrence and the

extent of the consequences are taken into account, the risk to people and

the environment due to the radiological effect from transportation accidents

is negligibly small.

Transcortation Incidents - The enclosed "A Review of Five Years Accident

Experience in the U.S. A. Involving Nuclear Transportation," discusses the

recorded accident excerience during 1971-1975. In trat ceriod, there

were 32,000 Hazardous Material Accident Reports submitted to the DOT of

which 144 were related to radioactive material . In 36 cases, there was

an indication of release of contents or excess r-d'ation levels. Also

enclosed is a copy of NUREG-0179 which d', cusses functional responsibilities

of the dif #erent parties involved in dealing with transportation accidents.

A summary of the accident involving uranium concentrate near Springfield,

Colorado is encicsed.

(}I,' n~7"l UJJ,
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SUBJECT: SUMMARY REPORT, SPILL OF URANIUM CONCENTRATE NEAR
SPRINGFIELD, COLORADO

At 0130 hours, September 27, 1977, a corm.ercial carrier, carrying 50 steel

drums of uranium concentrate (42,000 pounds) overturned near Springfield,

Colorado. Twenty-nine drums lost their lids and lost various amounts of

concentrate. Concentrate spillage was estimated to have been 10,000 pounds

on the ground and 5,000 pounds in the trucM trailer.

Police and Fire Department personnel covered the truck and contaminated

areas with canvas and heavy plastic sheets. The carrier (Leeway Lines),

the licensee (Exxon) and State of Colorado Health authorities were notified

by the Sheriff's Cepartment. Region IV (Dallas) and DOT were notified by

the licensee on September 27, 1977.

Exxon personnel arrived on September 27 and working with the State of

Colorado and local authorities devised a decontamination plan. The operation

is now essentially complete with only minor cleanup of equipment and soil

ema ini ng. For the decontamination of soil, Colorado has insisted upon

background levels.

Wind conditions at the time of the accident were calm. Other than at the

time of initial spillage, airborne uranium concentration at the perimeter

of the restricted area has been minimal .

The persons involved in the accident have been monitored for contamination.

Once the restricted area around the spill was established by Exxon on

September 27, 1977, exposures were limited to Exxon personnel performirig

,,
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recovery of the yellowcake and decontamination of the area. Exxon

employees wore full .ticontamination gear with respirators. Entrances

and exits to the restricted area were monitored. Traffic on the nignway

was detoured around the site to preclude resuspending any uranium.

The licensee is not required by his license to have a plan for respondine

to transportation accidents cr incidents. The use cf DOT approved ccc.u.iners

and acceptance by an interstate carrier places the responsibility on the

carrier for safe delivery and response to accidents.

Colorado has access to RAT * fur such incidents, with the closesi. lccation

being at the Department of Energy Rocky F'.ats facility. Region IV (Callas)

contacted the Agreement State of Colorado on September 27, 1977; Colorado

advised that the situation was being handled and no help was needed.

Cn September 2t:: 1977, the EPA representative in Censer contacted Region IV

requesting infor-ation concerning acceptable levels folicwing cleanup and

acceptable measuring techniques. On October 6, a Region IV insoector

observed and reviewed the licensees recovery operations.

The uranium concentrate (commonly referred to as yellowcake) is a concen-

tration of the uranium isotopes which occur naturally in the environment.

This material is classified as a low specific activity material since the

radioactivith per unit weight is icw. The hazard to personnel is tnerefore

r21atively low since significant quantities must be taken into the bcdy

before damage to tissue occurs. For this reason, the DOT packaging require-

ments are less stringent for yellowcake than for many of 'he other radioactive
isotopes.

* RAi Radiological Assistance Team - These ,pecial Decartment of Energy teams
may be called by licensees and States to provide early 3dvice and
assistance for radiological incidents.

bJ1 0J5
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JN MINERALS COMPANY, U.S.A.
,s'nCI SOA 0139. MCUST@ S AS N

2242"f5.?',2.... December 12, 1977

Mr. Sheldon Meyers, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety

S. Nuclear Regulatory Co=nission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Peyers:

Mr. Robert D. Siek of the Colorado Department of Health wrote to
you en Octcber 3 regarding a transportation accident which occurred
near Springfield, Colorado on September 27,1977. ' The acciden t
resulted in spillage of natural uranium concentrate which was in
transit by cc==on carrier trem hw..'. ;;;s.Ga. d uranium mill . Un-
fortunately, the copy of Mr. Siek's letter w'.ica ne sent to me was
improperly addressed and was delayed by sc=e tao weeks in reaching
cc.

'rie do not believe that Mr. Siek's account of the accident 'and the
ensuing clean-up operatica properly describes either Exxon's response
to the situation or the role which the Colorado Cepartment of Health
chose to play. The enclosed report provides a concise and accurate
acccunt of the' entire occurrence. Please feel free to contact me if
you have any questions ccncerning the accident or the clean-up.

Sincerely,

hd! hY!

GCO:=r
Enclosure

c: Mr. Rcbert D. Siek bc: Mr. D. S.

Colorado Department of Health Mr. J. W.
Mr. A. J. Hazie Mr. R. T.
Colorado Capartment of Health Mr. J. O.

Mr. A. 'rl. Grella Mr. J. 3.

Office of Hazardous Matarials Cperations Mr. R. 3.

U. S. Cepartment of Transportation
(all w/ enclosure)
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UP IUM CONCEflTRATE SPILL - BACA COUNTY, CCLCRADO

At about 1:00 A.M. MOT on September 27, 1977, a tractor-trailer operated
Lee Way Motor Freight, Inc. , a cocon carrier, overturned after colliding

th three horses on U.S. Highway 287 in a sparsely populated farming and
nching area about 14 miles north of the town of Springfield in southeastern
lorado. The trailer was loaded with 40,329 pounds of Exxcn's natural
anium concentrate (yellcwcake) contained in fifty 55-gallon steel drurs and
s en route frca the Highland uranium mill to the Xerr-McGee conversion
cility at Gore, Oklahcma. Tne concentrate had been packaged, loaded, and
ipped in full compliance with applicable regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory
=2ission and the Depart =ent of Transportation.

As a result of the truck's overturning and subsequent sudden stop when it
id into an excavated sump for a drainage culvert, 32 of the 50 drums were
rown through the top of the trailer near the front. These drums came to rest
the shoulder of the highway. Drum lids, which were secured to the drums by

ited steel ring closures, came off 17 of the 32 drums which left the trailer.
ds also came off 12 of the 18 drums which remained in the trailer.

A total or about 12,CCO pounds of concentrate spilled frcm the opened drums.
out 5,000 pounds of this spilled material was contained in the overturned
ailer. The remaining 7,000 pounds was spilled on the ground within an area of
C00 to 4,CCO square feet.

The Highland Mine Manager was notified of the accident by a telephone call
cm the Baca County Sheriff's Office at about 2:00 A.1 MDT. The written
tailed emergency instructions prepared by Exxon which acccmpany each bill _of
ding for our concentrate shipments had been found, and the mine had been called
accordance with those instructions. At that time, efforts of law enforcement

rscnnel and others were being directed primarily at extricating the driver, who
s pinned in the tractor cab. Because of the concentration on the rescue of
.e driver and the difficulty of assessment of the magnitude of the spill in the
reaess, the initial estimate relayed frca the scene was not accurate. The
timate was enat 5 to 12 of the drums had lost lids and cart of their contents.

Highland ruspended quickly and appropriately to tne noti?1 cation. Tne
.eriff's office was requested to see that the truck W 5 pilled concentrate
.re covered by tarpaulins or heavy plastic sheeting as scan as possible to prevent
reading of the concentrate by wind. Highland's Environmental Ccordinator
d one technician left Casper by cc=arcial airline at 7:50 A.M. MDT, taking
th them several large boxes of emergency equipment which included protecti"e
othing, respiratcrs, radiation monitoring and air sampling equipment. This
;uipment was apprcpriate and adecuate for handling and menitoring the situation as
3 ported. Prior to leaving, the Envircnrentai Ccordinator had been advised by the
:ca Ccunty Sheriff's Cepartment that the spill had been completely covered by heavy
iastic sheeting, and that there was no near-term risk of airborne migration of the
ncantrate. Shortly after the departure of the Envircnmental Coordinator by plane,
experienced mill shift supervisor and an experienced operating technician left

le mill in a truck carrying 20 drums and additional equipment for u;e in recovering
d repackaging spilled concentrate.

{> N b Ob



Mine als Headqu e wM advisNf the accident by the Highland Mina

fiana er at a$out r:%
A security agent was dispatched to the scene' "

.. . .

frcm Midland 7 4s. He"4u_ ters tiedical was notified and an Industrial
Hugienist was 'e'.t to assist the Highland personnel.

Becuse t' ccident cccurrea while the concentrate was in interstate
t. cas;.1rt, noti .'ication of the Cffice of Ha;:ardous Materials Operations, Cepart
ment of Transportation, by the carrier was required. Exxon nctified the carri
of its reporting obligation, then folicwed up with direct telephoned notificati
to the COT. Exxon also telephened the Office of 'nspection and Enforcement,
Region IV, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cornission, and the Colorado Department of
Health to notify those agencies of the accident and to advise thea of the step
being taken by Exxcn to mitigate the effects of he spill. The Nuclear Regula
Cc:nnission advised that since Colorado is an " Agreement State", it has the res
sibility for regulating scurce material within its borders, and that E.cton she
work with the Colorado Department of Health in cleaning up the spill. They
requested that they be kept advised of developments, and advised that they woul
cc=unicate also with the Colorado Health Cepartment.

Soon after notification by Exxcn, the Colorado Cepartment of HealtE sent
health physicists to the scene by autcmcbile frem Denver.

The Highland Environmental Coordinatcr ar-ived at the scene at about 3:30
MOT. He quickly determined that the spill was considerably more extensive tha
had been reported initially by the Baca County authorities. He also determine
that an excellent job of covering the truck and the spilled material had been
by the Sheriff's Cepartment. Because there was no significant remaining risk
spreading, there was time for proper planning for the clean-up and recovery.

It was our expectaticn that Exxcn would work closely with the Colorado Ce
ment of Health in the clean-up cperations. Mcwever, the two health physicists
the Health Depart ent at the scene declined to participate in detailed plannin
the clean-up. Instead, they indicated that the clean-up was Exxon's responsib
and that the Health Cepart ent would cbserve the operation, set standards for
decantamination, and deter-ine the adequacy of the clean up.

Exxon personnel then proceeded to make detailed plans with full ccoperati
and assistance frca the other state and county agencias - the State Patrol, th
State Higrvay Cepart ent, and the Sheriff's Department. The willing assistanc
of those agencies was greatly appreciated by our pecple.

The plan which was developec included the use of a frent-end loader to pi
up the spilled material along with a thin layer of tcpsoil, transfer-ing it to
new drums. Water sprays were to be used to control dust, and an air sampling
program was designed to evaluate airborne concentrations. All personnel were
be equipped with appropriate respiratory protective ecuipment and clothing whi:
was already on site.

On tk morning of September 23 the representatives of the Colorado Depart
of Health returned to the scene and set cut detailed requirements they had dec

upon in' dependently. They insisted that tne clean-up be acccmplished by hand
shoveling with caly a limited area uncovered at any one time to minimize the
potential for airbcrne contaminaticn of the surrounding area. They further
required Exxcn to ccnduct a thorough radiation survey outside the i=ediate sp
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rea to establish background radiation levels, which would then be set as the
imit' for ace - table clean-up in the spill area. They laid out other requirements
or air sampiing, contamination surveys, respiratory protection, and bioassays.
hey reiteratcd that the Colorado Department of Health would not assist in the
lean-up, and that their function was to set standards for Exxon to n.cet.

After conferring by telephone with Minerals Headquarters, the Environmental
cordinator agraed to conduct the clean-up cperation in accordance with the direc-
ives of the Colorado Health Department representatives. Those reoresentatives
hen dagarced on September 28 for their headquarters in Denver. Four additional
.ill operating technisians were then sent by Highland via ccr.reccial airline to
ssist in the clean-up.

On the following morning, September 29, Minerals Headquarters discussed the
ituation by telephcne with several Colcrado Health Depart ent officials in
enver.

Later in the day, Minerals Headquarters requested assistance from axon
uclear Comcany. Exxon Nuclear sent their Censulting Health Physicist and a
ealth Physics Technician frca P.ichTand, Washington to assist at the scene. Both
r-ived via chartered aircraft at Exxcn's clean-up headquarters in Lamar late
n September 29, bringing with chem additional respiratog protection equipment
nd additicn :1 radiation sur/ey equipment.

The Regulatory Affairs Manager, Minerals Department, departed frem Houston
n the afterncen of September 29 to ccordinate the clean-up operation and act as
faiscn zith the Colorado Health Cepartment and other interested government agencies.

Clean-up operations began en September 30. In order ta meet Health Cepartment
equirements, ground decantamination was acccmplished on about ICO square fcet at a
ice under a specially constructed " greenhouse" while the remainder of the spill
rea remained covered by plastic sheeting. Progress was very slow for several days.
'acuum cleaning devices and greenhouse ventilation equipment reccamended by Exxcn
'uclear arrived an Octcber 4; employment of these devices increased the rate of
regress caterially.

On October 3, hcwever, the Colorado Health Cepartment ordered Exxon co
bandon the greenhouse, uncover larger areas of ground and work in the open to
ccelerate the cperation. The Health Departmenc had ccme amund to cedering Exxon
c ccnduct the cperation in a fashicn similar to that planned originally by Exxon..
lean-up then preceeded in an orderly and rapid fashion. The truck was cleaned,
'ghted and decentaminated on October 8, and the entire area was released by the

!ealth Cepartment en Octcher 10 after their final survey.

Damaged drums were dcuble-bagged in heavy pTastic bags cricr to shipment to
lighland in a special container designed fcr transport of high-level waste which
tas rented frca Nuclear Engineeri .g Ccmpany. Material which was repackaged in new
rums was shipped to Highland in conventional common carrier tractor-trailer rigs
ssigned to Exxon for exclusive use.

All equipment used in the cperacien was surveyed and decantaminated to meec
11 applicable standards before shipment to Highland or release for unrestricted
se.

Final tcasoil replacement and any necessa.y replanting of grass in the
ecentaminated area will be completed by the Colorado Hignway Department.

,e . -
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Jt should be noted that while natural uranium concentrate is classified by

.ha Department of Transportation as a hazardous material, it is unlikely that
the health of any members of the public - even those most intimately involved -
would be adversely affected by expcsure to yellowcake spilled in a transportation
accident.

Radiation doses to the body frca external exposure to yellowcake for hours
or days are insig.iificant. If yellcwcake is ingested, the principal concern is
chemical toxicity rather than radiotoxicity; yet the chemical toxicity of uranium
is lower than that of lead,' cadmium or cercury. Ingested yellowcake is rapidly
eliminated from the body. While chronic yellowcake inhalation can cause uranium
to build up to toxic levels in kidney tissue, there is no recorded occurrence
of detectable adverse health effects resulting from a single acute ingestion.

Urine specimens for uranium bicassay were obtained by Exxon from some 25
persons who were known to have been in the vicinity of the spill before it was
covered. Results of the bioassays show that ph.! sically damaging uranium inges-
tion did not occur. Results of his bicassay are being reported by letter to
each individual .

In retrospect, the folicwing conclusions can be drawn:

1. Initial securing of the spilled concentrate was prompt and
effective.

2. Exxon responded in a timely and aporopriate manner to the accident,
even though Exxon did not have the primary obligation for response.

3. Ef fective clean-up was delayed by the initial clean-up and recovery
techniques insisted upon bj the Colorado Department of Health.
Despite the delay, physical security of the yellowcake was maintained
and public health was not endangered.

4. Other state and Ic al agencies involved were most cooperative and
fully supportive of Exxon's efforts.

GCO:mr
12-6-77

/'i r, c
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.

MERON MINERALS CCMPANY, U.S.A. g
hhPCST CHICE SCE 2too *=OusrCas TEIAS 7700s

4.% sG,hg

f.FMo!OEL.,. e March 15, 1978

Mr. Albert J. Hazle, Director

Ridiatien and Hazardous Wastes Centrol
Colorado Department of Health
4210 East lith Avenue
Denver, Colcrado 80220

Lear Mr. Ha:1e:

As agreed with Mr. Lnaries Mattscn last October, we have prepared the
encle;ed technical report en the clean-up of the uranium concentrate
spill which resulted frem the truck accident near Springfield, Colorado
an September 27, 1977. The report presents the resultc of the enviren-
mental and personnel monitoring programs wnica were conducted at the
accident site. It also cantains the results of the bicassays wnich
were perfor ed to assess the intake of uranium by individuals who were
involved in the rescue of the injured truck driver and in tne subsequent
yellowcake containment and clean-up operations.

We believe that this report provides useful documentation of the conditions
which prevailed during the clean-up, tne low levels of exposure of perscn-
nel involved, and the completeness of the removai cf the spilled concentrate
frcm the envircnment.

Sincerely,
J. ,

A J! 9 h ||
f

o

GCO:mr
Enclosure

c: Mr. Charles Mattson (Calcracc Depart ent of He3l tn)
Mr. L. C. Rouse (Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission-Washingten)
Mr. E. Morris Hcward (Nuclear Regulatcry Ccmissicn a lingten)r

Mr. R. Jerrel Everett (Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission-Arlingten)
Mr. A. W. Grella (Cffice of Hazardaus Ma terials Coerations ,

U. S. Ceparrent of Transportation,

(all w/ enclosure)

bc: 3 Mr. Warren Nechadem -- m en Nuclear Ccg anyMr. Marvin L. Smi th
Mr. D. 3. Achttien

._

4.w.=4r o c s.cn :S t. cs cowem n a a ws: . :s su N ::=c*2nca* Mr. 1. 3. Scivey bj,{ [.3}Ar. v. 3. inancen
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EXXON MINERALS COMPA'iY, U.S.A.

TECHNICAL REPORT

CLEAN-UP OF NATURAL URANIUM CONCENTRATE

SPILLED IN A TRANSPCRTATION ACCIDENT
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INTRCDUCTION
IV-52

At about 1:00 A.M. MDT en September 27, 1977, a

tractor-trailer operated by Lee Way Motor Freight, Inc.,

a cccmon carrier, overturned af ter colliding with three

horses on U.S. Highway 287 in a sparsely po7ulated

farming and ranching area about 14 miles north of the

town of Springfield in southeastern Colorado. The

trailer we.s loaded with 40,329 pounds of Exxon's natural

uranium cancentrate (yellowcake) contained in fif ty

55-gallon steel dru=s and was en route frem the Highland

uranium mill to the Kerr-McGee conversion facility at

Gore, Oklahoma. The concentrate had been packaged,

loaded, and shipped in full compliance with applicable

regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and

the Depart =ent of Transportation.

As a result of the truck's overturning and subsequent

sudden stop when it slid into an excavated sump for a

drainage culvert, 32 of the 50 drums were thrown through

the top of the trailer near the front. These drums came

to rest on the choulder of the highway Drum lids, which

were secured to the drums by bolted steel ring closures,

ca=e off 17 of the 32 drums which left the trailer. Lids

also ca=e off 12 of the 13 drums wn:ch remained in the

trailer.

A total of about 12,000 pounds of concentrate spilled

frcm the opened drums. About 5,000 pounds of this spilled

material was contained in the overturned trailor. The

-1-
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remaining 7,000 pounds was spilled on the grouad within

an area of 3,000 to 4,000 square feet.

The Highland Mine Manager was notified of the accident

by a telephone call from the Baca County Sheriff's Office

at about 2:00 A.M. MDT. The written detailed emergency

instructions precared by Exxon which acccmpany each bill

of lading for our concentrate shipments had been found, and

the mine had been called in accordance with those instruc-

tions. At that time, efforts of law enforcement personnel

and others were being directed primarily at extricating the

driver, who was pinned in the tractor cab. Because of the

concentration on the rescue of the driver and the difficulty

of assessment of the magnit ude of the spill in the darkness,

the initial est1= ate relayed free the scene was not accurate.

The estimate was that 6 to 12 of the drums had lost lids and
part of their contents.

Eighland responded quickly and appropriately to the

notification. The Sheriff's Office was requested to see that

the truck and spilled concentrate were covered by tarpaulins

or heavy plastic sheeting as soon as possible to prevent

spreading of the concentrate by wind. Highland's Environ-

mental Coordinator and one technician left Casper by cc==er-

cial airline at 7:50 A.M. MDT, taking with them several large

boxes of emergency equipment which included protective

clothing, respirators, radiation monitcring and air sampling

equipment. This equipment was appropriate and adequate for

handling and monitoring the situation as reported. Prior to

leaving, the Environmental Coordinator had been advised by

-2- r- -
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the Baca County Sheriff's Department that the spill had

been completely covered by heavy plastic sheeting, and that

there was no near-term risk of airborne migration of the

concentrate. Shortly after the departure of the Environ-

mental Coordinator by plane, an experienced mill shift

supervisor and an experienced operating technician lef t the

mill in a truck carrying 20 drums and additional equipment

for use in recovering and repackaging spilled concentrate.

Minerals Headquarters was advised of the accident by

the Highland Mine Manager at about 8:30 A.M. MDT. A

security agent was dispatched to the scene from Miuland,

Texas. Headquarters Medical was notified and an Industrial

Hygienist was sent to assist the Highland personnel.

Because the accident occurred while the concentrate

was in interstate transport, notification of the Office of

Hazardous Materials Operations, Department of Transportation,

by the carrier was required. Exxon notified the carrier of

its reporting obligation, then followed up with direct

telephoned notification to the DCT. Exxon also telepconed

the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Region IV, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Cemmission, and the Colorado Department

of Health to notify those agencies of the ac,cident and to

advise them of the steps being taken by Exxon to mitigate

the effects of the spill. The Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission

advised that since Colorado is an " Agreement State", it has

the responsibility for regulating source material within its

borders, and that Exxon should work with the Colorado Depart-

=ent of Health in cleaning up the spill. They requested that

651 046-3-
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they be kept advised of developments, and advised that they

would c.ommunicate also with the Colorado Health Decartment.
Soon after notification by Exxon, che Colorado Department

of Health sent two health physicists to the scene by auto-

=obile frem Denver.

The Highland Environmental Coordinator arrived at the

scene at about 3:30 P.M. MDT. He quickly determined that

the spill was considerably more extensive than had been

reported initially by the Baca County Authorities. IIe also

determined that an excellent job of covering the truck and

the spilled material had been cone by the Sheriff's Depart-

ment. Because there was no significant remaining risk of

spreading, there was time for proper planning for the clean-

up and recovery.

r4 na '(; J l b9/
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CLEAM-UP METIIODS AND CIIRONCLCGY

IV-56

Detailed planning of the clean-up operation began on

the evening of the accident, September 27. The planning

session was held in the Baca County Sheriff's office in

S prin gfie '.d. Full cooperation and assistance of the

State Patrol, State Highway Depart =ent, Sheriff's Depart-

ment, Springfield Police Department, and local merchants

during the planning sessica =ade it possible for clean-up

operations to start the next morning, September 23. On

that morning, however, Colorado Department of Health

representatives informed Exxon o f their clea n-up requirements.

The nature of the requirements was such that Exxon could not

i==ediately proceed with the clean-up and comply with Health

Department stipulations. Exxon's plans had included the use

of a front-end loader to pick up the spilled material along

with a thin lnyer of topsoil, transf erring it to new drums.

If windy conditions were encountered, clean-up would have

proceeded with hand shovels instead of the loader. ilater

sprays were to he used to control dust, and an air sampling

program had been designed to evaluate airborne concentrations.

All personnel were to be equipped with appropriate respiratory

protective equip =ent and clothing which was already on site.

Feilcwing the discussiens with the Colorado Department

of Health representatives en September 23, four additional

mill operating technicians were flown to Lamar, arriving on

September 29. They joined two other mill employees (one mill

_
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operating technician and one mill shift superviso r) who

had arrived late on September 27 with a truckload of

clean-up materials. Also on September 29 a health

physicist and a health physics technician from Exxon

Nuclear Company arrived in Lamar, bringing with them
,

additional respiratory protectica equipment and additional

radiation survey equipment. On September 30, Exxon's

Regulatory Affairs Manager arrived to serve as liaison

with the Colorado Health Department and other interested

government agencies.

Clean-up operations started on September 30. prior

to starting the clean-up a portable toilet was brought to

the site, and a 16' x 32' tent was erected to serve as a

changehouse, shcwer facility, and storage area. A " green-

house" was constructed of lumber, plywcod and plastic

sheeting. The purpose of the greenhouse was to minimine

the potential for airborne dispersion of the concentrate

as required by the Department of Health. Clean-up was to

be conducted by hanc-shoveling within the greenhouse which

covered an area ot about 100 square feet. A radiation

survey of the surrounding area was conducted to establish

background radiation levels, which would then be set as the

limit for acceptable clean-up in the spill area. Air sampling,

contamination surveys, respiratory protection. and bicassay

programs were set up to ccmply with Health Department stipula-

tions.

-6- .
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Work progress from September 30 through October 2

was very slow due to the difficulty of cutting through

grass and weeds with shovels to pick up the concentrate,

the confining nature of tha greenhouse work area, heat in

the greenhouse causing rapid f atiguing of clean-up person-

nel, and muddy conditions created by the use of water to

reduce airborne dust inside the greenhouse. Two trailers

were rented to serve e s wind breaks for the work area.

Due to the location of the spill in a low area next to the

highway, two earthen dikes and a diversion ditch were
constructed to prevent possible spreading of the concentrate

by rainf all and run-of f . Also, a road block and detour was

set up to eliminate traffic during work hours. During these

three days a total of 11 out of 50 drums on the shipment

were recovered.

In order to accelerate the clean-up, vacuum cleaning

devices and greenhouse ventilation equipment were ordered

October 3 and arrived Cetober 4. Cctober 3 was spent in

detailed planning of future operations and as a day off for

the fatigued clean-up crew. Cctober 4 a snow fence lined

with plastic sheeting was constructed around the spill site

to reduce wind velocity in the work area. Use of the vacuum

cleaners and ventilation equipment was initiated late on

October 4 with positive results.

On Cctober 5 the air was calm and a light mist was fallin

These conditions permitted work in the open. Clean-up then

proceeded in an orderly and rapid fasion using both hand-

shoveling and the vacuum cleaners. By the end of the day the

651 0:0,
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remainder of the 32 drums outside the trailer had been

recovered. Damaged drums were double-bagged in heavy

plastic bags prior to shipment to Hi~ghland in a special

container designed for transpcr! of high-level waste which

was carried on a flat-bed tractor-trailer. Shipments in

this container were classified as bulk ship =ents under DOT

regulations. . Material which was repackaged in new drums

was shipped to Highland in conventional acm=on carrier

tractor-trailer rigs assigned to Exxon for exclusive use.

Work on October 6 and 7 was concentrated on cleaning

up the damaged trailer and recoving the 13 drums contained

inside. The vacuum cleaners worked especially well for this

purpose. By the end of the day October 7 all of the 50

drums on the shipment had been recovered and moved to the

storage area.

On.Cetober 8 final decontamination of the trailer

was begun, using scrub brushes, water with detergent and

a water rinse. By mid-afternoon the truck was righted.

Decontamination of the tractor and trailer was cc=pleted

late in the afterncon and it was hauled from the site.

Final clean up of the ground in the spill area continued

on October 9 and 10. The spill area was bladed on October 10

and radiation surveys' located a f ew remaining concentrations

which were prcmptly cleaned up with shovels. All equipment

used in the operation was surveyed and decontaminated to meet

previously agreed upon standards before shipment to Exxon',s

Highland Uranium Cperation or release for unrestricted use.

-8-
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By mid-afternoon on October 10 the Health Department

cond> ted a final radiation survey and the entire area

was released for unrestricted use. Final topsoil replace-

ment and reseeding in the cleaned area was completed by

the Colorado Department of Highways.
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HEALTH PHYSICS AND ENVIRC:GIENTAL ASPECTS
1%-bi

Assessment of Accidental Radiation Excosur_es

The truck upset and resultant spill probably caused

suspension of uranium concentrate in the air for a short

period of time in the immediate area of the apill. The

truck driver, his relief driver, and anyone who rendered

assi.s t an c e immediately after the accident until the sus-

pended ,aaterial settled would have been exposed to this

aircorne uranium. An upper limit to the airborne yellow-

ca':e concentration that could have existed during.this

paried is tb.a concentration of the dust that could be

suspenced in air. Tihen vigorously agitated , dust burdens

of up to about five grams per cubic meter are obtained.

;ine to settling, however, within five minutes most of the

dust would no longer be airborne. Breathing air containing

five gr1=s cf uranium per cubic ceter for five minutes

would probably result in a depositica in the lungs of

about 0. 045 nC1. Since the material is eliminated frem

the body with a half-life of 30 days or less, the body

burden averaged over a year's time would be about 0.005

nC1. The International Committee on Radiation Protection

has recc== ended that the continuous, steady-state body

burden of uranium be limited to less than 0.009 pCi. This

value, of course, was established to provide at least an

order of magnitude margin to perceivable health effects.

Hence, it is unlikely that anyone at the accident scene

-10- _p. ,c
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would be found to be injured by inhalation of yellowcake.

This conclusion is borne out by the bioassay results,

where the rescue workers are found not to have inhaled

significant quantities of yellowcake. Those arriving

more than ane-half hour after the initial impact, the

ambulance crew and the hospital emergency staff, were

exposed to much lower concentrations of airborna uranium.

The Sheriff's Depart =ent personnel and the State Police
.

who were involved in covering the yellowcake were exposed

to low levels of airborne uranium.

Bicassav Program

Urine specimens for uranium bicassay were obtained

frc= 27 persons who were known to have been in the near

vicinity of the spill, including the law enforcement and

rescue personnel present during the time period following

the accident. Additionally, speci= ens were obtained frc=

17 Exxon personnel who were present during the clean-up

operations. Results of the bicassays are tabulated in

Exhibit 1 and show that physically damaging uranium ingestion

did not occur. Exhibit 2 su==arines the bicassay results

and indicates that only 7% of all specimens submitt l were

above the detection level of 10 mg/1. It should be noted

that bioassays for the two truck drivers were arranged by

the Colorado Department of Health and the medical persennel

at the Southeastern Colorado Hospital in Springfield, where

the drivers were taken for treatment o f their injuries and
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for observation. We have been advised by the Colorado

Department of Health that uranium was not detected in

urine specimens from the drivers.

The highest uranium concentration observed, 18.1

ng/1, was found in the urine frcm one of the rescuS

(p 6 cnneil This level is below the typical nuclear

indt.stry action level as shown in Exhibit 3. Uranium

concentrations in urine of up to 50 ng/ liter are considered

to be tolerated by the body with no effects. If 50 mg/ liter

is exceeded, then resampling is done; if the concentration

exceeds 200,ug/ liter, the person is restricted from working

with uranium until the concentration in the urine drops

below 50,ug/ liter. The chemical toxicity is the limiting

consideration with natural uranium. This toxicity is

compared to other heavy metals in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Element Threshhold Limit

3Uranium 0.2 =g/=eter gf air

3Lead 0.15 mg/ meter gf afr

3Mercury 0.05 mg/ meter gf agr

3Cadmium 0.05 mg/ meter of air

If the concentrations do not exceed these threshhold

limits in a work 1ccation, personnel are permitted to wcrk

in the location without restriction for a 40-hour work week.

This would result in an equilibrium concentration of

/ Il 1 r'rUJl UJJ
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3 millionths of a gram o f uranium per gram o f kidney.

The health effect of uranium is the resulc of a gradual

buildup of toxic levels of uranium in tissue of the

kidney. There is no recorded occurrence where a single

acute exposure of a human to uranium has caused a detect-

able health effect resulting frcm its chemical toxicity.

The members of-the public involved in the rescue operation

will not experience any physical effect as a res~.it of

their exposure to uranium.

In the letter notifying each person of the result of

his urinalysis, Exxon offerec to provide in-vivo chest

counting for any persons who wanted this additional

evaluation. As a result of this offer, eighteen chest

counts were performed or. December 20, 1977 in Lamar, Colo-

rado by Helgeson Nuclear Services, I;.c . Springfield firemen,

Stato Patrol officers, and Highway Department personnel

who participated in the rescue of the truck driver or who

were present during the clean-up operation were included in

the group. No detectable uranium lung burden was found in

any person.

Radiological Safety Program

The Certified Health Physicist and Senior Health Physici

Technician frcm Exxon Nuclear Ccepany conducted the radiologi

contro .cd areasafety programs. They set up a restricte' ar

which included all of the area in which yellowcake c,uld be

detected by surveys. This controi. led area was marked off

using yellow and magenta rope, and appropriate signs indicati.

bb-13-
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rope. The health physics personnel then conducted a

training session for all Exxon employees to be involved

in the clean-up operation.

Exhibit 3 summarines the items covered in the

training session.

Throughout the clean-up operation frequent radiation

surveys were made to insure that containment was maintained.

In making the contamination surveys the following guidelines

were used:

o A "less than" value was used whenever contamination

above background was not detected.

o A value of 25 c/m was used as a minimum detection
level when the unshielded probe was used. This

requires a very slow, cethodical survey.

o A value of 100 c/= was used as a minimum detection
level when a shielded probe was used. This probe

generally was used for large survey areas.

Radiation surveys made during the clean-up operation

are documented in the Appendix.

Radiation doses to the skin and whole bcdy from external

exposure to yellowcake were measured by thermoluminescent

dosimeter badges (TLD's) worn by the personnel who were directly

involved in the clean-up. The maximum dose to any individual was
,

less than 2% of the quarterly limit ^ for the skin and less than

1
4% of the quarterly limit for the 'vhole body.

Environmental Samoling

An air sampling program was established to evaluate

personnel exposures to airborne yellowcake dust and to; assess , 7
bJ| b /

-14-
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potential dispersion of the concentrate. Three types of

air samples were collected: 1) enclosed area samples

taken fa the greenhouse and the trailer; 2) open area

samples taken in the work area; and 3) perimeter samples

taken close to the boundary of the controlled area. The

first two types of samples were used to evaluate personnel

exposures, while the perimeter samples were used to

evaluate dispersion beyond the controlled area. Samples

used to evaluate personnel exposures were taken with the

air sampler at breathing elevation. Exhibit 4 summarines

the results of the air sampling program. High concentra-

tions of airborne yellowcake dust were occasionally present

in the enclosed areas. Open area concentrations were

relatively low, while perimeter concentrations were usually

below =aximum permissible concentrations (annual average)

for unrestricted areas as set forth in Appendix 3 of 10C7R20.

Air sample data were used to evaluate exposures to

clean-up personnel. In the calcu'.ation of the exposures,

conservative protection factors were assumed for the

respirators. A factor of 10 was used fcr the half-face

mas k , while a factor of 50 was used for the full-face mask.

Individual cumulative exposures during the clean-up opera-

tion were less than 20% of the weekly maximum permissible

occupational exposures to soluble uranium compounds, as set

forth in 10 CFR 20.103 and in Appendix 3 of 10 CFR 20.

n,, r
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In addition to environmental air sampling, soil

and vegetation samples were taken in the spill area.

Results, which are shown in the Appendix, show that the

clean-up effectively removed the spilled concentrate

from the environment. The very effective job of covering

the spill by the Baca County Sheriff's Department allowed

time for effective clean-up measures to be established

without airborne dispersion of the material.

Decontamination Proc am

The decontamination program employed radiation surveys

of ground, personnel, and all equipment or supplies that

could have been contaminated. Each person leaving the

controlled area was surveyed. This included counting of

nasal smears, facial areas, and the inside of the face mask.

Showers were required as necessary at the site to insure

decontamination of personnel. All personnel were surveyed

to insure that they were carrying no detectable uranium

offsite. All equipment used in the operation was surveyed

and decontaminated to meet the standards set oat below

before shipment to Highland or release for unrestricted use.

All automobiles and motel rooms used by the clean-up person-

nel were also surveyed and found to be uncontaminated.

Prior to release of the tractor-trailer from the

restricted area, a complete contamination survey was conducted.

Before the tractor-trailer was hauled frca the site, the

651 059
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release limits below were achieved:

2Fixed Alpha 5000 d/m/100 cm

Smearable Alpha 1000 d/m/100 cm

Beta-Gamma 0.2 mR/ hour at 1 cm

These limits were also applicable to all other surveyed

equipment.

The final site release survey was conducted by a

health physicist from the Colorado Department of Health,

using a sensitive ga=ma survey meter. The baseline survey

conducted prior to the start of clean-up showed background

gamma levels to be in the 14-21 nR/ hour range. The fint.1

survey showed that all ground within the restricted area

had been cleaned up to less than 30 nR/ hour gamma. On

the afternoon of October 10 the entire spill area was

released by the Health Department representative for

unrestricted use.

65i 000_1,_



EXillllIT 1

BIOA69AY (URINALYSIS) RESULTS

Individual Dato mgU/1 Dato agU/1 Date mgU/1 Dato 4gj

llember of Public #1 0/20/77 <10
Member of Public #2 0/20/77 10.2
Member of Public .#3 0/20/77 <10
llember of Public #4 0/20/77 16.4
Llember of Public #5 10/4/77 <10 10/11/77 <10
Member of Public #G 0/20/77 <10
11 ember o f Public #7 10/4/77 <10
11 ember of Public #8 0/20/77 <10
11 ember of Public #9 10/4/77 <10
11 ember of Public #10 10/4/77 <10 -

11 ember of Public #11 10/4/77 <10 [
11 ember of Public #12 10/4/77 18.1 e

11 ember of Public #13 10/4/77 <10
klember of Public #14 10/4/77 <10
11 ember o f Public #15 0/20/77 <10
11 ember o f Public #16 10/4/77 <10
11 ember of Public #17 0/20/77 <10
11 ember of Public #18 0/20/77 <10
Member of Public #10 10/4/77 <10
11 ember o f Public #20 10/4/77 <10
Member of Public #21 9/20/77 <10
llember of Public #22 0/20/77 <10
11 ember of Public #23 0/20/77 <10
Member of Public #24 9/20/77 <10n

. _n L! ember of Public #25 10/11/77 <10
Ifember of Public #26 10/10/77 <10--

Alember of Public #27 10/4/77 <10

35 Exxon Employee #1 10/0/77 <10 10/7/77 <10 10/8/77 <10 10/0/77 <1
_- 10/11/77 <10

Exxon Employee #2 10/10/77 <10
Exxon Employee #3 10/5/77- <10 10/7/77 <10 10/0/77 <10
Exxon Employee #4 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/4/77 <10 10/5/77 <1

lO/G/77 <10 in /R /77 ''^ ' ^ ' ^ ' " ~ ~



EXIIIBIT 1 CONTINUED

Individual Date gUf1 Dato ugU/1 Date AlgU/1 Date A3

Exxon Employeo #5 9/30/77 <10 10/1/77 <10 10/.2/77 <10 10/3/77 <

10/4/77 <10 10/G/77 <10 10/7/77 <10
Exxon Employco #6 0/30/77 <10 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/3/77 <

10/5/77 <10 10/6/77 <10 10/7/77 <10 10/8/77 <14
10/0/77 <10 10/10/77 <10

Exxon Employee #7 9/30/77 <10 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/5/77 <

10/6/77 <10 10/7/77 <10 10/8/77 <10 10/0/77 <

10/11/77 <10
Exxon Employee #8 10/6/77 <10 10/7/77 <10
Exxon Employeo #9 0/30/77 <10 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/3/77 <

10/4/77 <10 10/5/77 <10 10/0/77 <10 10/7/77 <

10/0/77 <10 10/10/77 <10
Exxon Employee #10 0/30/77 <10 10/1/77 14.3 10/2/77 14.0 10/3/77 <

10/4/77 <10 10/0/77 <10 10/7/77 <10 10/8/77 2 10
10/0/77 <10 10/10/77 <10 y

Exxon Employee #11 D/30/77 <10
I:xxon 1:mp lo y e e #12 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/3/77 <10 10/4/77 <

10/5/77 <10 10/G/77 <10
Exxon Employee #13 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/4/77 <10 10/5/77 <:

10/6/77 <10 10/10/77 <10 10/11/77 <10
Exxon Employee #14 9/30/77 <10 10/1/77 <10 10/2/77 <10 10/5/77 <

10/6/77 <10 10/8/77 <10
Exxon Employee #15 10/10/77 <10
Exxon Employee #16 10/0/77 <10 10/7/77 <10 10/9/77 <10 10/10/77 <:
Exxon Employee #17 9/30/77 <10 10/1/77 12.4 10/2/77 13.0 10/3/77 <]

10/4/77 <10 10/5/77 <10 10/7/77 <10

rw
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EXHIBIT 2

SUMMARY CF BIOASSAY SA'PLE RESULTSA

Total nu=ber of samples sub=1:ted: 126

Total number of sa=ple results above
detection level of 10 ngU/1 9

Maximum concentration found: 18.1 mgU/1

TYPICAL NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTICN LEVELS

For soluble uranium compounds: Results > 50 ng/l requires
resampling until < 25,ug/1.
If two resamples show
2 25 mg/l an internal dose
evaluation shall be performed.

For insoluble uranium compounds : Result > 25 ug/l requires
resampling. If resample shows
2 10 ng/l an internal dose
ev- luation shall be performed..

- , ,
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1.X1tIBIT 3

IV-72
RADloLOGICAL SAFETY TRAINING !!ECO!!D

(Subjects Covered @ ) Date

R:dhtisu Protection - )( Refnirnturv Prnicction

% Relative ha/ards of the various nr:mium and/or % Itequirements and piuce<Jures for the use of r
plutunium comtmuncls that may be encounternl. pmtectum equipment and deviews.

[ Definitions and Fuundaries of it:dioactive Materials. M Availability of respiratory equipment and de-
Radiation. Intermediate and Clean Arcus. Proper selecti m of equipment and devices.

O Radiation work Procedures- g (.are wd - of equ,pmeni and e.-%m
' ** "E "" ' #** E*W "rotective c!othin; requirements.
* I 'k "" I"' #"* "# #' " E * I'' d #''*' ' * i"'' i""'*

. Change Room Step-Off. Pad procedure. and storage.
Personnel survey instruments and requirements. Personnel and mask surveys required fo!!owirx

O inst =lted radiation and radiosetive material monitering respiratory protection equipment and/or dev'
instruments and alarms.

7 Bioassay and in-vivo messurement requireme
Air sampling and monitoring programs. S eeial air s=mpling requirements.s

R:diosetive material containment and contaminatio t
, g

control programs.

O others-Clovebox operations.

O c:ovetm grove char se procedure. O audaise e e'nrete ec==le emni vee <aes x-
O cravesox 822.in 2nd b:g4mi procedure.

y Tr,;nin, 4,ds used
Reymrements and procedures for removal of equipment ,) ) - g,gy
or mater 6als t ront IL:diation Areas. -

thTf MacPeruutnel ;md equipment decontaminatnut reymremems.

and '"cedores.I p7.g. ,.9 va c 1 n * M n r,

Radioactive maseriah pack:; ting and unpackaging
procedures. ~,g, g %_,,,,,,,,,.

-

O Requirements.:nd procedures for rerformina non-routine Ai s ~n' a-s
jobs:

d Treatment of injuries incurred in Radiation Aress; Ocraid Veit <>r
protection for cuts and :brauens.#

Ui1142 , 'Tikhs-

Per:annel external radiation exposure controls.
~~

"
vin kb -ecnM 2 ,-

^ ~~

x l'ersonnel externa! radiction exposure dosimetry programs
snd requirements. Jchn n tar 3,s

Bioassay anJ in-vivo measurement prog ms and ( g ,.1 [ g ,,M e
regmrement s.

k Radioactive waue disposal proc: dure:.
!!ancy Denni;

'O cthers. Richard acrnsby

Laroy 'N"'raEmernney Procedures ' -

O uig g2s reicase.

O Anborne co .2
'O Airborne pintonium.

O P!utuniunt contamination spre:d. F | Instructor (s) M^'3 M L - W ""

| }l ]g {J,a w(1 ,.J "/O Fire involvirig ruduaaetive materi:L g --

O Criiicaiity.

-

S e p te.-t e r 30, 1977O o t hers- o=te.
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IV-73
AIR SAr.f * ING PISur.TS

Ur.mium
Concentration

Date fuCi/ml x 10-11)

Enclosed Area Samolec 9/30 60.7
10/1 G.2
10/1 3737.6
10/1 6.3

10/1 13G.7
10/1 370.7
10/2 21.0

10/2 1G7.2
10/4 16.7

10/5 23.7

10/5 4.0

10/5 3.7

10/G 2.4

10/6 41.1
10/7 2.2

9/30 1.3
Cpen Area Samples 10/1 o,3

10/2 1.3

10/4 1.3

10/5 0.2

10/5 14.2
10/5 1.9

10/6 2.7

10/6 1.2

10/6 30.3

10/7 o.6

10/7 0.2

10/7 0.2

10/0 0.3

10/2 1.5

10/8 0.1

10/8 0.3

10/9 4.0

10/9 29.2

10/9 4.2

10/10 0.8

Peri. meter Saroles C/30 0.56
10/1 0.04

10/1 0.03

10/1 0.06

10/2 0.03

10/2 0.02

10/2 0.09

10/4 0.13

10/5 10.7

10/5 1.91

10/5 0.58

10/5 1.01

10/5 0.03

10/6 2.80

10/G 0.03
10/G 0. 00 f ~ i I''
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IV-74 Uranium
Concentration

Qata (trC1/mi x 10-11)

Perimeter Sampics Continued 10/7 0.02

10/7 c.10

10/7 0.02

10/8 0.29

10/3 0.03

10/8 0.05

10/9 1.12

10/9 0.05

10/10 0.23

10/10 0.03

e. 3 pb -

Jc-23- 0J|
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CONCLUSIONS

1) Initial securing of the spilled yellowcake by

local law enforcement officers was prompt and

effective.

2) The clean-up operation effectively removed the

spilled uranium concentrate from the environment.

3) Intake of uranium by members of the public and

by clean-up personnel was far less than the intake

required to cause adverse he11th effects.

-24-
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APPENDIZ

RADIATION SURVEYS
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RADIATION SURVEY DETAI'J CMIT"To
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